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Ethel B. Jacobs at Boston July 20th,
put
her again high line of the
seining fleet,
Jacobs’
crew had shared up to
t'apt.
this trip $333.70, and they expect that
this trip will bring their share up to
$400,
if not a little over.”.The
government
is making extensive improvements at the
Green Bake hatchery this year,
looking to
the further usefulness and perfection of
the works.
About $3,500 is being expended in the improvements.It is reported
that a sardine trust has been organized at
Eastport and that since then the price of
Maine sardines has advanced about 35 per
cent.
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Winslow’s
Slate

Successor.

Uentocrallr Committee to Heel Id Augusta
and Consider a Sew Candidate.

The Populist Program.

NORTHPORT

NEWS.

8ew»ll Slaughtered and Bryan
Boomed. Watson
of Ueorgta given the Second
Place on the Ticket.
Same Old Platform.

Calls for the Republican caucuses will be
found in another column.

uvn0th,ei P°P“li8J

Mrs. Milly Brown and son of Portland are
rusticating at Mr. J. J. Shaw’s.

St. Louis
called on the

convention at

Friday the roll of States was
question of substituting the minority report
gn lug precedence to the Vice Presidential
nomination, for the majority report to proceed to ballot for President first and
Vice
President next.
of North Carolina, who had
cast Ho of that State’s vote for the
majority
report, announced that he would
that vote unless good faith was to change
be observed and a southern Vice President
nominated.
A scene of great confusion ensued
which
delayed the proceedings some time.
An informal count showed the vote to
he
for the minority
report 730 and for the majority report 700.
Before the result was announced Mr. Skinner changed the vote of North
Carolina,
casting the whole H3 votes for the minority
report, which was thus adopted.
The official total was: For the
minority,
785 ; for the majority report, (113.
Adopted.
Gen. Weaver of Iowa read the
platform
and resolutions which had been
agreed to,
lie said, with great unanimity, not with entire unanimity, as
minority reports would
be presented.
The platform demands national
money,
safe am! sound, issued by the general
government only, to he full legal tender, for all
debts, public and private; free and unrestricted coinage of silver and gold at tlie
present legal ratio of lli to 1 without waiting
for foreign nations; an increase in volume
of the circulating medium; that no more
bonds be issued except by a specific act of
Congress; that the government in payment
of obligations shall use its
options as t,o the
kind of lawful money in which they are to
be paid; a graduated income tax, etc.
The platform reported by the
majority

M.r^.SHin,ner

Aioi-ta. July 27.
Secretary Beane
to-day issued a call for the Democratic
State committee to meet at Augusta next
Wednesday evening to consider how a
candidate shall be placed in the field to
succeed Mr. Winslow.
I'uder the Australian ballot the committee has the power to uante a candidate as
it was authorized by the convention to fill
vacancies arising from death, resignation,
declination, otherwise the question is will
it do so or call a new convention to consist
of tiie delegates which constituted the
first convention.
Mayor E. F. Hanson of Belfast is evidently a candidate to succeed Mr. Winslow.
This morning he drove over to
Rockland and went by train to Bath to
consult Arthur Sewall.
There is opposition to him here.
Not only are the gold
men nearly all
opposed to him but many
of the silverites.
Ose of the gold leaders remarked sig- was agreed to.
The convention took a recess until tl p. m.,
nificantly this morning: “Hanson would
have accepted the nomination at l'ortland and when again called to order nominations
for
Vice President were made. Mr. Bauon a gold platform,
nc wants the nommann of
Ala., nominated Representative
ination.”
Stanner, the Populist Congressman from
North Carolina. Representative Howard of
The Maine Campaign.
Alabama nominated Hon. Thos. E. Watson,
late Populist Congressman from Georgia.
Winslow Declines ihe Nomination.
Mr. Waller of Iowa nominated Frank Burkett
of Mississippi. Captain Burnham nomiHon. Edward B. Winslow of Portland has
written a letter declining to accept the nom- nated A. L. Mims of Tennessee. Mr. Bateman
ui
luame nominated Marion
ination for Governor by the Democrats. Mr.
Page of
Winslow gives as his reasons that he could V irginia. In doing so he protested in benot conscientiously run for Governor on a half of the entire Maine delegation against
Sewall s nomination. He had nothing against
gold platform when the national convention Mr. Sewall’s
nomination. He had nothing
adopted one in favor of free silver.
Hon. M. P. Frank says that the State com- against Mr. Sewall personally, he said, but
he
to
the nomination of a man who
objected
mittee lias the power to till all vacancies,
and may select another candidate, or the had not one particle of sympathy with the
convention which nominated Mr. Winslow principles of the People’s party save the one
minor question of silver. The story has been
may be re-convened and another nomination made.
In 18‘H), F. W. Hill, the Demo- circulated that Sewall was a greenbacker,
but he never was. He was, however, incratic candidate for Governor, died before
strumental in arranging a fusion of the
election, and in this case the old convention Democrat and
Greenback forces in Maine
was re-assembled and
a new
nomination
made.
Mr. Frank thinks this is what will and, by doing so, he accomplished the destruction
of
the
Greenback party.
now be
done. The new convention will
Many attacked Sewall as a millionaire,
probably adopt a free silver plank and nom- banker
and railroad president.
inate a free silver candidate.
Voting for Vice President began at 12 05

The handsomely il■:
urn list issued by the man\>v\ England Fair, for the
\lnbitiou to be held at RigHall. Portland, August
20th and 21st has been reill be tin1 ;>2d exhibition of
tad bulging from the success
’ll last year in the same
may be expected at the
a. m. Changing of votes
Exhibitors are requested to UNCLE SOLON ON THE MISTAKES OF
begau and delegates
BATEMAN.
almost tumbled over one another to change
r
Farnliam, Portland, for
Uncle Solon Chase was interviewed at Au- their votes to Watson who soon
had enough
>
-rid entry blanks, to care- burn last
Friday. He thought that Prof. L. votes to insure his nomination.
iv
rule in the book, and ! C. Bateman, the
Populist candidate for govA motion was made to suspend the rules
m$«*lves accordingly. i ernor, should not have taken so decided a aud make Watson
the unanimous choice of
odmllding “The Pines,” ; stand against the Democratic candidates, for the convention.
.-ideuce at Ellsworth, ! he thereby showed too much of a personal
As soon as this was done the lights went
1 l.e masons are now at interest in the matter. He announced in out. The hall was in darkness except for a
one breath that he would oppose Sewall as
few candles.
P. II. Miatton :
:ation.
vice-president, and in the next breath anThe sergeant-at-arms implored the great
’r the building.
The j nomn ed that he would
if audience not to
support
Sewall,
A horrible din
i «*ing done by Edward
Sewall supported him. If the Populists arose but the stampede,
light gave feeble glimmer
u.It is a singular nominate any other than Sewall for vice
again.
■I. E. M. Robinson,
prescient they are sacrificing principle for
The chair announced Watson as the unanipartv organization, ami you can be assured mous nominee.
( t, A. R..
an Post,
t-'iat this course is dictated
so-called
or
by
At 12.50 the convention adjourned.
be one of the six
self-appointed leaders of the party, who are
in the Rebellion, and
Bryan said lie would not accept the nomiafraid that :f Bryan and Sewall are nomi- nation
by the Populists if they downed Sewatidfatlier was one of six
nated their identity as individual leaders all.
He so telegraphed Senator Jones.
were
in the Revolution.
will be lost. If their advice is listened to
Saturday Bryan was nominated for Presimarkable is the fact that
and Bryan is nominated with a vice presi- dent on the
first ballot, receiving 1,042 votes
ueneiation were killed in dent other than Sewall, 1 do not believe that to 321 for Col. Norton aud a few
scattering.
will accept the nomination, and the
»:; example of
Bryan
lieieditary
•t ten
corded.The Populist party will be worse off than ever.
The Waldo County hay Crop.
It will simply show that the selfish leaders
d;e liall in the Maine |
of the party think more of their own
The haying season is now well along and
'building at Pittsfield is al advancement than they do of Thepersongreat
•nee, and the heavy work
prin iple of free coinage of silver, which is at a few farmers have finished, although the
o h before commencement
stak e.
work is from a week to 10 days behind the
The liall will In* iiiiishHANSON BEATS THE BAND.
average season.
Early in the season there
1 i i have a birch floor and
All Augusta correspondent of the Boston was a
long dry spell and grass grew but litTin residence of Mrs. Ma- Ad\ ertiser
The most conspicuous
says:
ui
^outh Berwick was figure on the Democratic stump in this cam- tle, and July 4th, when haying generally befamily was absent at paign, barring Bryan or other chance impor- gins, the outlook was slim. A rain came on
tations, will be Mayor Hanson of Belfast. about that time and gave a much-needed
y the servants being in
Tie is a burly man with a voice that would
ranee was effected
through make the
growth, but. the weather has been catching
two sous of Zebedee faint with
•"
A masked man covered
It is currently reported that he can during haying and some hay has been spoilenvy.
with a revolver while lie till
every ear in Waldo county from three ed and the work delayed. Reports throughtrunk.
The house was stumps on a line
through the county, ami in out the country indicate a light crop and in
n
to
bottom
the
i
top
by
any Rhode Island county lie would need
secured ££. and left a lot ; only one stump to overflow the county line this section it will not be up to the average.
: 11 touched.
The hay shipments from the county durFrom there at every point of the compass. He is undoubtedly a gooil rough aud ready debater the
ic house of Isaac Hersom
past year have been larger than for a
who will cut a wide swath in this campaign
'freet, made an entrance if he carries out his
threat of bearing a few years past, though not up to the figures
•w and searched the lower
scythe for Bryan through every grass field of the time when hay was shipped to Southise but found
nothing of in the State. If his tale of the revolution in ern ports. There are seven
quite extensive
was
evidently the work of Waldo county and the stories of the other dealers
in Waldo county—F. G. White, L.
Ben. 6. Collins, the al- free silver boomers could be taken without
minty attorney and first salt, there might be some reason to fear for T. Shales and A. M. Carter of Belfast, A. E.
f
rued to North Anson July the sanity of the Pine Tree State, but Demo- Nickerson of Swanville, A. £. Chase of
ice as first selectman has cratic, claims are apt to be a long way be- Brooks and C. B.
Sampson and T. S. Keen
hind performances in Maine and elsewhere.
•i
special town meeting. C.
In their newspaper force the Republicans of Thorndike.
Mr. White does the largest
Madison has been appointed have an immense
advantage, bitterly re- business aud ships not only from Belfast
v
by the Governor, but if is gretted by the free silver boomers. Of the aud
points along the railroad, but from
•
has not been confirmed.....
187 registered publications in Maine, there
Morrill has offered £2,200 in are only nine avowedly Democratic. Two Sandypoint and Camden. The market is
die three days' trot, August of the nine, the Machias Union aud Lewis- chiefly in Boston, though considerable
ton Sun, have flatly bolted the free silver
at Pittsfield, and August
are sent to Bar Harbor and the
coinage platform, aud the Portland Argus is quantities
field.
giving a barely formal support to the ticket. summer resorts and granite quarries along
Only two daily papers anil five weeklies are the eastern coast. It is estimated that about
'"iM's.
The l’opulist side actually advocating free silver, and three of
tons have been sent out of the county
Pouis, the so-called silver the five weekly papers are populist organs. 20,000
gathering of silver mine On the other hand, the Republican papers the past year. The price paid for the best
’heir followers, nominated cover every part of the State with forceful grades has varied from $10.00 to $14.00 and
v<wall Friday.An address appeals for the sound money cause.
the average for all shipments has been about
money Democrats of Con$10 50.
Belfast Board of Trade.
t convention has been extenIn addition to the amount shipped there
v the sound
money DemoA special meeting of the Board of Trade is an increasing amount fed out on the
xcw Haven.
The address is
was held at Memorial building Tuesday in
farms, and a larger number of cattle raised.
idge Lynde Harrison, William
'■airman of the Democratic accordance with a call by President Sibley, The dairy business is increasing somewhat,
tee, John D. Jackson of the who was present and presided. Herbert T. and more cattle are raised for beef. Mr. D.
d others.Thomas B. Has- Field served as
secretary pro tern. Mr. Sib- C. Greenlaw of Northport estimates that
'iian of
the South Portland ley, as chairman of the committee to inves- about 300 head of mature cattle and
nearly
committee, at a caucus re- tigate the plan proposed by Mr. Bittenben- 2000 veals, the latter either on foot or dressed
lir.iimansliip as he is not in der, reported that Mr. B. has been unable to have been.sent from this
county to MassaA'th the platform adopted at
make any arrangements with the gentleman chusetts during the past year. This does
atic convention and could not
who proposed to be his associate in the mat- not include the shipments from Burnham
nominees as they do not repatic principles.
ter and therefore can do nothing at present.
The resigexcept such as are bought in Waldo county.
*
opted.Not less than log Mr. Sibley then read a letter from ami spoke In addition to this nearly 100 head of heavy
uid independent papers have of the
proposition of Messrs. Le Gro & beef oxen have been sold in Bangor by
_v,nst
Bryan.Bryan wants
of Lynn, who wish to establish a
Waldo county drovers, which were bought
\liich will make the prices of Spalding
in the country for the manufacture
within a radius of twenty miles of Belfast.
high, and free trade which factory
a cheaper grade of women’s shoes.
Mr. These represent a considerable consumption
price of labor low. And of
■oring men to vote for him on Spalding was in Belfast Tuesday and looked of hay, which taken with the shipments
..Why should the masses over the Dana Sarsaparilla building. He bring a large amount of money either dint the
prices of the neeessa- stated that he would like to form a stock rectly or indirectly into the pockets of the
go up?
Why should they company, the details to be arranged later, farmers.
i to double the price of flour
and wished to know what terms could be seYet they are invit> goods?
Thinks it is Time for a Change.
cured as to rent, taxes, etc. The firm has a ful
free silver because it will
Mr. Le Gro was in New
ly
equipped
factory.
os.When Bryan was in
r
D. Lane, Esq., sends us the following exvoted against the protection Hampshire the same day looking over a loca- tract from a letter received by him from W.
is
some
hence
there
to
be
mi gar
competition. H.
industry, and thus made tion,
Avery, son of the late Henry Avery, who
{hat he will not carry Nebraska The same committee as in the Bittenbender
is engaged in the cold storage business in
The government pays about
case, Messrs. A. C. Sibley, J. E. Wilson and
and Buffalo.
i,,n
annually to pensioners. How F. G. White, were instructed to investigate Owosso, Mich., Minneapolis
Mr. Avery says:
of
this
tribute
to
recipients
adThe
in
to
a building.
relation
meeting
mi
I have been away from Owosso most of
services iu the wTar which
ourned subject to call.
the time since March; was in Buffalo 8
"in Union like this
$140,000,000 j
1
weeks
hi PI-cent dollars?
putting eggs in cold storage, and have
Will Vote for McKinley.
now' been in Minneapolis 3 weeks buying
Blitter is very low ; have been buybutter.
•o Hame.
Hon. H. O. Stanley
Avgusta. Me., July 27. In a letter to At- ing for 8 to 13 cents per pound and eggs at 8
“•
and game commission, says
torney F. L. Staples of this city President to 10 cents per dozen, and even at these low
“ole th e quantity of fish will be
Hyde of Bowdoin College, who is a Demo- prices there is no pro tit in the business. It
'I.line livers ami lakes next Oc- crat, announces that he shall vote the Re- is very hard for the farmers to sell their
liiat uf any previous season. He publican ticket. He gives his reasons as produce at such low prices, and they having
s that
follows:
"The maintenance of tinancial in- so little money makes all business very dull
there will be between 300,It has been dull, hard times
for judicial authority; the
in the West.
100,000 of trout and salmon. tegrity; respect
service reform; the presfor the past two years, and it looks now as if
!'iis seems a good many,” he promotion of civil
to
which
will
worse.
I am hoping that
be
this year
ervation of the standard according
doesn't begin to fill the de- contracts have been made, by which savings after McKinley is elected there will be a
1 I
they’re after us, all over the are secure, and in which labor is to be paid, change. You know I have voted the Dembe il0 as much as we eau for each.
ocratic ticket for a good many years, but I
cannot be intrusted to a party committed to
.ui t
tired and sick of the party and besatisfy them.”.The Cape the absurdities and monstrosities of the plat- am nowtime
to have a change.”
\
lieve it
Advertiser says: “The fare of sch. form adopted at Chicago.”
r'
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Mrs. Turner Pickard of Hampden is
stopping with her daughter, Mrs. Dr. King at

the Glidden cottage.
Capt. S. H. Woodbury and family
Brewer are occupying one of the

day

is

Maple

ElwelFs.

the bay.
of Dexter,

A

large company gathered at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Smalley,
July 22d, to
witness the opening of a night-blooming
j
cereus.
Three blossoms opened.
Mrs. t. H.

Cummings of Woburn,
Mass., Miss Alice Page and Miss Lucy B.
Hancock of Boston, Norman H. White and
Fred Moore of Cambridge, are at Mrs. R. T.
Mr. ana

Herrick’s.
The Democrats of this place will meet at
Union Hall Friday afternoon to choose delegates to tbe county convention. Also to
nominate a candidate for Representative to
the Legislature.
Mr.

George Whitney returned to Boston
Monday’s boat to attend to the business
in the absence of his father, who is
enjoying
the season with his family at his splendid
the
on
Camden
cottage,
street.
Priscilla,
on

A Mr. Neal ley of La Grange has
bought
the George Ames farm in the Orcutt district and is making some repairs previous to

moving
ing time,

which will not be until harvestas he cannot leave his other farm
before that time.
in

Miss Carrie Louise Cleveland and Miss
Emma Hall will soon visit Searsport, Bucksport and otli*r places along the Penobscot
and give their grand concerts. The lovers
of classical music should not fail to attend
these charming entertainments.
Mrs. David Hall and
Mrs. Gartield of Boston, Mr. Roscoe and
wife of Woburn, Mass Mrs. Moore of Cambridge, Mass., George Coleord of Somerville,
Mass., Mr. Elern Fletcher, wife and daughter of Norwood, Mass., ami Wyman Faxon
of Boston.
At Elm

cottage

are

_

Dr. L. S. Batehelder of Rockland assisted
Messrs. Andrews and Rhoades Saturday
evening and Sunday at the revival meetings
carried on by the former gentlemen. The

Sunday services are well attended, but the
week day evening meetings have a very
slim attendance.
G. W. Flanders has on his farm a spring
which he intends to develop. The water is

temperature the year round, and
freezes in winter. The spring is in the

even

Priest neighborhood, 2 miles from the Cove
the Camp Ground and 0 miles from Belfast. Mr. Flanders is opening a road to the
or

spring and

will

fore another

have the water analyzed be-

season.

Miss Mae Wight, who recently went to
Penobscot to visit relatives, returned home
tbe rirst of the week as Mrs. Ellery Herrick.
Mrs. Herrick is the only
of Mr. and
Mrs. James Wight, and a very estimable

daughter

Having attended the Castine
Normal school she was employed as aschool
teacher here for several terms, giving splendid satisfaction, and always held in the
highest esteem by all who knew her. It is
the sincere wish of her neighbors and friends
that succcess, happiness and prosperity will
lady.

attend her on lier entrance into that
sphere of new duties aud new responsibilities, in tbe years to come.
ever

The Congregational Sunday School with
society and friends, by invitation of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Knowlton of
Belfast, spent Wednesday, July 22d, at their
tine summer residence, Northport.
The sail
up the river was made in a schooner from
with
tow-boat
attached.
The
Rockport
large
party was comfortably seated on the
schooner where everything was done for
members of the

pleasure.

Mr. Knowlton

conveyed

Upon arriving at Northport,
met the party with a carriage
the ladies to his home where

the greatest hospitality was extended. A
fine picnic dinner was served at the cottage.
The day was one of pleasure to all, and before leaving speeches were made by Rev. L.
D. Evans and Rev. T. E. Brastow, w’hicli
were highly complimentary to the genial
host and hostess. Mrs. Knowlton w'as a
Camden girl and has never lost interest in
her old home and friends, and never loses
an opportunity of extending gracious hospitality to friends “from down home.” The
trip home did not prove quite as pleasurable
on account of the heavy fog which came in,
but after considerable deviating from the
course, the landing was safely made at seven
o’clock. [Camden Herald.
NORTHPORT CAMP

GROUND.

Stephen E. Harris and wife
for a few days.

are

at

Brown’s

Mr. and E. R. Campbell of Bangor are at
Mrs. Fellows’ cottage.
A party of seven from Belfast took dinner
at the Ocean House July 22d.

Mr. and Mrs. France of New York
stopping at the White Rock.
J. O.

Kalber and wife of
Brown’s for two weeks.

are

Cambridge,

Dr. Pulsifer of Waterville wras at I. C.
Libby’s cottage, Park Row', last week.
A large number of guests arrived at the
Ocean House Monday for the season.

i

party of friends an
last Friday by
excursion to Bucksport
steamer Guinevere.
Grceschuer gave

a

The yachts Glide and Hattie C. Meehan
in constant use whenever the w’eatlier is
suitable for sailing.
are

Miss Annie Espy of Kenton, Ohio, is
guest of Miss Isabel Ginn.

Frank E. Howard of Chelsea, Mass., spent
A. J. Morrison.

Sunday with

Miss Lena Fernald is visiting relatives in
Centre Lincolnville and vicinity.

yesterday for their vacation.

Mrs. W. W. Carter returned last Friday
from a visit to friends in Koekland.

Mrs. R. F. Clark of Freedom is visiting
her mother, Mrs. C. B. Black.

Rev. G. S. Mills and wife went to Calais

G. H. Pearsall and wife of New York
at the Revere House.

Miss Elbe Clifford arrived home Sunday
a visit of two weeks in
Bangor.

Tuesday

Mrs. Hiram Annis and child of East Bosare visiting relatives in Belfast.

a

Saturday from Boston

to

Williston Grinuell of Camden spent last
in Belfast on business.

Mrs. Isaac H. Jackson went to Rockland
a visit of a few days.

Miss
was

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Richards of Boston
visiting Mr. R.’s brother, Z. S. Richards.

Miss Ida B. Carter arrived Monday from a
visit in Cochituate, Mass., and Lewiston, Me.
Mrs. W. II. Bitteubender of Brookline,
is expected here in a few days to visit
friends.

Mass.,

Miss Leila Sprague was in Belfast Saturon her way home to Islesboro from Bos-

B. L. Smith, Jr., of Patten arrived Monto visit his grandmother, Mrs. J. B.
Murch.

ton.

day

W. B. Eaton and family of Boston arrived
last Thursday for a visit to friends in Belfast.

A
W. Jenks and wife of Provivence,
R. I., are visiting friends in Belfast and
Mont ville.

Messrs. J. F. Hanshue and George Deane
of Boston are spending the summer in Belfast.

Miss Sarah H. Fletcher went to Waterville Tuesday to resume her lessons on the

Mrs. Joseph L. Fernald of Portland arrived last Friday for a visit to relatives in Belfast.

pipe organ.
C. H. Max field went to WaU rville Monon business for the Belfast Light and
Power Co.

day

B. B. Greenlaw and son Robert T. left
last Friday for a visit to friends in North
Haven.
Mrs.

Edgar

week from
Brewer.

A.

Mrs. Kate Deeriug ami two daughters of
Salem, Mass., are visiting Mrs. D.'s brother
Patrick Brog an.

Paul returned home last
to
her daughter in

visit

a

Misses

John D. Fraser left Sunday for Halifax
He will attend the Halifax

The following

father in

are

among

the guests regis-

at

George Forsmth and Ur tie daughter
Everett, Mass., are visiting at A. D.

j

Chase’s.

Hadlock

a

Boston, July 23. Mrs. Aiexine I). Hadlock, wife of the well-known lawyer, Harvey I). Hadlock of this city, instituted divorce proceedings by filing a petition for
separation in the Suffolk county superior
court to-day. Mrs. Hadlock names two New
York women as correspondents in her libel.
The dates cited correspond with those on
which the lawyer had an altercation with a
hack driver in New York recently, and was
compelled to appear in the police court to
settle the case the next day.
Mr. Hadlock was married January 26,1865,
to Miss Aiexine L. Goodell of Searsport, Me.

Jacob U. Havener and sous, Jacob V. and
Edward O., went to Portland Thursday to
reside.

He has two children living.
Mr. Hadlock was counsel

for Miss Bartlett
the celebrated case of Bartlett vs. Bigelow. which had two trials at East Cambridge. This was a suit alleging breach of
contract to marry, brought against the estate
of Dr. Henry J. Bigelow, probably the most
distinguished physician New England has
ever had.
Hon. Sherman Hoar was counsel for the
Bigelow estate. On the first trial Mr. Hadlock won, but on the second he lost.
Lawyer Hadlock is a man of striking personality. You cannot pass him on the street
without noticing him, and most people mark
his great resemblance to Daniel Webster.
He weighs almost 300 pounds, yet his frame
is so large that he seems smaller.
Lawyer Hadlock is a man of tireless activity. He really lives in three places. He has
a magnificent residence in Bucksport, where
he has gained the reputation of being one of
Maine's leading jurists : in New York, where
he has an office, lie lives in his suite at the
Astor house; and in Boston, he partakes of
all that is best at the Revere, occupying the
Prince of Wales suite over the large parlors.
Here not only Albert Guelph, but Jenny
Lind, Christine Neilson and other noted
visitors in Boston have rested from their
in

Thorndike.

sight-seeing.

He is 51 years old. His Boston office is on
the fourth floor of the Hemenway building
where so many of Boston's prominent lawFrom 1881 to 1887 he
yers have their offices.
resided in Portland, where his opinions were

a

Frankfort rev.s t at Ben-

jamin Kelley’s.
John H. Quirnby left Tuesday morning \<join Mrs. Quirnby, who has been visiting in
St. John, X. B.
Earl Burrill of Lynn, Mass., is spending
his vacation in Belfast, and has rooms in

Isaac M. Burgess of Islesboro left by
Thursday uoon to join her husband,
who is in New York in sch. F. C. Pendleton.
train

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley's lecture, “Egypt
in Starlight and Sunlight,” will be given at
the Baptist church, Paris Hill. Saturday

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
week ending July 29, 1896: Rose E.
Cunningham, Stockton Springs, to Georgia
E. Stairs, do.; land in Searsport. Lucinda
Campbell, Palermo, to Emma A. Finley,
do.; land and buildings in Palermo. Cephas
Edmonds, Newport, to M. V. B. Mitchell,
Troy; land in Burnham. Lafayette Hopkins, Frankfort, to Theodore Berdeeu, Prospect; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Theodore Berdeen to George C. Ward, Prospect; land and buildings in Prospect.

for the

to

visit

at

Mrs.

H. M. Prentiss ami Miss El’.a M FolWindermere Park. I doty. M* nday, for a few days.
went to

Miss Ida May Hall arrived from B**sKm
to visit her grandmother, Mrs, .1. r
Littlefield of Waldo.
T. C. Dodge of Washington, I)

Mrs. A.

Belfast.

in

ester* Uv

t<-

visit

(

the

of S. L. Dodge.
Caj't. Baker and May**.- Hanson w.mt.t*
Augusta yesterday t* a uieo'-ng ->fth< Deni-

family

orrativ

State Convention.

H. Wi-ggin of PortUml. a former resi
lient and member of the, I’* :fast l! uni. i*
spending a few .lays here.
W.

Mr.

and

Mrs. ,f*>hn M

troit, Mieh.,

are

II

:*

•iiman of De-

visiting Mrs. II.'s mother

Margaret S. White.

Mrs.

D. X. Bird and fan. ly werSunday to attend tl.e fum-i a!
father, Mr. Alden L. Tyler.
Mrs X*. E. Gihhs, Mrs. A. <*.
Mrs. C. II. Max tie id went to
Wednesday to spend the day.

lo-.-kiaml
Mrs. Bird’s

;n

Spen* er and
Marauacook

Mr. and Mrs. II. B. Elkins of Littleton, N
II, will arrive in a few days by team t<
\isitMrs. E.'s parents, Mr. and Mrs. V J.
Dean.
W. I. Lamson and wife, 0. W. Wilson and
J. J. Davis of Boston are spending a vacation ill Belfast and have rooms at the Revere
annex.

Ernest, Libby of

Bridgewater, Mass.,

his vacation
While here he is

spending
ity.
J

is

Belfast, and vi.auguest of James W

mi
a

ones.

1st.

George H. Copeland of Rockland was in
Belfast Saturday. His daughter Margaret,
who has been visiting at L. L. Robbins', returned with him.
1. W. Lucas and wife of Mt nslield, Mass.,
arrived by steamer Penobscot last Friday
anti are guests of Elmer I. Rankin. Mr.
Lucas is editor of the Mansfield News.

Judge Barker of the Massachusetts SuCourt, whose home is in Pittsfield
and Stephen W. Marston of Boston were
guests of C. B. Hazeltine, Esq., last Saturday.

Misses Mary E
M- Lellan am! Katie J
Nickerson left Tuesday ino/ning b\ steamer
for Westside, Cape Breton, for
of
two

Mrs. G. C. Bosson, Jr. of Lawrence, Mass.,
arrived on the boat Tuesday morning, to
join her mother, Mrs. J. C. Fisher, and they
have gone to Castine to spend this week at
the Acadian.
II. E. Knowlton and friend, l)r. John
of Cambridgeport, Mass., spent la.-t
week at Lake Quantabacook. They left from
Northport Camp Ground on Saturday’s boat

months.

Win. P>. Swan went to Bangor yesterdav
to meet his daughter, Mr>. Waiter B. Kelie>
who was there en-route from Bar Harbor
her new home in Minneapcdis.

S. G. Small and Minot F. Stearns returned
Monday from Dark Harbor, where they .have
been finishing a large summer residem e for
Mr. J. R. Brackett of Philadelphia.

perior

Rev. B

Capt. Ingraham.
A. Tuttle arrived home last week
from Lewiston to spend Ins vacation. He is
connected with the Antlioine Optical Co.
and will do some canvassing for them while
Frank

cluded Mrs. C. H. How es, Mrs. G. G. Wells,
Mrs. Frank Crowley, Mrs. Emery Boardman, Mrs. B. F. Wells, Mrs. S. E. Pierce,
Mrs. Isa Drink water and Miss Florence
Wells. [Rockland Star.

Mrs. W. S. Richardson and daughters
Carrie and Alice, who have been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. John Jones, left for Warren
Monday. They will visit one week in Warren, about two weeks in Halifax, Vt., and
then return home to Newark, N. J.
Mrs.
Jones accompanied them to Warren for a
visit of two weeks.

were

in town

Tuesday,

»n

their

way to attend the Epworth League onvenvention in Rockland. They made the trip
by *arriage.
Miss Alice Rua of Lawrence. Mass., arrived on Tuesday morning’s boat, ami after

spending

this week

at

Northport

with her

parents, she will visit the family of Mr. John
11. Quimby in this city.

Concerning Local

Industries.

Sherman N Co. shipped eighteen funs of
leather-board to Boston -y steamer IVn b-

Friday.

scot last

their return.

Boston and Mr.
Collector Warren of
Charles lvnowlton, his private secretary,
were the guests of Collector
Simpson of
Bangor Tuesday. They made the Trip on
the steamer City of Bangor as guests of

Wentworth and daughter o'

C

Skowhegan

Dr.

Toye

frequently sought and published on important questions of corporation and constitua new
eye preparation
tional law. In cases which involved import- here, introducing
ant questions of railroad, corporation, patent called “Opthalmine.
and maritime law, as well as in homicides
A party of Belfast ladies enjoyed a trolley
and other criminal cases, he has gained a
ride from Camden to th is city July 24th and
wider reputation as a successful practitioner.
did a little sightseeing here. The party inTransfers in Real

b\

their

Mrs.

arrived

Mrs. Josiali Woodman
turned home last week from

on

'••ft

wsit

Sunday

Mrs. Wm. P. Thompson and son returned
last Thursday from a tw-< weeks' visit in

evening, Aug.

Winterporf Monday
Burgess.

Annie 1..

som

Mrs.

Sued (or Absolute Divorce.
Mrs.
Searsport Lady.

to

Elizabeth t imer of Minm-apohs

Mrs.

Xorthport Hotel during the past
week; H. C. Allen, Boston; W. H. Hill, the W. M. Woods house, Cedar street.
Marlboro; C. E. Morse and wife, Boston; A.
Mrs. Jason Ware of Waltham, Mass., is
G. Noyes, Bangor; Miss L. A. Winn, Burnbarn; Hiram Bliss, Jr., Washington; Mrs. visiting her sister, Mrs. Milford Weed. She
G. J,. Foss, Saco; Mrs. R M. Plummer and is
accompanied by her son and his wife.
party, Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. Henry
M. J. Had/of Damascus, a student of civil
Kelley and daughter, Fairfield; Geo. W.
Lawrence and wife, Lawrence; A. W.Brain- engineering, arrived last week. He is to
ard, North Andover, Mass.; Edward Spauld- make a
sojourn of a few weeks .11 Maine.
ing, Boston; Mrs. Lewis E. Whitten and
Miss Edna Whitten, Carmel; B. J. Medline,
Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn and Mr. George
Chicago.
Webster of Chelsea, Mass., arrived last Saturday for a four weeks' stay at Swan Lake.
Lawyer hadlock
tered

Etta Tripp

rived from

Mrs.
of

Lizzie and

Tuesday morning
Bangor.

steamer

residents, and is in daily and Pictou.
Tuesday they took the yachts carnival.

our summer

The following party isat F. B. Knowltou's
cottage on Bay street; Alice Antlies, Malden, Mass.; Mabel Aileu, Mrs. C H. Alien,
Herbert Allen, Dorchester, Mass.; Bernice
M. Fuller, Woodstock, Yt.: Mrs. A. L). Studley, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. O. B. Shepley, Belfast; Mrs. G. W. Bennett, Chelsea ;* Leslie
Knowlton, Ada Knowlton, Mrs. B O.
Knowlton, Everett; Eliza Marsden, Chauncey Emmerson, Malden; Louise Knowlton,
Belfast; Edward M. Slayton, Chelsea;
Emma Wilber, Dorchester; Abbie Haven,
Ilopkinton ; Arthur Haven, Worcester ; Edwin Baldwin, Everett; Margaret Eccles and
Ella Williams, Cambridge; Grace Kelley,
Wintlirop; Mrs. Annie West, Malden.

a

Mrs. Henry W. Dunton returned Tuesday
from a visit of two weeks in Vinalhaven.

day

!

Lucy Wasson Jones of Brooks ville
Belfast the first of the week.

Mrs. E. J. Hills was called to Warren last
week by the sudden illness of her mother.

The base ball team has been re-organized

Hattie C. Meehan and went to
Belfast for a game. As they were becalmed
in the bay nearly all the afternoon and did
not arrive in Belfast until 4 o’clock the
game was necessarily given up. A number of
ladies accompanied the team on the trip.

in

Miss Julia Young of Searsport was
guest of Miss Sophia Staples last week.

visit relatives.

James A. Coombs arrived at East Belfast
from Boston last Thursday for a short visit.

passed.

Miss Sadie Gould of Hyde Park, Mass., is
guest of Mrs. E. E. Pendleton.

Tuesday for

are

“The Jokers,*’ an organization formed by
15 young ladies of Belfast several years ago,
held a reunion at the L. A. Knowlton farm
house last Thursday. Eleveu of the original
members were present. A very enjoyable

are

stopping

G, F. Smith of Somerville, Mass., was a
guest of Orrin J. Dickey last Thursday.
Mrs. Celia V. Richards arrived in Belfast

In these days of variable weather our cottagers should see that their flag halyards are
properly looked after. The stretching of
the halyards has occasionally set some of the
flags at half mast, which doesn't look cheerful.

a

Mrs. T. B. Grant of Winterport is visiting
her sister, Mrs. S. L. Dodge.

J. W. Sliorey arrived home last week
from Wyoming, for a six-weeks’ visit.

Mrs. W. N. Hanson, her daughter Maud
and son George, Mr. and Mrs. G. Farnsworth, Mrs. J. Kendall and daughter Goldie
of Boston were guests of Mrs. E. P. Alexander at the Belfast cottage last week.

practice.

Mrs. Geo. A. Gilchrestof Rockland visited
friends here last week.

ton

Among the guests registered at the Ocean
House the past week were G. H. Reed, Portland, Chas. O. Waterman and W. L. Black,
Wakefield, Mass., G. F. Smith, Somerville,
Mass.

Glide and

Belfast last

from

The new bay window and tower on the
Miles cottage on Maple street is finished
and is an ornament to the locality. Tibbetts
was architect and Bartlett Wadlin painter.

among

in

Fred Alexander went to Boston
Tuesday
a short visit.

Frank W. Colcord has gone to Roxbury,

Buckboard parties are now of daily occurand rides are taken in all directions.
The favorite route is to Camden by way of
the turnpike, returning by the shore road.

George I. Keating and family of Belfast
stopping at the Knowlton farm-house.

Mr.

night for

Mass., where he has employment.

the grounds.

are

Hon. F. M. Simpson of Carmel and son,
Master Fred, were at the Northport Hotel
last w’eek.

Mrs. J. C. Fisher of Lawrence is visiting
I. H. Sherman’s.

Sheridan P. Smalley of Nashua, N. H., is
visiting relatives in Belfast.

rence

was

Miss Ora Patterson of Portland is visiting
relatives in Belfast.

Mrs. John Currier of Thomaston is visit-

Goodcheer cottage on Main street last week.
They were Messrs. Bicknell, McFarland,
Dexter and Brown and their wives.

tlay

Dr. J. C. Ham went to Bangor last Satura few days.

ing Mrs. Milford Weed.

Harry Carleton has taken the rink for the
season and has dances
Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday evenings, with music by an
orchestra from Atlantic City.
A party of eight from Monson were at the

Reed will this week get his
yacht Starling in readiness for the summer
cruising. Capt. W. E. Patterson has been
secured as sailing master.

Mr. Fred Sands of Lewiston is visiting
friends in Belfast.

Mrs. Abbie Cox arrived home last
Friday
from a visit in Boston.

Wheelden of South Orringtou has
opened his photographic studio on the South
Shore. This is his twentieth consecutive

Mr. F. P.

Mrs. Warren E. Marsh is visiting relatives
in New Brunswick.

Mrs. Belle Sprague arrived
Saturday from Boston.

street.

season on

Thomas McCabe of Boston is visiting relatives in Belfast.

on

G. R.

Hon. J. H. Martin, wife and daughter of
Minneapolis, Minn., left for the west last
Wednesday after a delightful visit to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Cummings.

at

pleasantly spent

home from

at

Mrs. N. B, Hunt of Hermon Centre and
Misses Maude M. and Nella M. Merrick of
Waterville are at the Emery cottage, on

Dr. E. P. Morrow and wife of Canton,
Ohio, Mrs. Greenwood and Miss Galagher of
Glenridge, N. J., are boarding at Mrs. E. B.

are

very

Chas. H. Cunningham has arrived home
from Bangor.

day for

Leslie Kuowlton of Boston is spending a
two-weeks’ vacation at the F. B. Kuowlton cottage, accompanied by friends from
Boston and Everett.

Mr. W. F. Upson and family are occupying the Taylor cottage on Bayview street.
They are from Glenridge, N. J.

and

was

Monday

on

Miss Addie Gordon arrived
Boston Saturday.

Ralph Blethen and friend
Messrs. Cullorn and Dunton of Boston, are
among the guests at Oscar Hills’ farm house.

Cummings of Cambridge,
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Cummings.

their

Bay street.

Mrs. Goodenow had a birthday party on
board the new yacht Glide last Friday. The

Miss Helen

young

W. W. Cates went to Boston
Saturday
business.

Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Bickford of South Boston are visiting Mrs. B.’s
brother, Mr. C. W.
Miles, at his cottage on Maple street.

Uapt. Isaac Crockett has been engaged to
sail the yacht Polly for Mr. W. F. Upson
during the season.

Albert M. Carter went to Boston
on business.

day.

of

Hon. M. F. Simpson took a party of friends
Islesboro in the yacht Hattie C. Meehan
Tuesday for a clam-bake.

Miss Carrie Smith returned Saturday
from a week's visit to Mrs. Carrie Hall in
Lineolnville.

never

on

PERSONAL.

Joel E. Dodge arrived from Boston Sun-

to

Mr. Judson Rhoades of Worcester, Mass.,
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rhoades.

of

PERSONAL.

Woodbury

cottages

Mrs. Swain and son of Mont Clair, N. J.,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Elwell.

Mass.,

NUMBFP^l^

The

Belfast

shipped

Ma.-liin*Foundry Co
vessel winch last week to L W
Southwest, Harbor, Mr. In sert

a

Allen of

Harrison, Wood
of

run

season
are

a

\

C.

have

an

unusual

monumental work on hand for this
the year. Among the larger jobs
ball monument for R. C. Leach of
of

Bmksport,

with L’O-inch bail : a 4 stone cap
monument 7 feet high for Bmksport parties
a monument for the Doak family of Belfast,
to he set in Searsport, and a b' 1-‘J foot drapmid family of
ed urn monument, for the
Camden. They are all of Oak Hill stock.

Mathews Bros, have been awarded the
contract to furnish the doors, window's, etc.,
for the addition to the Bar Harbor High
school building, autlu ri/.ed at the last town
meeting. The annex will contain three large
rooms which
will be ready by the time
school reopens. The addition will cost SI
300. Mathews Bros.’ contract includes a
paneled partition so arranged 'hat a room
can he made into one or two compartments
as

desired.

The

Third

District

Well Cared

For.

The third district of Maine has fared well
in the matter of appropriations for river and
harbor improvements as passed by the
House. The people of the third district
need have no fear but that their interests
will he well kicked after as long as Congressman Milliken is in the House. [Ellsworth American.
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see
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Hill.

attack.

an

going

had

“No,” he said,

drive them from Cemetery
1 want you to take Pickett's division

usnnu

to

1 have been

men.

i- w

Give

see

failure.

grandmother had gone
live in tlie house of many mansions.
Fur some time I could not keep the tears

from

nice,

was a

and

and left

no

There

women.

were

houses in that part of the town; as soon
as the settlers could make arrangements,

Pickett’s division made the

school

in

was run

part of

one

had built

comfortable home,
He went in for
free from debt.

on

James

came
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men

back I

in

I

the front and

Gen.
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came

|

mother

up
troops
falling
!
encouraged them as well as he could, i
them
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reform
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I
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"dicis up to those of an army
1 think I can safely say there
was a body of tiftem thousand men
-<•
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neve*
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dicers in

them all

bringing

together.

It

ed thv Federal hatteiies.
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1 lit*
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crest of

You ought not to have made that
la-t attack." 1 replied, “I had my orders
ami they were < i such a nature there was

When I took
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the Federal line where

out

assauo was to la- made he seemed to
.■PL1'1 i-'tc the seveiity of the contest upon
'which he was about to enter, but seemed
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notice he
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nothing

answered
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there was
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would he

he
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It has been
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urged

crcisu: discjetaon on preIt ;s tiue that at times
certainty of success in an-

n>

"I"

I

11

)"
a

y

-‘aw

,i

oila.-tion j did not follow the orders
general: hut tliat was when he was

and could not see the situation as
it existto.
I had ottered my objections to
no;

ntai

I ickett

charge

and had been overruled,
und 1 was in tlie immediate
presence of
the commanding
general when the order
lor IT kett to advance was
given.
1

s

hat

day at Gettysburg

the saddest

was

day «•!' my life.

I foresaw what
my men
;.«! meet and would
gladly have given
up my pi sit ion rather than to share in the
wn

responsibilities of that day. It was thus
! ^lt when Pickett at
the head of
brave

marched over the crest of
■Seminaly Bidge and began his descent of
<he slope.
As he passed me he rode
graceJuily, with his jaunty cap raked well
m,‘i 0,1 Ids
n&bt < *>i and his
auburn

long

locks,
Jiis

men

niceiy dicssed. hanging almost, to

sin aiders.

like

the 1m ad of
make

lie seemed rather more

holiday

a

one

snldivi than

column which

a

of the

grandest,

general

a

at

about to

was

desperate,

most

assaults recorded in the annals of war.
Aimstcnd and Garnett, two of his
briga-

diers,
a

were

centuiy

s

veterans of
service.

to be on the
work before

nearly quarter of
Their minds seemed
a

behind and the bloody
them.
Kemper, the other

men

genera],

seemed only a boy, but had been
light. He was leading my old
brigade that I had drilled on Manassas!
in many

a

plains before the first

battle

on

that

notable field.
The
ranks

troops advanced in well-closed
d with elastic
steps, their faces

ai

lighted
ground

with

hope.

over

which

Before them lay the
they were to pass to
the point of attack.
Intervening were
seveial fences, a field of
corn, a little
swale lunning through it, and then a rise
from that point to the Federal
stronghold.
As soon as Pickett passed the crest of the

hill the Federals had

opened

their

clear

a

batteries,
slope

scended the eastein

troops received

and

view and
lie

de-

ridge

his

as

of the

fearful fire from the batteries in front and on Bound Top. The
troops marched steadily, taking the lire
with great coolness.
As the
were
to

Federal

cross

the swale I noticed the

infantry moving

to flank the left of

our

down
line.

as

though

1 sent two

a

conscience

called the

was

pilgrims'

tavern. The

beneath their

rest
were

turned

never

In any kind of sickness
for; she knew just

grandmother

was sent

what to do.

Often she stood

by

the bed

dying, and prepared the
resting place.
1 wo little girls lived near grandmother’s
flash. not having been in the lighting on home who were early left motherless and
the 1st and 2nd. while the other troops always remained so. Although their father
had fought mi the previous days with un- had but little passed the prime of life
surpassed bravery and some of the regi- when his companion passed away he
ments were almost annihilated.
General never brought a second mother for his
children, but lived a lonely life for more
Geo. K. Pickett's Division, composed of
Grandmother kindthree brigades, commanded by Generals than eighteen years.
diehard B. Garnett, Lewis A. Armstead ly remembered the little girls and would
and James L. Kemper, was 5,000 strong.
go to see then..
Grandfather and grandmother had nine
Garnett fell during Die progress of the
charge while at the head of his column children born to them; eight sons and a
Armstead led his daughter.
The daughter was the eldest;
urging his men on.
men through the ferritic storm of battle
after reaching mature years she settled
t" the
base of the Federal works, and
and reared a promising family: she was a
there he placed his cap on his sword,
sealed the wall, and appealed to his men woman after her mother's own heart. One
to follow him.
A few of his disorganized of tlie sons was lost at sea.
Four of them
men imitated his heroic
example and died were thriving farmers in their native
at his fed.
General Kemper was woundTwo of them engaged in mercaned in the charge.
The 14th Tennessee town.
went into the charge with 375 men and
tile business, and were successful, in the
lost more than half of them,
it planted eastern
part of the State. It was said
dead for their

the seventh son
that is
father

Mi

a

..

Field

July--. lD'tj.

O.

power
number.
He
After

grand-

t<*

for some time.

Grandmother nursed him

with

loving care.
fering he passed
member tlie day

After months of sufaway.
lie was

How well I
laid to

re-

rest.

That is more than three score years ago.
In my childish thoughts it seemed so
hard for grandfather to be laid in tlie

cold, dark grave. 1
was only the house
lived in that

did not realize that it
that grandfather had

laid in the grave.
reason for a grave to
seem very cold and dark to me: for the
death angel came for a darling little
brother of four summers.
He was tlie
I

soon

was

had

more

pet lamb of the flock. I have often
thought if he had been spared my father.
would have had a staff iu his declining
years; but it was ordered otherwise, aud
little Rennie lus been safe in heaven for
three score years.
My mother’s health

!
I

of his

youth;

aud

There

never

missed

more

left

was

the little

ones
was

a

without

were

man

a

staff,

left fatherless.
who could

than that husband

was.

be
In

the fifteen years of their married life I
do not think he ever spoke an unpleasant

Salve.

guaranteed

to

give perfect satisfaction

or

money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

|

was

one

she was to

of the excellent of

grandmother

what Ruth

a

her

health

widow left under that roof.
staff for her

names

She
In tlie

declining years.

few steps from grandbe seen the names of

a

A

knows what a bargain
better than a man.
really is. She knows
u
”
BA* i TLE AX is selected every time
by wives who buy tobacco for their hus
bands. 7 hey select it because it is an honest
bargain. It is the biggest in size, the
smallest in price, and the best in qualitv
The 5 cent piece is almost as large as the
10 cent piece of other high grade brands.

can

Mansur and
In

from the

a

wife

cemetery

the

on

short dis-

a

above named

of Noah Chase and

v

one, the
ife and little

I

Rennie, and of another brother and sis-

!

ter and a little

Chautauqua Desks

Temper

and ''Tiler valuable
premiums have
gone to thousands
of Young Ladies
and Youths Free,
for retailing to
their own neighbors the contents
of
Combination
Ilex of

Chairman

grandson

can

be seen
.t.

c.

on

m.

of

the

Workingmen.

Apsley Sajs They Will Not Consent to
the ( rime ot Repudiation.

Apsley of the Republicongressional campaign committee
said recently, pointing to a stack of correspoudance on his desk:
Vice-Chairman

“All these letters are on the money
In my position as vice-chairman
of the congressional committee 1
Soaps,
am daily receiving dozens of letters from
etc. (:; kinds
to choose
workingmen and workingmen's clubs, not
from), some
only of New England, but of the middle
have sold 10 or
States and elsewhere, which form a barmore box'•■'.obtaining one premium
ometric indication of the temper of these
after another. To
men, and 1 tell you that when the Novem]iossess, without
ber election has come and gone it will
cost.a n-ally handsome piece’of fursurprise people how stanehiy adherent to
niture that will
honesty and intelligent government the
last a lifetime is a
great working masses of the population
privilege anil a
pleasure not to be
have proved themselves to be.
missed.
The at“This talk of certain Democratic leadunainns oi mousnnas oi names
ers who have not repudiated the Chicago
have been enhanced by the "Larkin Idea.
In a day or two any one can earn a valuaplatform of making heavy inroads among
ble premium FRKK. Try i: 1 The quality
the factory operatives of the East and
of our goods is widely known, and you can
New England with their free silver shibrefer new customers to many of your own
townspeople who are our patrons. Full inforboleth is the veriest nonsense.
mation bv mail. Name this paper.
“The factory operatives and the workTHE LARKIN SOAP MFG. CO., Buffalo. N. Y.
ingmen of the East, as well as of all sections of the United States, have not forREAD AND CONSIDER.
gotten that they were receiving higher
wages in 1802 than they have enjoyed
Everybody lias known that for years many since, and that the action of the 53d
hundreds of thousands of dollars have been
Congress scaled down not only their pay,
made by the sale of what is known as patent, hut their hours of labor.
They have not
or proprietary medicines. Many have
bought forgotten that they were happy and prosand are now buying such goods, and as hun- perous under Republican rule, and that
dreds of testimonials testify, much good has their prosperity ended with the close of
the Republican administration and the
been the result, which accounts for the large
advent of a Democratic Congress.
sales aud equally large profits that are de“The working people of the entire
rived by the companies that are now activecountry are a thinking people,” continued
in
this
ly engaged
business, which at this Mr. Apsley, “and the wild and feathertime shows signs of bring more extensive brained
propaganda will not convert
them.
than in the past.
They have had one experience
with
Democratic
free trade, and they paid
An instance of this is the st< <• R of the
for it.
It is absurd t*» imagine
Dana Sarsaparilla Co,, which advanced from dearly
that they can he induced to desert the
810b per share ipar) to >l-TJo per share.
party that has always looked out for their
to
All this
one outside of the circle of
interest by providing them with work and
patent medicine owners has created a desire the means of enjoying happiness t<* iollow
to become interested m sn-• 1
property, as the standard of a party which, having
the results are equal L those fr.-m many a made a failure of running the government,
now takes up the dangerous proposition
mine in which shares are issued, an i whose
to experiment with the tiuauees of the
value increases in like ratio to the p oduct.
Why not own shares in a patent medicine country.
“If Mr. Bryau, in his speech to the
It is a simple thing to
company that pays’.'
do, and an offer is made with fairness and Chicago convention, made one point that
one that will Hbar the closest of
inquiry as appeals strongly to the people, it is that
to its honesty.
The New England Drug Co. the term ‘business men' is entitled t<* a
makes this oiler to the readers ol The Repub- construction which shall include the
lican Journal.
of the country.
To this
Now a word as to this company. It was or- workingmen
sentiment I
The factory
subscribe.
ganized July 2d, lspr>, under the laws of the
State of Maine with a capitalization of 850,- operatives, the great class of working(XX), of which 820,000 was paid in, divided men and the farmers are all business men
into 5,000 shares of the value of 810 each, and part of the great business system of
fully paid and nou-assessahle.
the country.
But as such they are not
The past year has shown a dividend of 20
to be carried away from the firm
going
cent,
on
the capital invested, and this,
per
moorings of our economic system by an
with what can be presented to substantiate
the statement that there is a large and in- appeal to their passions and their implied
of the great issue which affects
creasing demand for goods, puts this com- ignorance
all channels of trade alike.
pany on a p ir with any in the land.
>

cjl_>

iaic

question.

wi imcuic

tu.ti

cur

pu

01

House for Sale.
half house,
fine view of Belfast bay; ten

pleasantly located;
rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
story and

a

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

as

ic

is afforded au opportunity of investing in
the stock of a patent medicine corporation,
for the reason that medicines of merit ultimately become popular, and the proprietors
are generally content to wait and reap the

A

woman

can

The Larkin

10 <1

Expenses.”

suffering she
There is another grandold home, and grandchil-

Stockton Springs.

il

Cut Down

return to her

never

the head stones.

word in his

ter-in-law

has

head stones.

Jicrjulate the lioivels.

to stain his

earth;

third

j tance

Admitted at the World's Fair.

M. C. DILWORTH.
family. He was never know n
44tf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
lips with profanity. Again,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
was calm and resigned, and
SUBSCRIBE
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- grandmother
FOR^^^^
was a guide for the family.
Her daughly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

would

son

“

mother knew that her

from the battlefields

Deacon John

he was all the world to her.

Grandmother

girls passed away in the bloom
and three settled and have fami-

little cemetery
mother's home

profit alone. In this case there is no concealment of the fact that while the goods
manufactured are in great demand, it is also
true that the capital is too limited to do jussoon failed; and after months of
patient tice to the business, therefore, it is deemed
suffering, she passed to the golden shore advisable to dispose of sufficient stock to
procure such an amount of capital as is
to find her baby b >y.
My father lived a necessary. The amount of
profit in a busilonely life for nearly a score of years, and ness of this description is only limited by
then crossed the great divide, to join his the amount of capital.
The company guarantees a dividend < f Iff
loved ones “over there.
percent, payable quarterly (January, April,
Grandmother was very lonely after her July and October). A reserve fund is set
apart for this purpose and deposited in one
companion of more than fifty years had of the largest and strongest trust companies
passed away. She was calm and resigned, in the State of Massachusetts, with a capital
and surplus of over sff ,iiqo.ooO. On an investand in her bereavement she tried to make
ment of SI,(XX), we will issue the first Jive
others happy, She visited her children, years' dividend checks, duly certified by
said trust company payable as stated above.
even those
in the eastern part of the
This proposition is well worthy of the
State.
That was a tiresome journey in favorable consideration of the conservative
those days, as there were no railroads in investor, who rarely finds an opportunity to
invest in so safe a stock, and also it is known
Maine then.
that few corporations in this line have placed
Grandfather left grandmother in good their stock upon the market. Swell the capital and reap the harvest in dividends! No
hands; her son was one of the best of limit to the business!
With railroads paying no dividends and
men, and was very fortunate in his choice
on
their bonds, and Western
of a companion. After a time the little defaulting
Farm Mortgages no longer a trustworthy ingrandchildren were joyfully welcomed, vestment, Savings Banks paying but 3 to 4
cent, investment at most, it would seem
until there were seven: two sons aud five per
that a Iff per cent, investment in a New Engdaughters. Grandmother was all iu all land business enterprise should command
to the children, and for that matter, she the attention of investors.
This company will be pleased—through its
was to the whole family.
The years came officers—to personally see or correspond with
all
who feel interested or disposed to invest
and went as usual; and when the eldest
in the shares of the company. Address
son was fourteen years of age; the husTreasurer, New England Drug Co., ffT State
Imff8*
band was taken from the pleasant choice Street, Boston, Mass.

an

Arnica

began

healing

in the last part of life's
journey, it was
long before grandfather was stricken
down witli paralysis, and was an invalid

O.

Bucklen’s

that

not

Howard, the “Christian
admirer of the manly character of the Republican candidate for
President.
He says:
McKinley is regarded not only as an
able man, a statesman full of resources
for offensive and defensive warfare as we
say in the army, but he is known to be a
man of the purest
private life; kind in
his family; a gentleman; a Christian; a
good neighbor. In brief, an all-round
manly man, to whose example as a patriot, a politician, a gentleman, and a
Christian, every mother can point her
son as a standard
worthy of praise. Not
t he “holier than thou” sort of character,
but just such a man as any good mother
would like to have her son be.
Gen.

soldier,” is

for

feel the inlirmities of age
lie gave up liis cares to one of his sons:
and lie, witli his ‘-chosen one,” settled at
their early home, to care fur his parents

liaj at Klneo.
The Maine
.‘sportsmen's Fish and Game Association
is here to-day on an outing,
it has for
its obje ct Dm pro.oivatiun ot the lish and
ul
thi>tatt*.
and
now
game
numbers nearly 4< o active members, in the excursion
.«:••• ah'Mit _o(i members and their
friends,
including many ladies. This morning a
meeting was held on the veranda of the
Kineo House, presided over by P. O.
Vickeiy of Augusta, president. Interesting addresses were made by Hon.
Llewellyn Powers, Hon. \V. T. Haines of
Waterville. ex-Gov. Davis, lion. William
Engel and E. M. Blanding of Bangor,
John II. Kimball of Bath, Hon. John F.
Sprague of Munson, fcj. L. Crosby of Bangor. L. T. Carleton of Winthrop, A. J.
Darling of Enlield and lion. S. J. Walton
of .Skowhegan.
The rest of the forenoon
was speut in a sail about the
lake, by invitation of Mr. Denueu of the Kineo
House.
In the afternoon the canoe races and
other sports were very interesting, and
the walking of the greased pole and the
capsizing of canoes made much fun. In
the double canoe race the first prize was
won by Char es Annauce and Louis Bernard.
T! e single canoe race first prize
was taken b>
Patrick Bear: second by
Frank Tomah.
The prize for capsizing
and righting canoes was won by Louis
Bernard; second, Patrick Bear: third,
Frank Tomah.
Game Wardens George Houston of
Aroostook and W. L. Hodgkins of Piscataquis arrived at Kineo to-day from the
A11 eg ash, bringing with them five moose
hides, which had been taken from animals killed in close time by hunters who
had slaughtered the animals for their
hides. The parties are known and will be
arrested.
The penalty is slOO line and 30
days in jail for each offence.
In all of the speeches at the meeting today the sentiment was strongly against
the scheme of taxing sportsmen from out
the State, and nothing further will probably be beard from that matter.
The association meeting and field day
here has been
great success, and next
year much mure elaborate arrangements
will be made for the event.
The party
will return home to-morrow.
lias

Kixi.<

had the

claimed

passed away in childhood.

a

troops

about

wound

never

of the sick and

I'cdeials tliat it seemed less elfective than !
!l""
:il)bhi] a11d. Aftci a little time
m< <>i the Ftderal
batteries ceased tii- its colors on the stone wall and left them
there.
A. Stixsox.
h
11 Kelt itde to
my headquarters.
A> he came uj» he asked if the
time for The Maine Pish and Game Association.
hA advance had come.
1 was convinced
-•

could

unprincipled
poisoned

she knew that

from their door.

writers have gone so far as to say
Pickett made the immortal charge with
.'.0(1(1 y irgiuians.
Pickett's Division was

hopeless charge. About 10 o'clock
every thing was ;n readiness.
The signal
;!is
broke the prevailing stillness and
bio rono derate cannon burst into a deafwhich

Beyond

the

S.iiue

a

loar.

dues

a

Aver’s-ffir Sarsaparilla
1 I.H'S J'JLLS

call and laid

distant battlefield.

a

are tottering around her chair.
Her
companion, after weeks of suffering from
a fall, passed away.
11 is companion is the

Encouraged by this result. I persevered. until in a month or so the sore
under my chin began to heal.
In three
months my lip began to heal. and. after
using the‘sarsaparilla for six months,
the last trace of the cancer disappeared.”

her voice in defence of

wayfarer always found
roof, and the hungry

believe,
nearly every other
speaker ml writer, that all the praise of
that grant, charge belongs to Pickett's
as

two 1 noticed

family

dren

Decided Improvement.

She

She was too much of a
pure and clear.
lady to nurse an offended dignity. Their

have broken the line.

or

were

reared in that home

country’s

on

away.
mother in the

of justice that might
make right with her.
She
of what the

/

failed, and after months of

spread to my chin, and I suffered in
agony for seven long years. Finally. I
1 began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. In
week

of the second

were

to his

passed

sense

a

never

arrows

thought if he had had two of his old brigade* that were left in Virginia lie coultl

Division.

M > lira. t was heavy when J left
Kelt.
I rode twice along the ground
a i'irkett and the Federal line examining the jios-iiou. knowing full well it

ening

could

home

j

high

so

fearlessly raised
right, regardless
might say, for

The only thing
escape from them."
Pickett said of his charge was that he was
distres*eb at the loss of his command. He
no

the

v

had

her brow.

lone-

grandmother

another

son

After the

again

Eat into the Flesh,
a

on

youth

youngest

Mr. Nicholson says: “I consulted doctors who prescribed for me.
hut to
no purpose; the cancer began to

in the first

mark of intellect was

fault.

was a

Two of the
of

AYER'S H

share of what not a few

i>

responded

down his life

lies.

Grandmother was a wonderful

idleness.
woman:

It

name.

was

The youngest

AND IS CURED BY

waters.
She looked well to the ways of
her household and ate not the bread of

there

on

of children who

CANCER ON THE LIP,

place she had a large
people are destiwas then Gen. Lee used the expression
w ho (»•;.](’ make that attack
successfully .'* that has been mentioned so often, “it tute of, and that is good common sense.
i he Gcl.cial (Let seemed a little impa.She was highly endowed by nature, physwas all my fault;
get together, and let us
‘iiiii ;.t my remarks and I said no more.
Even iu
ically.
mentally and morally.
do the best we can to save that which is
As V- .-Lowed no indication of changing
old age she was comely to look upon in
left."
l
form and features, while the windows of
pb n J went to woik at once to arThat night while we were standing
lamjo my troops tor the attack.
Pickett
the soul retained theii youthful brightaround a little fire by the roadside General
] ur in position in the center, with
ness.
She had a remarkable mind.
The
Lee said again, “The defeat was all my
'■
: be
man li out as soon as we silencai.o

-.

honored

in their home, for the little ones
welcomed there again.

Years with

the troubled

on

passed

Nicholson, Florenceville,
N. B., Strugrg-les for Seven Long-

people to

1

an

a
very excellent woman, and it
and Naomi over again.
As time

Ruth

Mr. Jas. E.

a

much patience as good old Job had, but
wheu it looked a little squally, grand-

yichotson.

Passes Belief

He was a man who tried to live up to
He had not quite so
Christ’s teachings.

ex-

E.

Almost

live within their income and not try to
make a show on other people's money.

all sides, and broke
having killed and

see

she was

dwelling

a

never

ly house to the daughter-in-law after
grandmother passed away. After a time
her son brought a bride to their home;

school-

no

for 1 knew 1 could

Grandmother was not only missed by her
family and friends, but by the community
she lived to a good old age,
at large,

carriage roads, and for
carriages. The traveling
mostly on horseback by men

done

was

1 could

falling;

that dear face again on earth, but I am
hoping to meet grandmother where the
tears will be wiped from off all faces.

farm in a

that matter

that Pickett would strike the Federal
a

reached me that
to

There were no

they

could uot

saw

thirty minutes. As they
pected to see Meade ride
lead a countei charge.

the ranks up to the posihold.
1 have been in pretty

1. ah kinds of skiimishes from two

mm

As

plunge.

command,
up his
wounded more than two thousand

>n\, ln-m

may
tion 1

1

Pickett, attacking

soldier, 1

a

little

the

made to close

for the final

what

on

distance from home when the sad news

few years.
Log
houses were the rule and not the excep1 think grandfather built one.
tion then.

fell the soldiers broke and began to fall
back.
The Federals swarmed around

and make the attack.
I will re-enforce
you with two divisions of my troops.”
I replied. “That will give me fifteen
tli<

near

a

final assault. Kemper, the boy general, fell
house.
They got along in that way until
severely wounded. As the division threw
could build a school house.
They
itself against the Fedeial line Garnett fell they
endured many privations that would seem
and expired. The Confederate flag was
hard to people of the present time.
planted in the Federal line when Arm- very
Grandfather was a smart, resolute man,
stead fell mortally wounded at the feet of
and in a few years he had a nice farm and
the Federal soldiers.
As their generals
and was

examining the ground over to the
thought that the much better

chance for

point

productive

a

day’s fight-

Lee that I

felled the first trees

lines and be crushed and the attack would

and

light
I

of the second

stated to Gen.

mass

a

was

they
shaky.
together ten minutes longer.

were a

renewed it would he over

was

halt

a

Pickett’s men advanced I could

1

ordeitd rp Pickett’s division, which had
not been in the tight. Meade knew that if
the battle

1!'

ranks and

strongest point of the
For that purpose he had

Federal line.

lire

Horn

whole com-

down

slaughter was terrible, the
ond T »p being very destruc-

Federal line

the moiibng of the bid. and directed that
1 should renew the attack against ( eme-

teiy

mowed

The

When Pickett reached

loops weie stretched out in a
long, biokm, and thus a weak line, llowevei. Cm. Lee hoped
to break through
the Federal

Among my earliest veeollections is

dear, aged grandmother, who resided
Her companion,
near my early home.
with his family, located in the northern
part of Monroe near the year eighteen
hundred.
The place then was nearly a
howling wilderness. I think grandfather

while

sharpshooters,

was

a

undsr them.

shot

to Naomi.
Grandmother lived along
number of years, and was able to go
about among her children.
I was some

GRANDMOTHER.

tive.

1

(.nil

artillery

panies.

«jui;e strong,

was

their

They
saddles,

After crossing the swale the troops kept
the same steady step, but met a dreadful

ruing of July :hl.broke clear and
iudh sited a day on which operations would
(

both

tlieir

bringing
having been

horses

Tht

not

Fickett.

back

came

a

rule,
are

rue

workingmen

oi

our

thoroughly honest. They
repudiators, and they will not
consent
to
countenance
the proposed
crime of repudiating 50 per cent, of all
and
debts, private
public, by voting to
country
are

not

substitute a debased currency for a financial system, which, under Republican
management, has always insured happiness and prosperity—the happiest eras in
the history of the country.
As business
men, they are as competent to judge the
issues as are their employers; as business !
men they will consult their own interests
j
and exercise their rights as conservative
business men by preserving the financial
integrity of the country. To imagine
that these men, with the experience of
the past four years t<> guide them, willi
deposit their ballots for a candidate who
stands on a platform which attacks the j
protective system and proposes to circulate a 50-eent. dollar with no government
guarantee of redemption behind it, is an
insult to their intelligence.”
Silver men often tell what a crime it
that the government declared that no
more silver should be used.
The government never did anything of the kind: it
simply declared that silver should no
longer be coined into money. Silver may
be sold at its actual value as freely as
corn or wheat, and we have never been
able to understand why Kansas people
should be so clamorous for Colorado’s
product to be doubled in price, without
any advance in Kansas products. [Atchison, Kansas, Globe.

WORMS IN CHILDREN.
Hundreds of children haw- worms hut. their pa;>
theia tor nearly everything

ms

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

Is th£ best-Worm Kemed\ made. It is likewise : m
i :•
edy for nil tile eom]daini'of .■•lildren. sueii a- l-'
,e
('osti'•-•ness. Indigestion, *our stomach. «■(<■. n ham i»<. a
ItoUiM’liohl rcnioly for l.'» rears. 11*. etli,-acv in <r t:
uas never i»ei*n tjqu.n i. u.
iirovt-y:.:.?;•! !::irin
Druggists, or of the Proprietors.
Dr. J. F. TRUE 4
■
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A FEW MORE
BARGAINS
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"

Summer Shirts,
Summer Neckwear,
Summer' Underwear,
Boys’ Shirt Waists,

£

I expert to go to >1 assartin'
August 1st to reside. I *ha
the feu Organs remaining

l

Boys' Sweaters,
Hammocks & Spreaders

At

^
R

Remarkably Low Pr

ALL Ml 51

s

BE 501.1)

BEFORE Al (il 51

1st.

EVER! IV5TRI

Brown Stiff Hats.,,,,
Straw fiats & &
At

(iOOl) TI NE and i

Prices front $18.00 t p.
( AM. AND 'Cl'

No. 66

\

B

High Street,

I'nder

Greatly

111 KM
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HOK ATIO
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Marvelous Results.

From

a

letter written by Rev. J. Guilder-

man of Dimoudale, Mich., we are permitted
to make this extract:
“I have no hesitation
in recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery,
as the results were almost marvelous in the
case of my wife.
While I was pastor of the
Baptist Church at Rives Junction she was
brought down with Pneumonia, succeeding

La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
would last hours with little interruption
aud it seemed as if she could uot survive
them. A friend recommended Dr. King’s
New Discovery ; it was quick in its work aud
highly satisfactory in results.” Trial bottles
free at Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drugstore.
Regular size 50c. aud SI 00.
HOOD’S

PILLS

cure

Liver

Ills,
Headache.

Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
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Containing umm.g its ingredients the purest
of medicinal French brandy and the best of
imported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gingers
Ask for SANFORD’S
urgt-d as substitutes.
GINGER and look : >r “Owl” trademark on
the wrapper. S« id everywhere. Potter DRUG
and Cue.m. Corp., Sole''Props., Boston.
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is the British
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their

loose white gowns, short in the skirt, low
in the neck and sleeveless,
heavily em-

; broidered around the edges with scarlet
of cotton and
[generally starched stiff as

mi

!

in shirts and drawers of thin white cotton. wide straw hats, and slippers on

by high-backed,

cred chairs in which the judges
" each chair back is
stamped
md the English coat-of-arms,
tlie seven gowned and
bewigged
y noticed three gentlemen of

Children

may be disclosed. The reboza is as much
a feature as in
Mexico, only these of

Belize,

instead of

being blue or black, as
neighboring Republic, are picturesque scarfs of crimson or yellow, vastly
becoming to their dusky wearers. Like
others of their race? wherever found,
they
entertain a passion for jewelry.
The
men’s brawny hands are laden with pinchbeck circlets, their cuff's aud shirt-fronts
with buttons the size of butter plates;
in the

while the females support the most enormous
hoop-shaped ear-rings and necklaces of golden beads or silver coins,

piled string above string around their fat
necks, until the beholder thinks their
backs must ache with the burden.

Cryfoi Pitcher’s Castoria.

Mis Clothes.

Says the First Nate Is the Murderer.
Struck the Captain Down Then Attacked the
Second Mate and Mrs. hash.

Halifax, N. S., July 22. Seaman
Brown, who was at the wheel on the night
of the triple tragedy on the barkentine
Herbert Fuller, says he saw the first mate
kill the captain.

He heard

a

You Are Safe

noise in the

captain’s cabin, and on going thither
the first mate murder Captain Nash.

saw

if your

At the police station the first mate was
stripped and blood was found on his clothing. The passenger, Frank Monks of
Boston, states that he saw the first mate

move-

of the bowels is the surest
sign of good

ment

from the captain’s cabin after the
murder.
health.
The
excitement over the Herbert Fuller
was a
The first quesmahogany pitpan, probably fashtragedy continues unabated. Nothing
tion the doctor
ioned after the same
else is talked about.
pattern as those in
The United States
‘4
Are vour bowels regular ?” If
asks is:
which the .aboriginal Indians
has nothing new to impart, the
navigated not, lie gives something to make them consul will
police
these waters before the white man’s comsay nothing and all the prisonso and quite often that is all he needs
ers are closely
guarded. Three doctors
ing. European ingenuity has somewhat to do.
held a post mortem on the mutilated rein
beautified the ancient model, but has
Assist Nature occasionally
removing mains yesterday, the report of which will
never contrived a better.
offending matter from the tomach and be filed to-day with the attorney-general,
Imagine the bowels
and you need never be very sick.
and he will probably order an
investigatrunk of a magnificent
mahogany nee Remember that assistance don't mean tion by the city stipendiary. The bodies
hewed down to the length of 40 feet and
violence. What is needed is a gentle but
will be forwarded to-day, and the Herbert
efficient helper that will work so easily
Fuller will probably sail in a day or
the width of six in the
two,
centre, gradually
and so naturally that there will be no
under sealed instructions from 'Washingtapering to a point at both ends; ten feet shock to the system.
ton.
from the stern, extending
Lester Monks, the passenger, is under
forward, a
Of all the remedies that have been prelight wooden top supported by a fanci- pared. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets best arrest, but is kept in the office of the
chief of police with an officer
ful stanchions, curtained and cushioned as
fill all the requirements. They are made
present,
refined, concentrated vegetable ex- llis father is expected here this evening.
luxuriously as those of a Venetian gondo- of
Evidence points strongly to the first
tracts.
One is a laxative—two a mild
mate,
la.
Eight coal black rowers dressed iu cathartic. They cure constipation, bil- Thomas Bram, as the murderer, and that
his
motive
sit
was
two on a seat, with paddles
either robbery—both the
iousnrss. dyspepsia, distress after eating,
white,
sour stomach,
“heart-burn,” dizziness,
captain and young Monks having consider10 feet long, while behind them two
able money—or else it was a diabolical atfoul breath and all disorders due to imsteersmen stand like ebony automatons.
perfect digestion. Each little vial holds tempt on the honor of Mrs. Nash, the
And the songs, if you may so call
them, from forty-two to forty-four Pellets, and captain’s wife. From the appearance of
which those “white robed rowers,
rowing sells at the same price as the more com- the cabin she died in defense of her
mon and cheaper made
Charles Spencer, the colored
pills. A free honor.
iu tune,” chanted as we sped
along were
sample package (4 to 7 closes) will be steward, seems to be a rather clever chap,
as wild as those of Nubian boatmen outlie
and lie is of the opinion that
sent on request.
Once used, they are
something
Nile.
A few touches of their
long pad- always in favor. World’s Dispensary was in the wind from the day the vessel
left
as
Medical Association, 663 Main Street
the mate had three large
dles carried us rapidly the whole length
Boston,
Buffalo, N Y.
jars of whiskey with him, something very
of the town, shot us under the
great
much out of the ordinary. Charles Brown
bridge opposite the fort and hurried us
was first arrested.
He was the man at
the wheel on the night of the
on into the
still expanse of the mamurder, the
mate being in charge, two other
sailors,
jestic river; until soon we were iu a
who were forward on the deck, constitutsolitude as perfect as if thousands of
ing the watch at the time. But Brain’s
nines
The
actions were very suspicious, as he wantbeyond tne abodes ot man.
Summer
1896.
ed to take the Fuller to South America
Rio Belize, rising in the Dolores hills,
instead
of Halifax, and after the mate’s
somewhere near the celebrated Lake Rearrest
Brown said he saw the mate kill
STEAMERS CITY OF BANGOR and
ten, crosses the center of British Honthe
captain with an axe. He looked down
PENOBSCOT in Commission.
duras and lias become the great fluvial
the companionway while at the wheel.
highway for iuterior commerce. We met Early Arrivals and Late Departures. The axe was found covered with blood,
hidden under some of the lumber on deck
many boats similar to our own—minus
and was thrown overboard for fear it
the .curtains and
cushions—bringing to
might for the second time be made use of.
the port sugar, cotton and other comIt is believed the captain was murdered
first, then the second mate and lastly the
modities, besides what seemed to our uncaptain’s wife.
accustomed eyes as wonderful curios of
A FATAL SHIP TO
THE NASH FAMILY.
Indian manufacture, iu the line of padA coincidence with Captain Nash’s viodles, bowls, trays and other articles of
lent death is that his father, a ship buildAn hour’s
mahogany, rudely carved.
Commencing Monday, June 29, 1896, steamers er of Harrington, Me., was killed while
will leave Belfast
rowing brought us into the dense, unFor Boston, via Northport, Camden and Rock- superintending the building of tlie barklaud. daily except Sunday. Mondays at 3.30 i*. entine, and that Captain Nash completed
broken forest, which stretches
away to -M-. other
the work and became commander. Two
days at 5 r. m.
For Searsport, Thursdays and Sundays.
nobody knows where on either side of
of his brothers command vessels, and one
For Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor,
daily,
the river, where giant trees, their branches
except Monday, upon arrival of steamer from of them is captain of tlie Josephine Elliinterlaced overhead, make perpetual twi- Boston, due Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays cott, now at Boston awaiting, a chance to
at 7.30 a. m.. other daj-s at 8.30 a. m.
sail for Georgia.
ligut and are reflected iu the 'till waters
RE riTRM\(i :
as in a mirror.
The real source of the
I- rom Button, daily, except Sunday, at 5 i\ m.
From
A Vigorous Campaign.
daily, except Monday, at from
river is unknown to civilized man, the O to »> A.Rockland,
M.
From Bangor, via Winterport and
region being still occupied by aboriginal
Bucksport,
Maine
Republicans Full of Conlliienee For Fall
Mondays at 12 noon, other dues, except Sundavs,
tribes, who are as wild and free to-day as at 2 i*. m.
Work.
From Searsport. Mondays and
Saturdays.
were their ancestors when Cortez found
fill.
There will be a
Afufsta,
July
K. Jnlixsox. Acting Agent, Belfast.
them.
Faxxie Brigham Ward.
vigorous campaign in Maine this year—
CALVIN Al sl'IN. Gen’l Supt., Boston.
^ ILLIAM 11. HILL, Gen’l
Manager, Boston. one waged with confidence of an old-time
majority at tlie September election. That
Why Silver has Fallen.
was the burden of tlie remarks made at
the meeting this evening of prominent
Several correspondents ask why it is
Republicans who had gathered at the inthat silver bullion has declined in the last
vitation of the state committee to considTX M E-TA AS LE.
er the issues before the
twenty years.
On and after June 22, 1$9«, trams connect
people aud the
mg at means to
Burnham ami Waterville with
be employed in presenting them
The tree coinage advocates cannot
through trains tor
deny au-i ir.»m Bangor.
Waterville, Portland and Bos- to the voters. With the State
the obvious fact that the quantity of bullion om will run as follows:
committee,
met Senators Hale and Frye,
RepresentaFROM BELFAST.
in a dollar, which was worth more than
tives Dingley,
Boutelle ami Milliken,
A M
1* M
F M
one hundred cents when free
Gov. Cleaves, and Maine’s next Govern^",
r>
coinage was I Bellas:.
l 20
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3 45
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suspended in 1873, is now worth only i City:- dnt...
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tl 25
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from all over the state.
They boldly allege, however, that this i!r,M,ks
Among them
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11 57
15 10 were:
fall was caused by tin* United .Mates and ,5,V‘"X
llmrndike.
7 40
2 05
I
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W. T. Haines, Waterville:'!. H,
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(J 00
| the other great nations all closing*their 1 !,!:y. 7 50
Phair,
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025 Presque Isle; Deo. <
! mints to mlimited coinage, The fact, 1Burnham, arrive..
Murchie, Calais; J.
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B Peaks, Dover; S. M. Carr, Bowdoinhowever, is that it was the fall in silver
8 45
2 55
to 58
that compelled the closing of the mints, Bangor. 11 30
liam; Albion Little, Portland: Charles M.
0 3U
A M
and there was nothing mysterious about
Moses. Saco; John M. Burleigh, South
Waterville
8 52
3 03
7 05 Berwick: Fieri X.
the cause of the fall.
It was due to inDow. Poitlund; Selden
** M
AM
,,
creased production.
1 "rtland. 12 25
5 35
1 40 Cornier, Portland; J. W. Wakefield, Bath;
In 3873 the world's output of silver was Boston,
920
L.
558 Seth
Larrabee, Portland; F. H.
in round numbers sixty-three milium
Twitcliell. Bath; J. (). Smith, SkowlieTO BELFAST.
ounces.
In 1883 it was eightv-three milgan: J. .1. Lane, Waterville; Geo. M.
** M
A M
P
lion ounces, while the output of gold was
7 00
9 0o Seiders, Portland; Seth M. Carter, AuBoston, » M D.
burn; II. S. Osgood, Portland; Wm. C.
8 3(
unchanged. By 18*33 the production of
silver had increased to one hundred and
Marshall, Belfast; i. K. Stetson, Bangor;
! Portland.
1100
F.
E. Timberlake, Phillips; H. B. Saunsixty-six million ounces. The silverites j
A M
A M
5 45
mislead their followers by
435 ders, Ellsworth: Geo. Bliss, Waldobero;
juggling with Waterville.
7 00
12 00 C. A.
the coinage price of the white metal when Bangor
McCullough, Calais; E. F. Webb,
I
A m
a m
p m
I
I dealing with production, but the common j Benton.
4 42 Waterville; F. A. Powers, Boulton; A.
+7 00
! sense way of stating the output of both j Clinton.
M.
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Spear, Gardiner; (I. B.
Clason,
8 30
depart.... 0 50
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G. udiner; A. R. Day,
| gold and silver is by the number of ounces Burnham,
Coriuna; Wm. L.
7 25
8 47
Pnity.
5 27
ami
a
produced.
Littlefield,
Beliast,
Thorndike.
7 40
8 55
5 38
large represenTaking the output of the two metals, Knox. »8 00 t‘j 02 15 44 tation of tlie Republicans of the Capital
8 25
it 17
5 08
then, we lind that in 1873 the ratio of Brooks
city.
Waldo
t8 40
19 29
16 08
The meeting was called to order
production of silver compared with gold CTtypomt. +8 55 19
39
10 18
by
was 13.01 to
9 45
1, and ten years later was Belfast, arrive. 9 05
6 25 Chairman Manley, who briefly explained
13.32 to 1, while in 1833 it was 21.83 to 1.
1 Flag station.
the plans of the committee.
Then Mr.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
During these twenty years, the world’s from
$5.00 Manley called upon Senators Hale and
Belfast and all stations on Branch.
coinage systems having previously been
Through tickets to all points West and North- Frye. Representatives Dingley, Boutelle
saturated with silver and its commerce wtst via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley and Milliken and Mr.
Powers, each of
whom spoke briefly, the remarks and disUaviug outgrown the use of the white ygent, Belfast.
PAYSON Tt'CKER,
Vice Pies, and GenT Manager.
metal for large transactions, the demand
cussion being largely informal.
Messrs.
F. E. Booth by, GenT Pass, and Ticket Agent.
had greatly decreased.
Hale and F'rye spoke of the
With an increase
Portland, June 22, 1896.
desirability
in the supply that more than doubled in
of presenting to tlie people
arguments
twenty years and a coincident decrease in
showing tlie fallacy of the free coinage
demand, it is not difficult to account for
theory, and this was corroborated by tlie
the fall in the price.
other speakers.
Messrs. Boutelle and
[New York Herald.
Milliken urged that in addition tlie tariff
Summer Arrangement—In Effect
1, issue should not he lost to
July
“Middle of the Road.”
sight, Mr.
Boutelle being specially emphatic in his
1866.
of
a
advocacy
The phrase “middle of the road" is
vigorous presentation of
STEAMER I'ASTIN'E, on above date the contrast
thus explained by a Texas
presented by the country’s
wind and weather permitting, will
Populist. “If
under
the last‘Republican adrun
week
prosperity
every
day in connection with B. & B.S.
you bad been in Texas and been a Popuas follows:
ministration and tlie distress under tlie
list,” be says, “you’d know what it ’ud Co.,
Leave •West. Brooksville at 6.30 a. m.;
Castine, free trade regime of the present adminisbe to be in the middle of the road.
Take 7.00: Hughes Point, 7.45; Ryder's Cove, 8.00:
tration.
Senator Frye characterized the
Lime Kiin, 8.30; arriving at Belfast, 9.20.
the middle of fhe road with
your gun in
coinage issue of this campaign as the
each hand; see?
And if you walk any
Wednesdays and Satur•Brooksville,
Mondays,
most
serious of any since the days of the
other place than the middle of the road days.
down there the nastiest lot of pestiferous
Leave Belfast at 10.00 a. m. for Ryder’s Cove Rebellion. Mr. Pow ers expressed himself
and
as
where
connections
Castine,
wi.l be made with
heartily in favor of an early opening of
Democrats that ever looked
through steamer Cimbria for all
from Islesboro the
campaign and its vigorous prosecution.
specks will be laying behind every fence to Bar Harbor, Tuesdays.landings
Thursdays and Saturme meeting was marked with a
post with a bead on you. I tell you if days.
feeling
With steamer Tremont Mondays, Wednesdays of confidence in an oldtime
Republican
you want life, liberty and the pursuit of and
Fridays.
The
of
majority.
those
with
under
testimony
the glorious old banner
happiness
Leave Castine 1.30 r. m., or on arrival of steamof Populism in Texas, you’ve
Cimbria and Tremont from Bar Harbor to Bel- whom the committee conferred was that
got to keep er
fast direct, where connections are made with the free coinage heresy had not
to the middle of the road or
yet gained
you will walk steamer's for Boston.
a position of
around with a carcass full of lead.”
strength in Maine and that
Leave Belfast at 3 p. m.. for all
on
landings
with
a full presentation of the
Islesboro, Castine and Brooksville.
subject
Connections will be madeat Castine with steam- such as the committee proposes that the
“Come uuick!” cried the girl in the
ei C. P. Connors to and from Penebscot
shall
it
will
every people
have,
not, leaving the
crimson bathing suit.
“I see a sea ser- week day.
Excursion tickets will be sold at 50 cents for way clear to an old-fashioned victory in
pent!'’
round
to
a
September.
trip
parties desiring
But nobody heeded her.
pleasant sail
around tlie Bay.
she was the very girl who upon a
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; ,F. R.
previRyder,
ous day claimed she saw a man.
Ryder's Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; j!
In a Nutshell.
[Detroit M.
Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
Tribune.
f>ott
c. W. SMALLIDGE. Manager.
Under free coinage at sixteen to
one,
What is a poor man to do? If lie does
the following classes of
people will be
not laugh at a friend’s jokes his friend is
Lovell
robbed of half their investments:
disgusted, and if he does laugh his friend
tells another joke.
All depositors in savings banks.
[Atchison Globe.
All members of building associations.
All pensioners.
All persons carrying life insurance in
any form.
We have on hand a fine stock of both laAll persons carrying fire insurance
dies and cents’ 1896 pattern of the Lovell
poliDiamond Bicycles. This lot will be offered cies.
to customers at g50
Are these people willing to vote for a
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constieach. Warranted for
one year.
These wheels may be seen at tlie
proposition which robs themselves of their
pation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood’s Pills.
earnings or investments for the future?
They do their work
This is worth thinking about.
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the above kind for
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AND
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STORE
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CLOTHING

HOUSE.

We have got GREAT BARGAINS in

i

Men’s, Boys’, and Children's Suits,

*

ALL WOOL, at

prices that

are

*.

astonishing, andj^*,^

CRASH SUITS, SUMMER COATS.

Maine Central R. R

THE BEST SWEATERS,lK

| We

are

the

only

mirkcl-

Bathing Tights.

agent tor the

LAMSON & HUBBARD STRAW HAT.
The first time these Straws have Ken handled in B.Ttast

J8@“Come and get

outfit at he

vour

-_

The White Store, 81 Main St.,
CHARLES

O’CONNELL, Proprietor

v

1*20

j

granted, but saloons cannot I
! be opened on Sunday, and it is said that
; no back doors provide for the sneaking
It is rare indeed
I in of the sophisticated.
to find a place south of the Tropic of
Cancer where the Lord’s day is observed
j at all, except by increased festivity, balls,
j bull-fights and gambling. The condition
1 of the
negroes in Belize was never bad,
In the
i **veu in tlieir days ot bondage.
Licenses

regular

we

on

Brown

K atuie’s most
rigid laws. Nature insists on
regularity. People who allow the
continuance o f
any irregularity
in their digestive
organs soon have
to pay the penalty. Free and

had the rare pleasure of an
evening row with the Consul and his wife a
few miles up the Belize river.
Our boat

The Best

of

•V'ied at the first peep of
'«• deserted after seven a. m.

Blood
1

through their
neglect of one of

mahogany hunters have invaded.

Last week

shady

market- house, which

:: on

Half the fun of
life is lost by
many people

has an area of about
13,000 square miles,
with a coastline
fully 170 miles along the
t aribbean sea.
The river Hondo forms
its northern
boundary, and the river Sartoon its
southern, the latter navigable
for canoes as far as the
village named
Gracias a Dios—“Thanks to God." Between these two
great rivers the country
is well wooded,
remarkably fertile and
abounding iu birds and wild animals; and
beyond to the westward stretches a primeval forest of unknown
extent, which not

America.

a Negro Colon),
.idence of The .Journal.

in

,»

central

Tobacco

..

,,

Belfast, aMJastiie Beale.

m

Diamond-

Liver Ills

Cycles.

Hervey

Hood’s

■ ■ ■
easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
ill
25 cents. All druggists.
III ^9
I
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.
The only Pill to take with Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.

c-

J ewelry

HMa“^

Store.

Belfast, July 2. 1896.—2Gtf

NOTICE.
All taxes upon real estate for the year 1895
must be paid on or before July 10,
1896, to save
cost of suit, which will be brought
against said
real estate after the above date.
K. F. MASON, Collector.
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FRED

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Over
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Springfield Fire

($13,01,0,0(10)

Fire

Insurance
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Marine. Granite State Fire Inspran* k ( ■> Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol File Inspkann k Co..
National Fire 1nspran< eC
Hartf<i;i>, Conn/
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BISKS

WRITTEN

Travelers Life
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CURRENT
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Accident Inspram
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TOILET ARTICLES For Summer
For Hot Weather!
A NEW IMPORTED POWDER.

“LA

mm

SEDUISANTE,” only 25c,,

equal in quality to La Blanche, Saunders,
or any 35 to 50 cents powders.

New* Odors * and * Atomizers
just

come

in.

A nice atomizer for

35o.

POOR & SON,

“We must part now,
darling, but to
PILES! PILES!
PILES!
make the separation less
abrupt 1 am
Indian Pile Ointment will cure
on
a
slow
train.”
going
t>Prj ^ i^iains’ Ulcerated
[Fliegende Blind
and Itching Piles- It
Bleeding,
Blaetter.
absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian I lie Ointment is
“Mrs. Flighty fired a pistol and killed and
prepared only for Piles
itching of the private parts,and nothing else.
a burglar.”
s,"“ by dn‘^i°t». ■»«
“How odd.
Did you hear what she
aimed at?”
°[Chicago Record.

c,eveiaJn4«

Sketching.

^

-fust Jjeceived, a complete assortment of
tists' materials nil colors, water

ar

colors,

From li colors tor china painting, canvas on
stretchers, academy board, palettes, poreelain plaques, easels tor same,
picture ami
retouching varnish, sable, camel-hair and
bristle brushes.

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

POOR <fc SON.

To let

by the day or hour at my lauding, north side of the steamooat wharf.

O. R. WEBSTER.
Uelfast, May 21, 18»t>.—2m21

Democratic

ISepuMcan lournal.

but the specials to
Boston and Maine dailies go more into de-
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These extracts are from the Boston

Hood’s

ELECTORS.

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.
First District

Tim

Medicinal value in a bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla than in any other preparation.
More skill is required, more care taken, more

She

was

always

so

good and kind to he

everybody.”
Mrs. Adeline B. Strattard died July 22d,
aged 64 years and 6 months. She was sick
only 3 days. She was taken suddenly and in

great distress for a few hours then was unconscious for hours, but rallied aud spoke a
expense incurred in its manufacture.
short time before she passed away. Her
the
dealer
It costs the proprietor and
Ex-Mayor Hanson of Belfast insisted
native place was Massachusetts, but she has
that he would not support Winslow on a
More but it costs the consumer less, as he
lived iu Mouroe a great many years and
as
more
(loses
for
his
also
did
L.
M.
money.
gets
gold platform,
Staples
of Washington county.
Staples did not More curative power is secured by its peculiar raised a large family of children, six of
want any more gold, or any more Clevecombination, proportion and process, whom are living. Mary, who has been a
landism in his.
which makes it peculiar to itself.
clerk in Jordan & Marsh store in Boston for
E. F. Hanson of Belfast at once got
More people are employed and more space ocyears, Cora Peirce married and lives in Mascupied in its Laboratory than any other.
everybody by the ears. He did not see
sachusetts, Ella Lincoln also lives there,
and
more
teswonderful
cures
effected
More
how the Democratic party could fight for
three boys, Fred, Charles and Will also live
timonials received than by any other.
gold at the September election, and then More sales and more increase year by year Massachusetts. All were
present at the furesurrect and support a silver platform.
are reported by druggists.
neral, but Will. Mrs. S. was well known iu
More people are taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
He proposed to go ou the stump, coming
are
today than any other, and more
this town and State as the author of many
home every two weeks to change his
taking it today than ever before.
clothes, and work night and day for sil- More and still mork reasons might be contributions to the Maine Farmer, Port land
given why you should take
ver, and he predicted that old Waldo
Transcript, The Republican Journal aud
would roll up a Democratic majority that
Lewiston Journal in past years. She was a
would cause the Republicans to fall out of
woman of rare talents for her station in life.
their chairs.
The Democrats of Maine
She could paiut anything from nature aud
would not support a gold platform.
Let
her fancy work, for which she has been
Mr. Winslow declare himself in favor of
awarded so many premiums at State and
the Chicago platform, and he would give
town fairs for years, also her choice collechim his hearty support, but otherwise he
could not have his support or the support
tion of dowers for which she was 9uch a
of Waldo county.
dear lover and had such a gift to arrange so
The One True Blood Purifier. $1: six for $5.
It is of interest to know that Mr. Hanartistically, made her widely known. She
cure all Liver Ills and
-j
was ever ready
to do what she could for
son claims to carry the Democratic vote
those around her,was a constant church memof Waldo county in his pocket.
ber and always present at Sunday School iu
Obituary.
The Boston Herald says that the Chithe Bible class. She will be greatly missed by
cago platform “was criticised freely, its
Capt. Joseph Clougli died at his home on the people. Her choicest flowers were alattack on Cleveland and the Supreme Bay View street Saturday noon, after a long
ways on the church pulpit; for she took that
Court being specially obnoxious.
On the and painful illness brought on by an injury
part of the church work on herself. Services
in
August, 1895, while repairing a were held at the church last Saturday a in.
other hand, Cleveland and his adminis- received
tration were attacked freely, an attack building in Waldo. He was born in Sanger- by Rev. J. Dingwell, who preached a very
but when a young man
sympathetic and comforting sermon from
which was received by a storm of hisses.” ville, July 28, 1819,
eame to the sea-coast and entered upon a
John, 11th Chap., 25 verse “I am the resurThe Herald's special says further:
in
At
vessels.
sea-faring life,
deep-water
rection.” The pulpit was draped with black
('apt. Baker raised a storm when he the age of 20 lie became master uf the brig
looped with white pond lilies. The dowers
said there were many in the room who
Teaser in the West India trade, aud was sucwere beautiful. A large pillow was arranged
preferred to vote for Winslow, and then
bolt the national ticket.
(Cries of “no, cessively in command of the brigs Alpine," by Mrs. Jackson Curtis, the handles of the
no.”) Every Democrat in Waldo County Loch Lomond, Cernena and James Davis. casket were filled with pond lilies, crosses
would vote for Bryan and Sewall, and all He was in the latter 13 years. He retired
and wreaths made of choicest dowers were
belt Winslow on a gold platform.
from the sea in 1873, but made one voyage, to
profuse. The \Y. R. C., of which she was a
The Portland Evening Express special Havre and Cadiz in the barkentine John C.
member, had charge of the dowers. They
Smith a few years later. As a ship master had a short and
says:
impressive service ; each putThe center of the rabid silver talk he was unusually successful. He never lost ting a
bouquet upon the casket. L>. A. Nye
was Waldo county.
folHanson
a
vessel or met with any serious disaster, had charge of the funeral. Mr. Frank Nye
Mayor
lowed Gen. Lynch and made a bombastic aud but two men were lost on board vessels
was summoned from Bangor as soon as she
speech which read between the lines. of which he was in command. After compassed away to embalm her so she could be
“Throw Winslow overboard and let me
run in his place."
He overshot the mark ing ashore he became agent for the New kept until the children all arri ved: for which
anti got but litt le applause, even from his England Felt Roofing Co., which business they felt very grateful. Sympathy is exown people
he followed as long as his health permitted. tended to the husband aud children. May
In 1844 he married Elieetta Partridge of they meet again
And further:
“Where the dowers bloom eternal
It began to look at last as if there Prospect, now Stockton Springs, who surAnd the land is all so bright.”
would be a little harmony but Waldo vives him, with three sons and one daughcounty broke out again in the per- ter, Henry IX, Joseph Austin and Ira T
son of Captain Charles Baker of Belfast,
Abial G. Hall of Knox died very suddenly
Clough, and Mrs. ElvaD. Jewett. One son,
v.
wantid ;• categorical answer then Joshua
P., and uUc daughter, Mrs. Clara E. July 24th while at work in the hay held. He
anti there and proposed to ask Mr. WinsWelch, have passed away. He was the last was raking hay with a horse-rake and get
low directly where he stood.
But the
survivor of his father’s family, the others down from the machine apparently to tix
meeting had got away from the silver
being Mrs. .J. Marsh, who died in Belfast m something about the harness and fell formen and a storm of noes drowned the demand!.
Then Capt. Baker alleged that July, 18‘.»5, Mrs. Sarah Pottle and Nevrell ward under the horse. When others who
there were* gold men present w ho proposed Clough in Sangerville. The family moved were at work uear by reached him he was
to bolt the Chicago nomination after supto Belfast iu 187;’*, and shortly after built the
dead. He was a good citizen and a consistporting Mr. Winslow and another storm house on Bay View street in which they ent church member. He leaves a wife and
of denials resulted.
The committee shut
reside. Capt. Clough was made a two daughters, Mrs. Willis Waning of Freenow
oil the discussion at this point by going
Mason in Pownal Lodge of Stockton in ISM dom and Mrs. Henry Feruald of Troy. The
into executive session.
and was later demitted to Timothy Chase funeral was held Sunday and was largely
1 In* following paragraphs are from
Lodge of this city. He took great interest attended. Rev. H. Small of Bowdoinham
the Port.aml Press’ report:
in die work of the order and was one of the officiated.
Then came Mayoi Ilanson of Belfast,
most constant attendants, not only of his
who referred to the fact that everybody
Mrs. Frank H. Sargent died at her resiknew his position. He didn’t see how own lodge but of Phceuix Lodge, iu which he
dence, 5bHighland Ave., Salem, Mass., July
they could support Mr. Winslow until was an ever welcome visitor. As a citizen
after a long illuess. She was a woman of
September and then resurrect the Chicago and neighbor lie was upright aud honorable 25th,
platform and become silver Democrats. iu all his dealings, charitable towards the strong religious character, active in every
Mr. Hanson said Mr. Winslow could not faults of others,
yet firm iu his stand for good work, a valued member of the South
have his support or the support of Waldo what he considered
right. In his family he Congl. Church, and her death brings a loss
until
he
had
told them he was in
county
not only to her immediate family circle, but
was all that a kind and loving husband aud
with
the
1’
m
harmony
Chicago platform.
father could be: combining gentleness and to a large number of friends.
going out to talk silver from the foundation up and the turret stone down.
The firmness in his dealing with tht children in
On the morning of July dth Mrs. Alice
Portland convention ran its head against a a degree best suited to their ultimate good.
Garcelon Weymouth of
after a long
stone wall as we told them it would.
Many outside the immediate family circle, and distressing illness, Troy,
quietly and peaceNow. how do you like it:; I can't juggle
and
business
will
neighbors
associates,
fully passed from earth's sufferings. She
with gold and silver balls.
was tlm daughter of Lorenzo and Phebe Gilmourn the loss of a good and true man. The
Captain Charles Baker of Belfast said funeral was held
key Garcelon and was burn in
Oct.
Monday afternoon and de- 10;h. 1852. When Alice was but a Troy
he felt that there were some people here
child her
who were going to vote against Bryan spite the rain was quite largely attended. mother was in failing health. The sudden
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts spoke feelingly of the life and unexpected death of her only sister preand Sewall.
(shouts of No! No!)
Mr. Keegan asked if Captain Baker of the deceased, and two appropriate hymns ceded that of her mother; thus, in early life
Alice assumed the cares and responsibilities
wanted it to go out that he said he were
sung by Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. that have ever, to an unusual degree, fallen
there
were
some
here
who
would
to
her share. Previous to her marriage,
thought
E. P. Frost and Mr. C. E White. There were
not vote for the national ticket.
when home duties permitted, she taught
many floral offerings, among which were an several
schools. In 1878 she became the
“Yes," said the captain.
“I don't think it right,” said Keegan. emblematic pillow from bis Masonic lodge, wife of A. W. Weymouth, who was the only
sou
of
the
late Rev. X. F. Weymouth, so
a
sheaf
of wheat with sickle and word
“Let’s see you suppress it," said Captain Baker.
*‘There won't be one hun- “Father/' from The family, a pillow from universally remembered with love and reTheir home was an ideal one, for
spect.
dred men in Waldo county that will vote the
Partridge family, a basket of cut flowers amid all its labor and care, peace ami
for Winslow on the g d question.
from Miss Nellie A. Walker, a broken affection found within its walls a dwelling
place. In 1888 the kind, devoted husband,
wreat’n from Mrs. Eliza Small, a wreath and
while engaged as usual iu active farm labor,
The regulation equipment of the free letter ,SG." from
Capt. S. B. Fletcher, a bas- was taken suddenly away, leaving the afsilvf orator is sixteen lies to one truth.
flicted widow with four helpless little ones.
ket of cut flowers with anchor by Capt. E.
This shock, the greatest and most Severe of
I). Bird, wreaths, bouquets, etc., from Rev.
her life, was perhaps the beginning of her
C. H. WeLs. Mrs. T. J. Hopkins, Mrs. J. O. fatal illutss. Since that time, with her chilThe Local Political Field.
Hayes, Mrs. Xilla Webber, Mrs. James W. dren, she has shared her father's home. Tindesire of her life was that she might
Knowltou, Miss Fannie Rich, Mrs. Albert great
live to see her children grown to manhood
The Democrats of Belfast held a caucus at
Mrs. Aipheus Dyer. Miss Lois LoHall,
and
womanhood, and why that wish was
tlm Court House Saturday evening. Frank
throp and others. A delegation of Timothy denied is one of the things it is su hard to
I Wilson presided ami F. A. Greer was
Chase Lodge of Masons attended, followed understand. Her life and character were
such as could uot fail to win the admiration
cierk. The following delegates were elected
the remains to the grave ami held Masonic and
respect of all with whom she associated,
tu the county convention:
J. t. Wilson, C.
services.
for amid all her trials and afflictions, she
E. White, Percy B. Redman, F. I.
Wilson,
manifested that Christian fortitude and selfLeslie P. Miller, Walter H. Richards, John
that characterized her whole life.
Emilie E. Hatch died at the home of her possession
In governing her children, just a word
T. Frost, F. W. Brown, Calvin IT. Monroe,
June
from
parents Monday morning,
2(ith,
sposen in ner quiei nut nrm anu decidea
A. A. Hurd. II. E. Bradman.
heart disease, aged 38 years, 1 month mauner was sufficient. She was tall ami
The Populists held a caucus at their club organic
in person, possessed of that
distinguished
and 22 days. The deceased was the second
ease and grace which fitted her to adorn the
room la3t Saturday
evening. Capt. S. B. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sar- most cultured society, and united with a
Theophilus
Fletcher presided and Wayland Knowlton
gent Hatch of Montville, and the first one loving and affectionate disposition gained for
was clerk.
The following delegates were
her the warm love of a large circle of
of the family circle to be called to the higher
frienus, and we think, as has been remarked,
elected to the county convention: R. C.
life.
She attended the Maine Wesleyan “She had not an enemy iu the world." An
Barton, C. Y. Cottrell. A. C. Whitney, C. A.
Seminary and Female College at Kent’s old schoolmate ami friend, who had ever
Wiley, A. T. Stevens, R. P. Curtis, Walter Hill for awhile and
been intimately acquainted with her said to
was the rirst one among
F. Taylor, F. A. Howard, Edgar Thayer, J.
me, “It is seldom iu our most intimate
the scholars of the district where she at- friends that we cannot see
something that
W. Wallace, George W. Patterson, Frank
tended school to become a teacher. She we could wish different, but Alice had not a
Davis, S. B. Fletcher, Sanford Howard, Rostrait
that
1
would
wish
single
changed.” In
taught school for several years and had ex- her eldest
coe Black, Geo. W. Pendleton, Patrick Brodaughter her own life seems recellent success, teaching in Montville, Bel-1 produced, lor with
care
and fortiwomanly
gan, A. E. Clark, A. K. Braley, Seth MerKnox and Palermo. Wherever she j tude she had not only faithfully and lovingchant. Sewell B. Fletcher was nominated mont,
cared for her invalid mother, but has
went she won many friends who loved her I ly
as candidate for Representative to the Legissuper:uteuded the affairs of the house and
the remaining years of her life. The to the
through
younger ones been both mother and
lature. The following city committee was
encroachments of her insidious disease com- sister. Much sympathy is expressed fur the
chosen: S B. Fletcher, Chas. A. Wiley,
children and lonely father, who is
pelled her with many misgivings to relin- orphaned
now iu his
The thought
Wayland Knowlton, Calvin H. Monroe, C.
years.
her noble occupation. Although weak comes to medeclining
quish
as I recall his familiar name,
Y. Cottrell. Frank I. Wilson and Norman
and frail and unable to perform the heavier that it will awaken iu many hearts pleasant
Wardweil made remarks advocating the
burdens, yet she was never idle. In the memories of the “favorite teacher whose
union of all who stand on the silver
plat- desolate home one cannot turn the
patience and kindness ever won the love
eye with- and esteem of his
form.
pupils. Not only as a
out resting its gaze on some work of her teacher and
supervisor of schools is his
hands. Rugs, tidies ami other fancy work name associated with the past, but down all
the succeeding years with the public affairs
Secret Societies.
abound, ever present reminders of the one of the
town and is also identified with those
that is gone. In early life she embraced the of the State. For his love and kindness to
A special meeting of Enterprise Lodge,
faith
and
with
the
Christian
united
the Free
orphan children may he reap a rich liarA. O. t
W., will be held this, Thursday, Baptist church at Centre Montville which vest of care and affection, and may a golden
sunset brighten his way to the end of life’s
evening at 7.30 o’clock for work in the Jun- at that time was very prosperous. She
journey. [Pittsfield Advertiser.
ior and Workman degrees.
maintained her early piety until death, and
Alden L. Tyler, Rockland’s veteran school
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., of Belfast, throughout her whole life uncomplaining
teacher, died at his residence on Camden
July 23d,passed resolutions of respect to the she did all she could to cheer and relieve street
last evening, aged 7»> years :1 months.
memory of Capt. Richard Snow of Bucks- the suffering of those around her. Beside Some two years ago he was stricken with
who
died
iu
recently
port,
Brockton, Mass. her father and mother there are a brother paralysis and instead of rallying, as it was
hoped he might, he had gradualCapt. Snow on June 10, 1888, instituted En- and sister to mourn their loss, Mrs. Cora A. universally
ly failed ever since. Mr. Tyler hail been a
terprise Lodge, and he was much endeared Goodwin, Palermo, and E. Judson Hatch, teacher in the public schools of what is now
to its members. He was born iu Bucksport, Principal of the High School, Sabatisville, Rockland for about half a century, having
March 22, 1841, and followed the sea from Me. While she will be greatly missed by a commenced his work here some years before
the1 city was incorporated iu 1854. While he
early manhood. He became master of large large circle of relatives and friends and had not taught continuously all this time, he
vessels and was a most successful sea cap- especially at the yearly family reunions, in had been connected with the schools either
tain. He was a member of St. John’s Com- which she always manifested great interest, as teacher or as supervisor during the
whole period, and the greatest part of the
the loss will be most severe to her aged time as a
mandery, K. T., of Bangor.
grammar school principal. He
with
whom
she
has
her
whole
had
also been connected with the city govspent
Odd Fellows, especially those belonging parents
and
iu that capacity interested
ernment
to the Patriarch Militant branch, are beT.
R.
The
burial
service
w'as
Rev.
life.
by
coming much interested iu the national can- Pentecost of Montville assisted by the choir himself deeply iu promoting the welfare of
school
our
system. Practically the
tonment to be held at Buffalo, N. Y., duriug
public
To her funeral, whole of his life work was given to the
the week of Aug. 5th. New England will from South Montville.
At least
have a very large representation. Already which was very largely attended, came the cause of education in the city.
three generations hail come uuder his perthe militants, who number old and
a majority of
young, the rich and the poor, to sonal instruction and a large proportion of
several thousand, have signed the commissions to attend. The party will leave Bos- shed a sympathetic tear with the sorrowing our middle-aged people had sat at his feet
His success iu his vocation was
ton Aug. 4th, as 1* a. in., via Boston and Al- family. The floral tributes were both many as pupils.
a born teacher, had a
bany railroad. The grand parade will be and beautiful. The white rose,, so emble- marvelous. He was well
as a fondness for
peculiar aptness as
held in Buffalo August 5th. The price of
A
most
matic
of
her
was
and the faculty of
life,
prominent.
instruction
imparting
tickets from Boston back to Boston, inclusive of all railway transportation, hotel ac- cousin brought a cluster of 38 neatly tied winning the esteem and commanding the
will be
commodations, incidental meals and trans- with white ribbon, and an old man walked respect of his pupils.thisHis memory
dear to hundreds iu
city, and in fact to
fers where specified (inclusive of transfers
a distance bringing a large bouquet of
hundreds uow scattered all over our broard
for ladies in all three cities visited—Buffalo, quite
them, saying: “Here are some roses for land from Maine te California. As a man
Niagara Falls and Saratoga) is §33.
tail.
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FOR
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REPUBLICAN

Hon.

More

the

mittee in

chak. ks a.

her.

We gave last week the press report of
meeting of the Democratic .State com-

BELFAST, 1 HURSDAY. .JULY 30, 1896.

Republican

Discord.

was a genial, courteous,
patriotic ChrisI tian gentleman. It was a pleasure to greet
him and be greeted by him at auv time and
under all circumstances.
In his life the
1
community was faithfully served and in his
i death the city has met with a real and irreparable loss. Iu all the private walks and
relations of life he was kindly, companion!
able ami helpful. His influence was
always
gracious and on the side of everything that
was good.
None who knew him will think
that this is too high praise. From the lirst
of his sickness lie felt that he should not
recover and
looked forward to the end
patiently, hopefully and fearlessly. He
besides
his wife, 74 years of age yesleaves,
terday, to whom his death must be a grievous loss, three sous, John and Lemuel of
this city, and Samuel, whose home is in the
West, and two daughters, Mrs. D. N. Bird
of Belfast aud Miss Mary Tyler ef this city.
At a meeting of the city government last
spring it was voted unanimously to name
the Warren street school building “The
Tyier School” ami that a table so inscribed
should be placed iu the building, thus making it a fitting memorial of his noble life
work. The funeral will occur Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock from the late residence of
the deceased, 92 Camden street. [Rockland
Star July 25.
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ie

handi-
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at.

silver

as

a

remedy

again-u

tpanese. or any cheap foreign
iabo would prove very much like taking
refuge in a pest-house to avoid the plague,

[senator

-Justins. Morrill, in the

August

Forum.

Bryan was nominated by the Democrats
Friday and on the following Friday the
♦Silverites took like action. The vice presidential candidate of the Populists, Watson
of

beorgia, narrowly escaped a like fate,
having been taken just after midnight.
the vote

esteemed neighbor, the Lewiston
Sun, lias ho.ted the Democratic platform
and party.
True Democracy has no defender in this state but the Maine Populist.
[Prof. Bateman.
Our

Thu venerable Portland Argus and lesser
Democratic luminaries will please consider
themselves relegated to back seats while
the sanguinary locks of the Professor will
illuminate tlie

j

party not only wants;

an

stead;, employment

! :v:ie\

11 i":

»

foreground.

1 In* silver craze is now at its height. It
is attracting to it the irresponsible, the
hunteis for change, and the small professional politicians who see no chance for
themselves except in party loyalty. There
are a
lot of such persons, and they are
pretty noisy, but they are not half as
numerous or as influential as their sounds
would seem to indicate.
[Hon. .'Sherman
Hoar.
Belfast has the “small

professional poli-

ticians” and the noisy persons described
by Mi. Hoar, but as their talk makes
for the other side the infliction is
borne with tolerance.
votes

Mr. Kdward Atkinson, the well-known
political economist, writing on the silver

question several years ago, said:
The annual value of the silver product
is about $40,000,000—in gold. The production of the hen yards of the United
.States, according to the census statistics,
was, in 1879, 450,910,916 dozen eggs, and,
if liens have increased in the ratio of population, it is now 500,000,000 dozen, which,
at only 10c a dozen, would exceed the
value of the product of the silver mines.
It would be vastly more reasonable for
Congress to order tlie compulsory purchase of $2,00(3,000 worth of eggs per
month, “in order to sustain the hen products of the United States,” than it is to
buy $2,000,0(30 worth of silver; because
the eggs could be used, or else would rot,
while the silver can not be used, and is
expensive to store and to watch.

B.

George

Loring

of

Portland,

senior
& Har-

member of the firm of Loring, Short
mon, well known Portland booksellers, arrived in Rockland July 25th on the afternoon train.
He boarded an electric aud sat
down and instantly fell dead. Mr. Loring
has been iu poor health some time past. He
was on his way to Lincolnville to
pass Sunday with his family who are summering
there.
After meals you should have simply a feeling ,.f comfort and satisfaction. You should
not feel any special indications that digestion is going on.
If von do, you have indigestion, which means /mMligestion.
This
may he the beginning of so many dangerous
that
it
is
best
to
in
take it
diseases,
hand at
once and treat
it with Shaker Digestive
Cordial. For you know that indigestion
makes poison, which causes pain and sickness.
And that Shaker Digestive Cordial

helps

digestion

and

cures

furniture
R. H. COOMBS & SON’S.

IF

From

Maine’s

Garden.

—

THERE IS ANYTHING YOl' NEED EITHER FOR THE

I’AKLOH,

SITTING ROOM,
DINING ROOM,
K1TCHKN

LOUNGES, COUCHES and EASY CHAIRS
EVER SHOWN IN BELFAST.

*

1

OF THE LATEST STYLES.

JAPANESE PIAZZA CURTAINS.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

all kinds.
A dark room connected
the store for the convenience of v s

of

HORSE OWNERS. You ought to have a Bell Odometer for you.
carriage. It rings a bell every mile and keeps an accurate’
record of the distance traveled.

R. H. COOMBS 4 SOB, 70 4 72 Main Street, Beta

1

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
L. A.

KNOWLFON,

President.

FRANK R.

infancy

to

age,

are now

Feb. 2$, 1*94.
$30. 3 5 3. Hi*

July 24. 1*1*1.
$51*.1*0-29

Dec. 1*!*4.
$70,1*0.59

*i#«.t3s.ir.

figures are taken from our sirorn statements
Currency. Washington, on the above dates.

of the

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT i-ayux*
ary 1st and-July lsr. Deposits durimr the first three dav> ,.t
of that month. This department oilers ///•».-/,
•••.
;•
nuieli as every deposit is a
m i-, the
and all de ><v
amount <>t our «'apital Stock.
This Bank heinu the latest established Bunk in Wald (
ments in Fire and Burglar-Proof work. tln-rei
tu,
.<•
bank in this count v.
We still have a few $5.00 SIKE DEPOSIT ROVES
All
lo<
so they may he taken to anti from the ik.uk :! desire !.
s

McKinley of Bryan,

is

at

REV. A, F. CHASE. Ph. D„

Opens Aug. 24.

Haring

!;
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GREAT
CLOSING
OUT
SALE.

studied with one of the best

Ocitlis’s in Boston I

am

prepared

glasses

to lit

for all errors of re/ hare modern instru-

fraction.
mentsuse
hare

modern

methods and

AT LESS THAN C 'ST

especially lifted for

room

a

the work.
ex a m is trios 1 n i: i■:,

GEO. R. POOR.
-^•Jeweler

and

Optician.

May 28, 18l".—tf22

Belfast,

sons

as a

Maine.

Belfast,

CAPITAL, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33,000
from 9 to 12 A. M.

Open

circulating

1

Their market values

at any given time
definite standard for the fixation

to

DEPOSITS

Spring and Sum
Millinerv.

From

4 P. M,
SOLICITED.

Htf

WeUav*?

not

permanent. In fixenough t<* consider vkat

present but it is necessary to follow the lesof experience, and consider what may !» in

the future.
of

Values

are

fugitive, ami vary

general

silver had

causes

exceeded 1

id.

After the discovery of the alluvial mines in Brazil in lnu5. which
quadrupled the amount of gold production, the
British

not

to

experienced Lady stenographer
typewriter wants a situation. For

1 to

15.74 in 170!'.

In 1808 the ratio widen-

ed to 1 to 16.08. and in 1818 it reached 1 to 16.25,
and then remained at 15 and a large fraction until
1874. From that date, owing to the immense output of silver from newly discovered mines and
improved methods of treating ores, a rapid decline from year to year has been observed from
1 to 16.17 in 1814 to 1 to 23.72 in 1892, until in June
of 1893, with silver at 62 cents per oz. it reached
the ratio of 1

to

33.34.

A disturbed financial

con-

dition is the result and a general lack of confidence and a keen anxiety for the future is felt not

HEADS and

STRONG

NERVES

are

Dalton

FOR SALE.

■re- Hats
on

SIX HORSES, including styli'd roadster-,
family driver'. Tlii< stock w l u-

trotters and

closed out at mice.
Brice from £50.00 up.
Belfast.

..1

;•

W.M.<

hiio! all thro'i^ii

,,,

vv,,

Please call and examine before

making your selection.

MRS. B. F. Wt

MARSHALL

July 22, 1890.—3w3<>

and B

Hei Fast.

1.S'.m

Aprii
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Up

;

1 111
A

Billiard and Pool Table to be

together

or

3ltf

sold,

separately. Apply to
WALTER H. COOMBS,
76 Main St., Belfast.

To Tax Payers.

necessary.

Sarsaparilla Co.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

... u'S'.imcr

Trimmed and Untriinmed

BOX 81, BELFAST, AIK.

only by the financier but by all who are forced to
labor for their daily bread. In order to successfully meet the exigencies of the times, CLEAR
Fortify your nervous system and build up your
general health by using DALTON’S SARSAPARILLA
AND NERVE TONIC, and DALTON’S FAMILY PILLS.
They are deservedly the most popular remedies of
the day. Their value cannot be measured by
GOLD or SILVER. They make you strong and
well, and purify your blood. You can eat. sleep
and work by using them. They are invaluable in
all Nerve, Blood, Liver and Kidney diseases,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia ami Catarrh. Endorsed
by the people, and pronounced to be “The Best.”
They Cure. Prepared by

a

particulars, address

gonl in
influx of silver from l’eru and Mexico disturbed

1760 and

and wii; iia?e

An
and

government arbitrarily fixed the value >f
1 he great
exchange torsmerat 1 to 15.5.

fora time their relative values, which finally settled down to a very even tenor, so that during the
eighteenth century the extremes were 1 to 14.14 in

<ES,

LATEST NO VEl

WANTED.

on ac-

which of themselves are
more or less uncertain.
Before the discovery of
the mines ->1 South America the ratio of gold to

count

•...

riinl \aried stock of \T ;:nie:

rati" which is to become
ratio it is

1

BUCKSPORT,

SILVER.

available and demanded

a

V

•■

Store to Lei.

gold and silver as well as
the intrinsic values of each of tiie precious metals
have been subject to numerous fluctuations from
time to time within their history, and largely depend upon the volume of each extant, and also
upon the relative ratio of their production, and
consumption in the arts and sciences and the

ing such

■.,■

*Sei*

The relative values of

a

....

t...

EAST MAINE

WHICH SHALL IT BE ?

of

...

..
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>

Sold throughout the world. Price. Cvticcra, vie.:
So at, i'»c.; Resolvent, 50c. and
Potter Daua
AN!' Chem. Cori*
Sole Props., Boston.
®df““ How to Cure Blood ami Skiu Humors," free.

medium.

Corny

or

SKIN and blood purifier of incomparable
purity and curative power. Purely vegetable, safe, innocent, and palatable. It appeals to
all, and especially mothers, nurses, and children.

cannot serve as a

dt-nun i. .f

the

to

■

■>

SEMI FOR CATAI.OI'.I E

A

amount

1896

8172,093.16.

These

burning,
or blotchy,
hereditary, from
speedily cured by

vs.

Cash

W arch 5, 1 *95.
3,!*7*. 5:;

JULY 14,
8,IW**-*S

Fall Term

(uticura
Resolvent

GOLD

WIGGIN,

Deposits Solicited

IMHYIPIU
DEPOSITS:

whether itching,
I I'VEbleeding,humor,
scaly, crusted, pimply,

simple, scrofulous,

Dining Chairs

»*jf“SEE OCR

REFRIGERATORS--we have the best. BABY CARRI AGESvei
cheap. LAWN SETTEES and PIAZZA ROCKERS, and all kinds
COTTAGE FURNITURE at prices that cannot be equaled

Humors
IIY

—

Extension Tables, Sideboards &

Presidi-ut.

whether

hare it and want to sell it to y

we

WE HAVE THE FINEST NEW NINE OK

George H. Gilman, editor of the Aroostook Pioneer, lias been in Bath this week,
returning from the Press excursion to
Rangeley lakes. Mr. Gilman says that up
in Aroostook the people as yet are not affected by the silver craze. Mr. Gilman says
that the Aroostook farmers understand that
they will always have to work to earn a
dollar and when they earn the dollar they
want it able to buy 100 cents worth of supplies. They want their dollar as good as
others and to he a dollar to-morrow as well
as to-day.
Up in Aroostook they don’t believe in making it possible “to melt up their
old stoves to coin into currency, with which
to pay their debts."
Mr. Gilman says the
Maine farmers up his way are too intellito
gent
help plunge the country into the
evils of inflation. [Bath Independent.

Blood

or

BED ROOM

anything needed for the COTTAGE,

or

indigestion.

Shaker Digestive Cordial does this by providing the digestive materials ill which the
sick stomach is wanting.
It also tones up
and strengthens the digestive organs ami
makes them perfectly healthy.
This is the
i<iof its method of cure, as the doctors would say.
Sold by druggists, price 1U
cents to SI.00 per bottle.'

Cheapest * Place

*

T„buy^

Dr. Charles S. T. Fessenden died at the
home of his brother, Dr. J. P. Fesseudeu, iu
Salem July 23d, at the age of sixty-eight.
He was one of the famous family 'of Fessendens of Maine, from which have come
statesmen, lawyers, physicians, and clergymen.
He was born in Portland, Feb. 23,
1828, his father being Gen. Samuel Fessenden and his mother Deborah Chandler Fesseuden. He was one of seven brothers, the
eldest being Hon. Wm. Pitt Fessenden. He
was educated in the public schools of Portland and graduated from Bowdoiu college in
1848, entering the medical profession, and
joining the United States Hospital Marine
service, being stationed at various poiuts.
His last station was Mobile, Ala. About a
year ago, being the oldest surgeon in the !
service, lie was retired on account of ill ,
health, and has since made his home with !
his only surviving brother in Salem. The
j
remains were brought to Portland for burial. !

1

blm-'i-ii

The

|

my office in Memorial building
every day from In a. m. to 12 m., ami 2 t<> 4 r m..
until August 15. All persons who wish to avail
I shall

be

at

themselves of the discount of four per cent, on
their taxes must pay by August 15, 1890.
H. F. MASON, Collector.

A very desirable front office in
Block.

Enquire

of
POOR 4 SON, H

YACHT TO LET
new. fast, staunch and comim
ANNIE E. SPENCER t H
i*e engaged with sailing master
>
week. Cahill room f.• eight. Ter
.1. R. KMKK1
Apply to
4w;tu
Burkspor!

The

Belfast, July 30. 1890.
Card of Tlianlis.
We, the undersigned, take this method to express our gratitude to friends and neighbors who
so kindly assisted us in the recent great affliction
family.
MRS. SARAH A. ELLIS,
M RS. N ELL1E < REE\ LA W
MR. and MRS. FRED ELLIS.
North Belfast, July 28, 1890.
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The notice of eye glasses lost last week
It was spectacles that were
wrong.
lost, aud the owner is lost without them.

/

--

was

Republicans

ue

of

^neet at the Court
at 7.30 o’clock for
!:ug delegates to the

<1 to

if.?1

The meeting of the School Committee was
adjourned one week from last Monday
evening, on account of lack of quorum. Superintendent Brick has arrived and will be

"l^t,

jr

v>nt<ion.

e

3'1

Also to nomi-

Representative

: «r

the

to

present.
Accidents. Chauncy Robbins, a young
child of Mr. aud Mrs. Aldeu Robbins, fell
recently while at play and dislocated his

eleven persons stopHouse.

T‘

granted

«■!i

to

Alice M.

leftelbow-Samuel Robbins, Jr., was badly
injured in the side while assisting in shoeing
a horse in Grady’s blacksmith shop
Monday.

...ksville.
htedtoRev. T. S. Ford
'lie beautiful pond lilies.
I•
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\

«-aught

rn

live trout

W. V. Ranous appeared in Belfast Opera
House Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
before small audiences. His plays were:

at

••k, the tirst taken there

“Macbeth;”

Tuesday,
f

Bells.” There was a
company aud they deserved
patronage.

the Methodist vestry

ii

I

repairs last week there

f
f

the back of the case,
Hervey, 1864.”
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■ted the use of the school
playing; the held which
has been let to the mer-
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for

itely put up
A stow-

parties
neat
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in

one

Veteran Association will meet with Thos.
H. Marshall Post, Belfast, Aug. Otli.
If
stormy, the meeting will be held the next

Plueuix
L Mi-Keen and guests
de t.* Camden July 15th,
♦•a joy able day-Thomas

u

g lus

store

house

on

on

The Belfast boys will furnish
beans aud coffee. Bring your goodies. Comrades, the boys of Belfast will do all iu their
power jo make this meeting a success. Let

fair

Bay View

foundation and

now

•>

tvement-s.
L
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“A Waldo county
m Brooklyn, N. V., as
Forest Belie of New
New Bedford, owner,

July

21st

two

hours, making

The company will
"f the tiuest barges on the
utiieru lumber trade.”
F

Four young
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the nut
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from

uncommon

ex-

the fog. They left
! Ground iate in the evening
‘W boat.
All went well
within less than a mile of
wharf when they lost the
r. rowing.
After a long time
lately set by tlie B. & B.
mu street and made a new
1

c.

»st in

experience another long
beach somewhere. They !
i:t fur
daylight when they
■y were a few rods above the
Brown ship-yard. They had
ed around in a circle twice
e laud the first time.

j

t

1

a

The Congregatiouaiist Sunoade its annual excursion last
Castine on
by
leaving the steamboat wharf
id landing at the lime kilns in
The day was pleasantly passed
went

steamer

the vicinity and buckboard
island. The return was made
trip of the steamer in the even-

iig in
he

Castine made an excurto North West Harbor, Deer
->g here at 8 a. m. and arriving
1*. m.
Forty-nine tickets were
lose who went report an
enjoyThe water was smooth, the day
uni the island scenery most at•Some of the party tools a buckGreen’s Lauding.
earner

■

■

The Journal has occasionally
place known as Hibbard's
i. lies between the towns of Palerille and Washington, and conse-

i

the

the counties of Waldo,
I Knox, and under the
jurisdiction-. A mortgage was recorded
"iiuty Registry of Deeds last week
t laud situated in the county of
< laimed
by no town. The deed
ertain lot or parcel of land situat'•ead of Twenty-Five Mile Pond
** towns of
Troy and Burnham in
uty, and bounded on the east by
"f Troy, on the south and west
id, and on the north by the Carlestream, containing 50 acres, the
_• known as the Tom
Berry Island
-d by neither tdwn.”
nt ween

■

Two young men
1
amp Ground came to Belfast last
and tried the fool-hardy expending back on the rudder of the
r*ty of Bangor. They took Decihle-ender and rowed out to the
•*» she
lay at the wharf here, made
*K
fast to the rudder irons and clirnbhe rudder for a quiet but exciting
‘-ey were warned of their danger by
e
on the wharf, and ordered off by
is of the boat, but fortified their
v a
drink from a bottle and held on.
•1,lvr the steamer
startedjgthe skiff
•drift and was picked up by some
in
were out
a boat.
When off
shore the berth of these two pas"ecame decidedly moist as well as
‘L '""is
and they begged to be taken on
1
A ladder and rope were let down to
they were taken onboard wetter,
'“d soberer men than when they
The general verdict of those who
1
d the performance was that an
apT
of shoe leather on landing them at
1
! rt would be a
punishment to fit the
“N

1

1

v

a

Rudder.

20

Pendleton. 12
A

2

I

23

24

who is spending the summer in a
neighboring town entered one of the Belfast
bookstores Monday and asked for the Police
News. The pile of papers was taken from
the back shelf where it is kept and he
bought the lot and destroyed it. He then
gave the proprietor a talk on bad literature.
man

Monday

and sentenced to a fine of $10 and
The defendant also had an outstanding suspended mittimus for thirty days in
jail and he was committed first on that. If
he fails to pay the fine and costs under the
later sentence he is iu for 30 days more.
costs.

Alliance Field Day. The
annual^ field
of Belfast Alliance was held
yesterday
afternoon and evening at the farm of Mr.
ami Mrs. F. A. Gridin. The program included a paper by Mrs. Annie L. McKeen,
recitation by Mrs. Alexander, remarks by
Mrs. G. G. Winslow, recitation by Miss Marion Hill, and remarks by various members.

day

The Republican State Committee are
making arrangements for a number of able
speakers for this country during the campaign. Hon. Llewellyn Powers, candidate
for Governor, will speak at the
County Convention Aug. 4th, Hon. W. P.
Frye will
speak in Belfast, date not fixed and Hon.
Eugene Hale is expected to speak at Unity.
The dates and appointments for these and
other speakers will be announced later.

substantial and handsome brick building
with French roof. It was unroofed and one
corner was blown out,
exposing the interior
of rooms ou the second and third floors.
The work of repairing was begun soon after
the storm, and Landlord Clark continues
business at the old stand.

more day together, and talk
army life while we have health
aud strength left.
It renews our days and

lengthens

program:

spend

one

out

our

years.

Comrades, I look

Friday evening

at

7.30 with the following

Belfast Free l ibrary.

Memorial

Books added during July, 1896.
Allen, James Lane. Summer in Arcady. A
tale of Nature. 1896... 249 34
Balfour, Arthur James. Foundations of belief. ..1024.13
Begant, Sir Walter. The master craftsman.
A novel. .. 159.28
Black, W illiam. Briseis. A novel. 1896.... 148.31
Bolton, Sarah Knowles. Famous leaders
844.14
among women.
Bradley, A. G. Life of Wolfe. (English
men of action.).
833.9
Brooks, Noah. Washington in Lincoln’s
time. 1895.
4:4.3
Burwell, Letitia M. A girl's life in Virginia
before the War. 1895. 817.1
Chapman, Frank M. Handbook of birds of
eastern North America.
D96.915.26
Clemens, S. L. (Murk Twain.) Personal
recollections of Joan of Arc by the Sieur
Louis de Conte.
1896
1133.15,
Clemens, S. L. Pudd’nhead Wilson. Those
248.31
extraordinary twins- 1894
editor. Memoirs of Barras,
Duruy,
member of the Directorate. 1895. 827.32
Earle, Alice Morse. Colonial dames and
good wives. 1895.1122.18
Earle, Alice Morse. Margaret Winthrop.
(Women of colonial and revolutionary
817.2
times.).
Gow, James
A companion to school
classics.
1893 .1137.20
Greene, Frederick Davis. The rule of the
Turk.
1896
425.20
Hatton, Joseph- When Greek meets Greek.
A tale of love and war. 1896
115.25
Hector, Annie F. (Mrs. Alexander.) A fight
with Fate
137.25
Homes in city and country. By R. Sturgis
and others.
936 30
Johustou, Alexander, editor. Masterpieces
of American eloquence: orations illustrating American history. 1890 .1113.16
Lodge, H. C. and Roosevelt, T. Hero tales
from American history. 1895. 323.22
Luce, Mortou. Handbook to the works of
Alfred Lord Tennyson. 1885.1216.1
Maarteus, Maarten* My Lady Nobody. A
novel. 1895.
134.10
Matthew's, Brander. His father’s son. A
novel of New York. 1896
225 26
May. Edward S. Guns and cavalry. 1896.. 925.16
Morse, John T., Jr. Life and letters of
Oliver Wendell Holmes. 1896. 2v. 848.11
Muuroe,Kirk. Suow-.-Jmes and sledges. 1895. 324.25
Parker, Gilbert. The seats of the mighty.
1896. (Story of the capture of Quebec bv
me English..)—:. 232.17
Shaw, Albert. Municipal government in
continental Europe. 1895.U56.19
Shaw, Albert. Municipal government in
Great Britain. 1895 .1056.18
Sherman, John.
Recollections of forty
years in the House, Senate and Cabinet.
An autobiography. 1895. 2v. 818.21
Sliipton, Helen. The Herons. A novel. 1895. 115.20
Spears, John R. The gold diggings of Cape
Horn: life in Tierra del Fuego and Patagonia. 1895.
548.12
Stearns, Frank Preston. Sketches from Concord and Appledore. 1895.1114.16
Walker, Francis A. The making of the nation. 1783-1817. 1895.
444.3
Ward, Julius H. The White Mountains. A
guide to their interpretaion. !896
533.6
\\ at son, John. (Ion Maclurcu.) The mind
of the Master. 1896...1014 19
Weyman, Stanley J. From the memoirs of
a minister of France..
149 5
Weyman, Stanley J. The Red Cockade. 149.6
Wolf. Simon. The American Jewas patriot,
soldier and citizen. Edited bv L. E. Lew,
1895 ...*.422.25

ter
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The Library Catalogue. The
complete
may be had at the Library for 50
It represents all the hooks’ in the
Library by author, subject and title index,
with the exception of additions since last
February. The priming of a catalogue involves a great deal of care, time and expense. The expense may he partially compensated by a liberal purchase of the catalogue by the community. The income from
the Library fund is not inexhaustible, and
the money spent in preparing a
catalogue
cannot be used in adding new hooks. When
the only expense incurred in gaining a
ready access to such a collection of books as
our Library has
upon its shelves, is the
small price of its printed
catalogue, (which
does not cover the cost) it would seem that
all who cau afford it should
readily contribute this much towards
reimbursing the
Library for the amount expended.
The

nesday evening, Aug. 5, at 7.30 o’clock. One
of the objects of the meeting will be to take
action in regard to needed repairs to the
church buildings. A full attendance is desired.
Rev. W. E. Noyes, agent for the Little
Wanderers’ Home, Boston, will occupy the

I

Dear Sir:

Accept my thanks for this early invitaspeak to your people on next Memorial Day. If the good Lord lets me live

fruitcake!

tion to

ut.til then aud I am as sound and well as I
now, I will be present with you on that
occasion and address the old boys in blue in
the best way I can. My price will be what
I have always charged on such occasions,
am

charm

to

the

afternoon call.

You can have

“ripe” fragrant
fruit cake always on hand, without trouble or expense, by using

Sincerely yours,

Seth L. Milliken.

|

Where Mr.

NONE SUCH
can not be equalled.
genuine. Sold every-

flavor that

where.

Take no substitutes.

Send your address, naming this paper, .and we
will send youjfree a book. •'Mrs. Popkius' Thanksgiving.” by one of the most popular humorous
writers of the day.

1

MERKELL-SOlTLECO.,Syracu*e,N.Y.

Stands.

Sunlight

Soap;

drives into the
like a dark shadow,
that old bugbear “wash day,” and does its
work quickly, easily, perfectly. Use Sunlight
Soap, and you will realize that “Sunlight” has
couie into your life.
It Makes Home Brighter.

background,

Lever

Bros., Ltd., Hudson

A

Harrison

<

<

Sts., N. Y.

i_

A

Bequest

of

$2,041,000.

Wm, E. Woodward, tbe Legatee, at one time
Resident of Belfast.

a

A young man in Boston was notified by
telegraph from San Francisco last week that
an uncle, who died in that
city June 17, had
left him by will two million, forty-one thousand dollars and

RANGES AND STOVE
ftLARION
v
NOT ONE
*&S2S«Wr

CLARION

The fortunate
young man was out of employment, out of
health, aud in debt for board aud medical attendance. The telegram asked him to come
at once to California, but that he was unable
to do, and telegraphed as follows:
“Wire
further particulars. Unable to go for lack
of funds.’’
In reply he was notified that
full particulars had been forwarded by mail
aud that the trustees would start soon for
Boston. The legatee, William E. Woodward,
it appears, was at one time a resident of Belfast. The expected letter was received last
no

cents.

Thursday and the Boston Globe says:
Through the courtesy of Mr. Woodward a
representative of this paper was allowed to
read the missive which has brought so much
gladness to his heart.
It goes *>n to state that his uncle, who has
spent nearly 40 years in the west, had accumulated upward of $5,000,000 in the mining business and as a very successful land
speculator in southern California. About 12

of

He had always remained single, and was
a peculiar and apparently morose dispo-

sition. Those who knew him well, however,
had no idea he was so wealthy, his possessions usually being placed at less than a

million.
But after the old gentleman’s death, when
his will was consulted, it was discovered
that lie had therein made provisions for over

;

Holway

<

with it gladness and renewed energy, and

Mr. Holway of Augusta accepts his nomination for Congress by the Democrats of the
third district, and announces that he will
run as a sound-money
man bn a soundThat’s fiat, and now
money platform.
Mayor Hanson will know what to do. After
what he has said, he cannot vote for Mr.
Holway and he must support the Populist
or a third candidate.
And he must take
Waldo with him if he is able to do it, and he
thinks he is. The case illustrates the impossibility of separating State and national
politics in the September election. [Portand Advertiser.

MINCE MEAT.
It makes a surpassingly rich, yet l
wholesome cake, with a fruity
Get the

A SUNLIGHT EFFECT.
The clear morning sunlight brings

nothing.

<

years ago he retired and settled down in a
small town northeast 6>f Oakland, and lived
a very secluded life, with no one but his servants and now and then an invited guest or
two about him.

Churches.

A call has been posted for a
meeting of the
members of the North Church Parish Wed-

BITOP

f on your tea table served w
with tlie tea, will lend additional

..

catalogue

accepting the invitation:
Belfast, July U, 18‘H>.
Col. E. Plummer,
Committee G. A. R. Post,
Pittsfield, Me.
,,

George*

cents.

Day Orator for 1897.

Hon. Seth L. Milliken has been secured
by Stephen Davis Post as the orator for Memorial Day next year. Following is his let-

..

pulpit iu the Baptist church Sunday mornMarch, Phonograph,
Voelker
Overture, Semeremide,
Rossini ing and a choir of singers from the Home
Gypsy Serenade,
Lenz will furnish the music. Sunday school at
Selection, Robin Hood,
De Koven the usual hour.
Prayer ami praise service
i a Intermezzo, Juvenile Party.
Jaxone
son, Sec’y.
in the vestry at 7.15 p. m.
b Entr' Acte from Miguun,
Thomas
Finale from Ariel,
New Advertisements. The readers of
Bacli
Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
The Journal are again reminded that the Pastorale and Polka,
Morand
Sunday, Aug. 2d, 10.45 A. >1. Sermon by the
cheapest place t<> buy furniture is at R. H.
Horse Talk. Fred M. Smalley has a
pastor. Subject, “The Boy who was Lame ou
Coombs & Sons’70 & 72 Main street, Belfast.
handsome coal black mare by Constellation:
They have everything in furniture; also that bids fair to
Both Feet." Text, 2d Samuel, 9:13. 12 m.
in speed her famous
equal
photographic supplies and a dark room con- brother Patrol. She will be 3
Sunday school. 4 p. m.. Junior League meetyears old
certed with the store for the convenience of
stands 13 3-4 hands high and ing. 6.15,
visitors-The fall term at the East Maine Aug. 20th,
Epworth League meeting. Subject,
POO pounds.
Her full sister own, d
Conference Seminary, Bucksport, opens weighs
C.
R.
Hill
of Winterport recently made a “Christ’s Reproof to Impetuous Peter.” 7.15,
by
24th.
This
school
has
a
wide
Aug.
reputa- trial half-mile in 1.17 without previous train- Sermon by Rev. Wm. E. Noyes, Agent ft r
tion aud was never better than now under
Both mares are pacers_Williston the Home of Little Wanderers of Boston. A
the management of Principal A. F. Chase. ing.
Grinnell of Camden sold a valuable pair of
Send for the catalogue-John Strattard matched
choir of children will he present and sing
gravs at Bar Harbor last week for
and family of Monroe publish a card of
some choice pieces. All are invited.
a liberal price.
thanks.... Walter H. Coombs, 7*> Main
Rev. G. G. Winslow gave a practical talk
street, Belfast, has a billiard and pool table
Railroad Sparks.
Eight locomotives
for sale together or separately. Mrs. Sarah were held at Waterville several hours last ou the
Sunday school at the Methodist
A. Ellis. Mrs. Nellie Greenlaw and Mr. and
Thursday morning by the breaking of the church last
Sunday morning, chiefly ou the
Mrs. Fred Ellis publish a card of thanks to
turn-table while the engines were in the
friends and neighbors-See notice of tax round-house. The Belfast
freight left Water- duty not only of the young but of the middle
collector Mason. Taxes must be paid before ville 5 hours late and arrived here at 1
aged and old to attend the Sunday school.
p. m.
Aug. 15th to get the discount of 4 per cent..
-Sidney MeTaggart, who has been assist- In the evening the
Sunday school gave a
Read the low prices on crockery and glass ant station agent at Belfast has been transware quoted by Carle & Jones.
ferred to the freight train as brakeman. concert in the audience room. The pulpit
Ralph Smith of Fayette has been transferred and altar rail were very prettily draped
North Belfast.
Mr. Stillman Ellis, to
Belfast.... Conductor James Tucker has with
another of our old citizens, passed away
white, with sprigs of evergreen, leaves
returned to his position on the Belfast ami and berries. A few
J.ily 22nd after a lingering illness. He was Waterville
potted plants and boufreight.
were arranged about the
an honest, industrious man and
quets
enpulpit and
greatly
deared to members of his family. The fuTrotting at Liberty. There will be its surroundings.
was
neral
held Friday at his late residence trotting and pacing races at Liberty trotting
All who attended the meeting at the
aud was largely attended. Rev. G. G
Wns- park on Wednesday, August 19th. There North church last
Thursday evening enjoylow officiated-Mr. Wilburt and Miss Car- will be a 3-minute class for a purse of 8(50;
ed the privilege of hearing Mrs. Ida Woodrie Brier, who have been spending their 2 37 class for a purse of $80: 2.25 class for a
of
bury
Woodfords, Maine, Field Secretary
vacation of two weeks at the old homestead,
Entries close at noon Aug. for New
purse of $100.
England of the American Mission*
returned to Boston Saturday_Mrs. Annie lOtli. Entries mailed on the day of closing
Her theme was the work
ary Association.
|
Pitcher of New York is at her former home will be eligible.
Distance waived, and of the A. M. A. and in
words she
in this village for a few weeks_Mr. and
weight exacted. National rules to govern. toldSof the efforts being eloquent
made to make good
Mrs. Fred Ellis of South Framingham, If stormy, races will be next fair day. There
citizens of the black men, the yellow men,
Mass., arrived home Thursday_Mrs. Nel- also will be a bicycle race, four or more to the red men, and
yes, the white men, through
lie Greenlaw of Westboro, Mass., who has enter, and three or more to start.
Purses, the combined agencies of the school and the
been ministering to the needs of her invalid $5 to first; $3 to second; $2 to third. Mile
church. Last Sunday evening Miss Carofather, Mr. Stillman Ellis, during the past heats, best three in five. All entries must line Pond of
Washington, D. C., told of her
rive weeks, returned to her home last Mon- be made to G. H. Cargill, Secretary, Liberas a teacher in a mission school
experience
day-The children of the Sunday school ty, Me.
for the Zuni Indians in New Mexico. The
gave a concert at the church last Sunday
The
Home. As showing what one regular prayer meeting will be held this,
evening to a large and appreciative audi- womanGirls'
Thursday, evening at 7 30. Topic, “The
can do in a good cause we record
ence.
The exercises were interesting and
Spirit of Christian Service,” heartv, 2 Chron.
the parts well executed, and all went home the gift to the Hoiid of $25 by Mrs. W. R. 31:
20,21; cheerful, Col. 3:23, 24; John 10: 33;
Tarbox
of
Fryeburg, formerly Miss Mary
well pleased with the effort_Mr. Dexter
Reardon of Belfast. Mrs. Tarbox first in- loving, 1 Cor. 13:4-7. Next Sunday’s serWiley and Miss Helen Wiley, who have em- terested
vices
will be: Morning worship at 10.45 with
a friend
Mrs. Frank Thoms, and
ployment in Lawrence, Mass., are spending
sermon by Rev. C. G. McCully of Calais.
their vacation with their parents, Capt. aud they prevailed upon a company of young
people of Fryeburg to give three entertain- Sunday school at 12 m. Meeting'of theJY. P.
Mrs. Ephraim Wiley.
ments, at Fryeburg, Me., Conway and North S. C. E. at 0.15 p. m. Topic, “Little KindShipping Items. Last Thursday’s arrivals Conway, N. H. The first was for the benefit nesses.” Luke 7:30-47. At 7.15 p. m. lecture
included schooners Henry Crosby from of the church of Fryeburg, and the other by Rev. C. G. McCully.
Turk's Island with 17,500 bushels of salt for two for the Girls’ Home. The result was
Swan & Sibley Co.; Princess from Boston $24 for the latter object
Yachts and Boats.
Mrs. Tarbox sent
with corn for Swan & Sibley Co ; and Mian- her check for $25-The
Society acknowltouomah from Boston with corn for L. T. edges the receipt of $15 from a club of little
F. H. Hoag had his schooner Clara in the
Shales & Co-Sch. Fawn, Capt. Sliute, is girls in Freedom. They raised the
money
loading stone at Sullivan for New York_ by an entertainment and ask for sugges- Dyer dock last week for cleaning and paintCapt. Ernest Nash, brother of the murdered tions as to the best methods of raising ing.
Capt. Nash, left Harrington Thursday for money.
Willard E. Page has exchanged his boat
Halifax, N. S., in the interests of the owners
Star Specialty Company.
Mullen St Cambridge with Albert Robbins for the catof the bark Herbert Fuller. He may assume
command of the bark... .Sch. Willie L. New- Eagleton, with their company of star
artists, boat Onward, which Mr. Robbins bought
ton' was in Carter's dock the past week for
will appear at the Opera House next Friday
last week.
aud
some
minor
re-calking,
repairs about
evening. The Bridgton News gave them
the decks aud a new main topmast. She is
The Marjorie sailed Tuesday for a cruise
chartered to load stoue at Somes’ Sound for the following notice:
down the bay, with Messrs. T. B. Barr, Geo.
New York... .Sch. Menawa sailed Saturday
Mullen & Eagletou’s Star Specialty ComW. Burgess and C. A. Pilsbury as passenfor Bangor to load lumber for New Y’ork.
pany showed in the Opera House last Friday
Sch. Cox & Green sailed July 25th for Washevening.
They gave a high class entertain- gers and crew.
D.
with
‘.MX)
tons
of
ice
from
the
C.,
ington,
ment, and there was no end to the fun from
The sloop Polly, owned by Capt. Adams
Belfast Ice Co. She is chartered for another the start to finish. This is the third season
of Islesboro, was in port last Thursday with
cargo for the same parties-Sch. John C.
this company has favored us with a visit,
Smith was launched from the marine rail- and they are
always welcome. The band is Mr. Upson of New York and other visitors
way Friday. She received new sister keel- first class, and gave fine music on the streets
at Saturday Cove on board.
sons and was otherwise strengthened, and
at noon and in front of Opera House at night.
received minor repairs to hull, sails aud rigSome cf the local yachtsmen, who are acDo
not
miss
in
the
band
concert
bearing
ging. She is as yet uuchartered_The new
customed to sailing the old style of craft
light on Negro Island, Camden harbor, will front of the Opera House by the Mullen &
be started this week.
A big fog bell will be
Eagleton Specialty Co. band next Friday that are sluggish in stays, call Sam Holt’s
placed there for use in thick weather_
Katherine the “merry-go-round.”
The White Head Life Saving crew will go evening. It is highly spoken of.
The party which went down the bay in
on duty Aug. 1st and will be made up as
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, )
follows: Capt. Freeman Shea, Ernest Methe Jennette last week returned Friday.
Lucas County.
JssForest
Alonzo
Snow,
servey,
Maker, J. E.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the They only had one day’s fishing and brought
Kinney, Davis Elwell, W. S. Clark, John S.
firm of F. J. Cheney & Co., home a small catch of bottom fish. They
Smalley. Capt. Shea has been on duty at senior partner of the
the station since 1873-F. G. White has doing business in the City of Toledo, County and report dog fish numerous and troublesome.
loaded the sch. Maria Webster with hay for State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
The sloop yacht Gorilla, owned by Mr. O
Bar Harbor, and is loading the James sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and B. Roberts
of Boston was in port last Friday
Holmes for Boston, the latter at Sandypoint
with the owner and family on board. They
every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
and Belfast-Sch. Fannie & Edith is to
had been out from Marblehead a week, and
use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
load lumber at Bangor for New Yrork_
had called at several points of interest along
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sch. Henry Crosby is to have her top-sides
the
coast.
The Gorilla sailed Saturday
in
ami
subscribed
Sworn to before me
my prescalked aud some minor repairs made at Carmorning for Bar Harbor and vicinity.
this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
ter’s-Capt. Coombs of sch. Wilhe L. New- ence,
ton sent to Rocklaud for a crew Monday, but
Nathan E. and Roland C. Patterson sailed
A. W. GLEASON,
j( seal. J
when they arrived the men refused to go on
last Thursday on a fishing trip in sch. Little
Notary Public.
board. He sent to Bangor for another crew Hall’s
have chartered for the
CatarrluCure is taken internally ami acts Kate, which they
and when these arrived the Rockland men
the fish scarce on
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the season. As they found
were on hand to try to dissuade them from
account of dog-fish they returned Tuesday
svstern. Send for testimonials, free.
&
CHENEY
F.
J.
CO., Toledo, O.
and started again for a blueberrying trip to
joining the vessel. The new men stood by
4w30
@p“Sold by Druggi9ts, 75c.
Isle au Haut.
their|agreement and went on board.

forward to these meetings with the greatest
pleasure when I can grasp the bands of
those who when boys left their homes to
right the battles for their country. [A Stin-

from Bruus-

inp.

s

day.

over our

was the lirst barge to
bring a
pine 1 .ruber around Hatteras.
vie mbi. Vi feet, and made
a 21 days.
She was towed
v
Brunswick in five days

•lays and

The Cur Shoot. The twelfth
cup shoot
the Belfast Gun Club July 28th resulted
as follows:
Score. Points. Total.
Coombs. 23
4
37
Decrow. 21
3
31
Howes. 20
2
i>0
of

Band Concert. There will be a concert
by the Band on schooihouse common next

us

"HD.

York

posters.

weighing 5,200 pounds, on a cart weighing
We are indebted to C. O. Clark for a pho2,10t» pounds. They weighed 1,700 pounds
tograph showing the damage done to the
each.
National Hotel at East St. Louis by the
a few weeks ago.
The hotel is a
Attention, Veterans: The Waldo Co. cyclone

printing a
signs, including one

a

Wednesday

evening if pleasant; if not pleasant the next
fair night.
See other particulars on the

large

horses died suddenly Monday of inflammation of the bowels. He was apparently as
Syrem Keys, Florida, in j well as usual in the morning, but shortly
after beginning work showed signs of sic kvessel was bound from
ness aud died iu the afternoon.
v- with a valuable cargo
This span
ard. They were on the was probably the best iu Waldo county, both
daring which time six horses being smooth, sound, young, strong
The vessel was in com-i and of even disposition.
Saturday they
Robmson of St. George
hauled from Lewis wharf to the store-house
the same town as mate.
and backed into the shed a load of coal

I

There will be a lawn party given
by the
ladies for the benefit of the Baud on Mr.
J.
H. Quimby’s grounds next

of good music in Stockton will be pleased
Picnic supper was served.
know that they can have the rare treat
Band Excursion to Bangor. The Belof hearing some of the choicest music that it
fast Baud will make au excursion to BanLas been the good fortune of Belfast to enjoy
gor next Monday—“Barnum day”—in the
for many years if they will only attend the | fine steamer
Catherine, Capt. Crockett,
concert to be given Aug. 4 at eight o’clock which is licensed
to carry 400 passengers.
p. m., by the finished artists Miss Cleveland
The Catherine will leave Northport Camp
of New York City aud Miss Hall of St. Paul, Ground at 0.30 a.
m., Belfast at 7, and SearsMiuu. Both of the young ladies have spent P°rt about 3. She will leave
Bangor ou the
several years in this country and abroad return trip at 5 p. in.,
sharp. Fare for tlie
perfecting themselves in their art.
round trip $1. Tickets for sale by Poor &
Son.
One of Fred G. White’s pair of
team

into

i

a

to

in

ty of

11

take

ers

finished off

have

L

preceding

noon

greatly enjoyed,

only by the entertainers and their guests but by a large number of farmers aud their families living in
the vicinity.
were

the

A

1st.

Professional B. B. Club.

repair the clock and have
again.
vug of tlie City Council
Monday evening. By a

r-

Monday evening, after which they will
vacation until September 7th. An interesting program will be presented at this
meeting.
next

Carter.

Messrs. R. P. Chase and C. H. Walden
aud their wives, who have been entertaining friends at Rocky Point, Pitcher Pond,
the past week, gave a dinner to the Belfast
Band aud invited friends last Sunday.
Dinner was served to rifty persons, and consisted of tisli chowder, fruit, orange trilie,
etc.
The band gave two concerts, which

'uitarian church used to
at. this part of the mec.>r«ler and was allowed to
talk of

liberal

Henry Norton’s of Palermo. All connected
with the family are cordially invited.
A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V., will
meet

Belfast, July 23, ’96.
The undersigned hereby challenge the Belfast Band to play a game of base ball, Marquis of Queensbury Rules to govern, on the
Congress street grounds, w'ithin two weeks
from signing articles. The game to consist
John D. Avery was arrested
Sunday for
of six full innings irrespective of bumps and
bruises. The proceeds to go towards the being drunk on the streets. He was found
doctor’s bills.
guilty by Judge Rogers in the Police Court

st of unclaimed letters
Belfast post office for the
25, 18%: Ladies—Mrs.
t-utiemen—E. L. Harding,
:ivthorne, Mr. Joes W.

■s

a more

Base Ball Challenge Accepted. The
following challenge has been issued and
accepted. The game is to be called at 1.30

’inplaining because after
*

Wednesday, “The
large and excellent

The third reunion of the Norton
family
will be held Saturday, Aug. 8th, at Mrs.

$4,500,000.
Young Woodward, his nephew, received
$2,041,000, two other nephews $500,000 each,
one niece $300,000 and certain sums to other
relatives, friends and servants. The residue
goes to an aged aunt in Iowa, and after her
decease to her children. No public bequests

made.
William E. Woodward of this city, the
fortunate legatee, who was seen at 15 Temple
place, said: “My father, Thomas B. Woodward, and uncle Theodore were twin brothers, and until uncle went west were inseparable companions.
Father, somehow, was
But
very unfortunate in all he undertook.
he struggled on, and until his death in Portland 15 years ago uncle Theodore always assisted him. The last four years of his life
he was an invalid.
“Mother died when we were, living in Belfast, Me., 20 years ago, when I was 4 years
old, while my only sister, Esther, followed
her the next year.
When my father died I
\\d* 0, and for eight years thereafter I lived
with relatives in New Brunswick, where all
our people came from. At 17 I wrent to Portland, working in a stave shop nearly a year,
when I came to Boston, where I've had all
manner of ups and downs ever since.
The
first thiug I shall do when L get this money
will be to pay my debts and then look after
my health.
“To say that T wras overwhelmed at the
news is putting it mildly, and I can hardly
believe my senses even now. 1 hadn’t over
10 cents in my pocket at the time, and when
I tried to borrow enough to carry me to San
Francisco from those who could have easily
spared it,and they wouldn't do it,I felt downcast for the time. Since the letter has come,
however,and the legacy is assured, they can't
do enough for me.
But I shall not accept it
now, as our people will reach here next
week, and until then I shall try to be patient."
According to tne win, a copy ot winch
was included in the letter, that portion left
to Mr. Woodward is chiefly in stock, bonds

Stove

or

[Range

is sold that is not

WARRANTED.
Think of the thousands
in use and ask your dealer

about them.

If he does not

have them' write

THE GOLD CLARION.

lEJKKEilSL

to

the

manufacturers.

WOOD & BISHOP C0„ Bangor, Maine.

ft is il! Die
■

OUR...

OK

FIVE STOCK PATTERNS
That is

readily Matched

Gilded Stock Pattern.

Always readily matched.

at any Time.

Crockery at Wholesale and Retail.
LARGEST LINE.

LOWEST PRICES.

were

and real estate, not
tual cash, but they

securities.

$it).000 being in acnearly all gilt-edged

over
are

Among the items of real estate is an aparthouse, w'ith land, on 32 l street, Chicago, valued at $80,000, and a block of unimproved land in Kansas City, valued at $72,000. Mining stock figures quite heavily also.
What disposition the young man will
ment

make of his immense array of stocks and
bond is as uncertain with him as if he never
possessed them.
Mr. Woodward is a bright appearing
young man, very light coinplexioned, smooth
face, which w'ith his consumptive appearance gives him a most delicate look.
He is
about 5 feet 9 inches, and is withal a decid-

edly prepossessing

personage.

<€-CARLE &
K21 Main

Street,

Belfast, Maine.i^

SAMUEL ADAMS,

JEWELER TO THE PEOPLE.
NEW

STORE, NEW GOODS.

II,Mill

.,
Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

.Specialty.

a

Lowest Prices.

Experience.

Eleven Nears

MAINE.

STREET, BELFAST,

MAIN

Store formerly occupied by \\

C.

Marshal 1.

Do You \ Jus leceivei—
Eat
20 Gross Fruit Jars,
1 Crate Toilet

Ware,

1 Crate White Ware.

Bread?1

Still he is uot that kind of individual likely to allow any good fortune, however great,
to affect his good sense and clever disposi-

Of

course

10 bbls. Glass Ware

Tin

you do—eveIt is the

staff of life. You want ,
the best, too, and you !
can’t have tha* with
poor flour. One b. and

and Periodicals.

isellirnj

Which wt are

rybody does.

tion.

Papers

JONES,

CHEAP.

Top Jelly Tumblers,
ai^o. j»ei- cloz.

Tumblers, (nice glass)
per (loz.

—

Not a free silver man
Maine Press excursion.

the
[Christian Mirror.

or

woman

on

Members of the Maine Press Association
excursion party have returned from their
trip to the Rangelevs and all report a delightful occasion. Their usual vote of
thanks includes acknowledgment to many
persons who contributed to the pleasures of
the trip and its many side annexes of enjoy-

PlLLSBllRY’S BEST
Is made by the best millers in the
best mills and by the best machiner).

IT

IS

\

Decorated
Toilet Sets, (very handsome)

10 Pee.

FOR SALE.

Sole Agents

onlv

for Maine.

PLKASK lilVK IS
CALL.

two

one

two.minutes’ walk of Post Office. Enquire of
JAMES D. TUCKER, Belfast, Me.,
Or MRS. OLIVE S. TUCKER.
Im30*

SPECIAL NOTICE!
TO THE LADIES.
Mrs. Thompson, the Warren Featherbone Co.’s representative of New York,
will be at our store

and

Northport Camp Ground.

To demonstrate to you the
erbone for

WAISTS

ol

MAINE.

SEARSPORT,
13tf

JONES^

BIG CITY SHOW

Belfast Opera House,

FRIDAY,

jJULY

31.

MULLEN & YAGLETON S

Friday,

use

of Feath-

UNIFORMED BAND,
SOLO

STAYS.

BRING YOUR WAISTS
Bone them for you, aud give instructions free to all interested.
aud she will

Dress Mahers

Cordially

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

&

^ARLE

JULY 30 and 31,

story house and lot, No. 130 Main
two story house and lot, No. 128 Main
street; also story and one-half house and lot, No.
4 Cedar street. All the above property within
Large

street;

A

Thursday

Very Desirable Real Estate,

Underglaze

JTorton-Chapman Co., Portland,

ment.

The July number of the Boston & Maine
Courier is one of the best yet issued. It is a
sort of
summer
vacation edition,
and
breathes the spirit of outdoor life in every
page. There are special illustrated articles
on Gloucester and the White Mountains, and
a
splendid full page reproduction of the
surf at Nahaut is one of the striking features. The issue show's a marked improvement over its predecessors, both in contents
and typography. Henry M. Meek, Manager, Salem, Mass.

Sets,
oiilv VJot*.

i

BEST.

THE

4 Piece Glass

are

Invited.

2w30

J. W. FERGUSON & CO.,
FOR RENT.
The offices in Hayford Block, Belfast, occupied
by Dr. H. H. Johnson, are offered tor rent. Possession given immediately. This location is very
central aud the offices in every wav desirable. ApEMILY E. PEIRCE.
ply to
Or C. W. FREDERICK, Atty.
Belfast, July 22, 1896.— SOtf

ORCHESTRA.

Honorably Conducted,
Truth full y A tteerlised.
Ami

presented in

a

pleasing

manner.

NEW FACES, NEW ACTS,
NEW
An
Band street

parade at

Admission
Now

on

SONGS, NEW MUSIC.

entirely UP-TO-DATE show.

sale

at

SUBSCRIBE

25c.

noon.

Band concert 7o’clock

Reserved Seats

35c.

Kilgore & Wilson's Drug Store.

FOR^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

THE SEA.

BY

!

boyhood

are her graphic descriptions of
The fleet consisted of eighteen vessels, ten of which were transports. A
force of three thousand, five hundred veteran soldiers was landed, and the little
American garrison attempted no defense.
The British were left in undisturbed possession until the close of the war. Should
we within a few years have another war
with England, the British flag would probably soon after its commencement float
again above Castine. The whole eastern
coast of Maine is shametully unfortified.
My homeward journey will include the
White and Green mountains and Lake
Champlain. My brief summer sojourn
by the sea will in a few hours be a memj. e. c. s.
ory.
Moose Point, Me., July 9.

[Written for The Journal.]

it.

A Tribute to the Maine Coast from the Pen of
Rev. J. E. 1. Sawjer, F.*ilior of the
Christian Advocate.

Northern

TLe writer

annually spends a few days
cm the Maine coast.
During recent years
these seaside outings have of necessity
been brief, but their manifold delights
make the whole year brighter. There was
time when I had the immeasurable privilege of spending the whole year in this
a

realm of

beauty and wonder. In my boyhood I knew all the lights along the shore
from Kittery to Quoddy.
I know the
principal

ones

location of

night,
who

a

w

ell yet, and can tell the
by them in a dark

steamer

ii it be not also

are

cannot

not

a

foggy

one.

Those

Literary

News and Notes.

imagine

riety and grandeur.

beauty

va-

The distance from

its westward to its eastward point by a
line drawn oft shore and regardless of the

configuration

of the coasi-iine is

only

two

hunuK-d and fifty miles, but if that line
be followed the distance is twenty-five
hundred miles. The picturesque bays and
coves are innumerable, and
every bay and
winding ini*r is spangled with islands.
(_«aniline the beauty and grandeur of Lake
<Teuige and tlie fairy-like loveliness of the
Thousand Islands with the majesty of tlie
sea, and the combination will give* some
conception of this marvelously lovely

region.

The meadows sloping tu the sea have
yet this season been touched by the
mower’s scythe, and they are as full of
bloom and fragrance as the infrequent but
must juvely meadows among the Alps.
Ihe summer foliage d the hard wood
trees is none delicately green here by the
>ea than it is inland, and even the evergreens are brightly, softly green instead
i dark.
The verdure all summer is like
that "i May and early June elsewhere.
My first stopping place in my present
little tour was on the Kennebec'river. As
we enteied the river in the
gray of early
-law n the biids were
singing in the forests
on either hand.
The glorious stream was
as smooth a.s a
mirror, aud as quiet as a
mountain lake, but as we neared Bath the
tumult of cannon and fire-crackers and the
multitudinous clangor of the church beds
frightened away the silence, for it was the
morning of tlie Fourth of July.
My host during my stay at 13atb. the
Hon. Charles Davenport, my dear friend
for more than half my life, was born the
same year as
Alfred Tennyson, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Darwin, Lord Houghton and Gladstone, the year 1809.
Although more than eighty-seven years of
age he gets into and out of his buggy like
a boy, is the active
president of two banks
as well as the
manager of several large
ships and of much important business beetles. There is not a busier business man
in the city.
There is none whose judgment and
financial sagacity is esteemed
above his even now.
He seems to bear
his heavy responsibilities without weariless. though he toils
many hours daily at
his desk.
i.Ie still leads the choir in the
Beacon >tre.-t Methodist Episcopal Church
and teaches a class in the Sunday school.
Although lie lias been active in Sunday
fciho'd work ever since he was a youth,
am; has for much of his lifetime been a
teacher, he still carefully studies his lesweekly, as I can testify from personal
not

by

Aldrich,

invigora-

The August McClure's justifies its title
of a “Mid-summer Fiction Number” in
live short stories, all of them of such
fresh and ready interest that one can read
them without forcing himself and in spite
of heat and humidity.
Octave Thanet
contributes a strong story of Western
Crane
relates
a dramatic
life; Stephen
episode in the later life of the hero of
“The lied Badge of Courage;” Clinton
Buss tells a booming battle story, based
on Ferry's historic
victory on I.ake Erie;
E. M. Thomson tells a humorous tale of
the Canadian fishermen; and Annie Eliot
describes a double love episode in a Yale
and Harvard boat race.
It is not often
that live really good stories, as these cerinto
a
tainly are, get
single magazine.
Then, in addition, there is in this number
a fairly
instalment
of Anthony
“stunning”
Hope’s new romance, “Phroso.”

■"

1

■

■'

\

-*•

by

built in 1811, also has its own
romantic interest,
fastine was occupied
by the British during the latter part of
the revolutionary war, their landing in
1779 being signalized by a brief and bloody
battle.
They garrisoned the fort they
built, and an American expedition sent to
retake the place was ingloriously defeated. In 1813 the British again took fastine
and occupied it until peace was declared,
making it an important naval station. My
grandmother, then a young woman, witnessed the arrival of the British fleet, and
among the most vivid memories of my

vana,

Some silent sleeping land,
Where we may never hear familiar voices
Nor clasp familiar hand.

i

Woman Answers “To Me

Women regard it

as a blessing that
talk to a woman who fully
understands their every ailment, and
thus avoid the examinasy

they

I would not, were to me the choice given,
Lie down to endless sleep,
Nor would I soar on “viewless wings’’ to
heaven
Eternal watch to keep;

can

tions,

}

the

Prince

of

Denmark

Loxdox, July 22. Princess Maud of
Wales, youngest daughter of the Prince
of Wales and grand-daughter of Queen
Victoria, was married to-day to Prince
Charles of Denmark, son of the crown
prince and grandson of King Christian of
Denmark, The ceremony took place in
tile Chapel Royal, Buckingham Palace.
The West End was profusely decorated
with flags, flowers, etc., and there was a
conspicuous blending of the British and
Danish flags. The Life guards and the
Cold Stream guards lined the route from
Marlborough House to Buckingham Palace and crowds of people,
mostly ladies,
were gathered in the
vicinity of the palthe
arrival
of
the
ace, awaiting
procession,

Anxious

Thousands of Grateful Letters.

do not sigh for dreamless rest unbroken,
For silence deep and long,
For slumber where no word is ever spoken
And never sob or song.

and

Married.

Inquirers Intelligently Answered—

I

Maud

expenand theories of incomments

petent physicians, whose sex

deprives them
of knowing’ by
experience.

IUIOTHERS,
I

■

w

Do You Know

»,,,

Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey's Cordial, many so-called
Soothing
most remedies for children are composed of
opium
morph;::

A cavalcade of heralds and equerries
escorted the bridegroom, who was accomBo Yoa Know that opium and morphine are stupefying r.ar;.>t:.c
ppanied by his parents, the Crown Prince
The endof Denmark and Princess Louise and his
Bo ^ oil Know tli.it in most countries druggists are iu.t
I
conflless
to.-',
permitted
g
brothers, Christian and Harold, the
without labeling them poisons?
dence placed
Prince and Princess of Wales and all of
in Mrs.
the Queen’s children with their families
no Von Know thnt you should not
permit any medicine to be give::
.Pinkham by in carriages except Princess Beatrice of
unless you or your physician kn w of what it is
competed ?
American
Battenberg aud her children, who were
ij
absent on account of their mourning for
no \ QU l^-tiOAV t licit Castor:a :> a
a::
women,
pureri- vegetable prepar
the death of Prince Henry of Battenberg.
its ingredients is published with every 1 ott’.e?
prompts them to seek
The Queen passed quietly into the
her advice constantly.
no You Kiiowt';:.:iC.ntori.i is the
!»:
chapel from Buckingham Palace. The
prescrirti :: ort!:e
Female diseases yield
took place at 12.JO.
The
That it has been ill Use for nearly thirty years, and :!
ceremony
e C.t «toria is
Comto Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
weather was sunny and in every way
of all other remedies for children con:' ae 1 ?
pound at once. Inflammation, ulcera- pleasant. Princes Christian aud Harold
no You Know th.it the latent OtTice Department
tion, falling and displacement of the supported Prince Charles, and the brides"•:.ti i
other countries, have issued exclusive right to D:. I iu-lie: as; 1
womb, ovarian troubles, spinal weak- maids were Princess Victoria of Wales,
t
sister
of
the
bride, and Princesses Ingeborg
ness and kidney complaints, all have
Castoria99 and its f
and Tliyra of Denmark, sisters of the
their symptoms, and should be nipped
Do You Know
bridegroom. Princess Victoria of Schles.me of the reasons :'
grnntirg
in the bud.” Bearing-down pains, backwig Holstein, Princesses Patricia and
was because Castoria had been
proven to be absolutely harmless ?
ache, headache, nervousness, pains in Margaret of Connaught, Princess Alice of
no You Know that 35 average doses of Castoria a:e
groins, lassitude, whites, irregularities, Albany and Lady Alexandra Duff, daughdread of impending evil, blues, sleep- ter of the Duke of Fife, and Princess
cents, or one cent a dose?
Louise of Wales.
lessness, faintness, etc.
Bo You Know that when possessed, -/'this
I lie .Must llev. Edward \\ liite Benson, I
perfect preparation, y
Here is testimony right to the point:
of Canterbury and primate of
be kept well, and that you may have un':>r >'kr:\ rt -t ?
Archbishop
me
that
The doctors told
unless I
all England, officiated, assisted by the
went to the hospital and had an operaWell, tliese tilings are worth knowing. They are facts.
bishops of London and Winchester. The
tion performed, I could not live. I had Prince of Wales
gave the bride away.
After the ceremony the bridal party
falling, enlargement and ulceration of
The facsimile
-is on every
and guests partook of luncheon in Buckthe womb.
signature of
w rapper.
“I was in constant misery all the
ingham palace, at the conclusion of which
the royal party headed by the bride and
time: my back *ched; I
bridegroom left the place in carriages for
11
was always tired.
Marlborough House. The party left the
was impossible
IX. V
palace at 2.45 and took the route via.
for me to walk U
Piccadilly and St. James street, both of
far or stand long
which were beautifully decorated.
at a time.
All of the houses were draped with
I was
flags, bunting, etc., and there was a prosurely a
j*
fusion of flowers.
The streets were lined
AM
wreck. I
Some place I ask, where we may still be
PROBATE NOTICES.
V1TALIK) SS. -in Court of Proban
with sight-seers and the windows of the
m
last, on the second Tuesda-.
decided
tM
loving
MARY D NICKERS* E\. Adininiclubs and other buildings along the route At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
that I
And strong through discipline,
«1 GEO.T. NICKERSON.;.:
estate
;
were filled with people,
the County <d Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
ladies.
mostly
in said County, decease*!, havim;
would give S
Still looking upward, still forever striving
[
July. A. J). 1806.
The bridal couple afterwards left Marlfirst ami final account of adminis
A
certain
M
to
Combe
Some nobler height to win.
instrument, purporting
the last
estate for allowance.
your
borough House for St. Paneras station, A "ill and
*
testament of CHARLES MOORE,
Ordered, That notice thereof
where they took a special train for Wol- late of Belfast, in said
pound and
Helen N. Packard.
County of Waldo, deceas- weeks successively, in the Repul
Sanative Wash1
ferton, Norfolk, to take possession of Ap- ed. having been presented for probate.
printed in Belfast, in said * im\.:
interested may attend at a i’robai
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons ina trial.
pleton hall, which will henceforth bo
held at Belfast, on the second Tues
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
their home.
[Written for The Journal.J
I took three bottles of
E.
Lydia
published three weeks successively in the Repub- next, and show cau«e, if any they
said account should not he allowed
lican Journal, printed at Belfast! that thev mav
Retrospection.
Flnkham's Vegetable Compound, and
GEO. E. JOHN s
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
used two packages of Sanative Wash,
A true copy.
within and for said County, on the second TuesAttest:
In the calm of the summer evening,
of
ii I). Parki
Jerk
at
ten
of
I
the
and
am now
day
clock before
August next,
almost well.
I am
All nature seems hushed in sleep;
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
SHIPS.
stouter and healthier than I have ever
same should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
And the pale stars softly gleaming,
subscriber hereby mves pub:-,
Abner Coburn, J P Butuaui, arrived at
LEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
been in my life. My friends and neighconcerned, that’he lias been d
O’er the earth their vigil keep.
Yokabama July 14 from New York.
A true copy. Attest
and taken upon himsell the trust
bors and the doctors are surprised at
A G Ropes. David Rivers, arrived at San
Jeke'h D. Parker. Register.
tor of the estate of
No sound breaks the brooding silence,
Francisco July 21 from New York.
my rapid improvement. I have told
HARRISON KERRY, late ot I
A J Fuller, T P Coleord, sailed from Iloilo At a Probate Court heldat Belfast, within and for
Save a whippoorwill’s plaintive cry;
them all what I have been taking."
the County ol \\ aldo, on the second Tuesday of in the County of Waldo, deceased,
April 2 for Delaware Breakwater: passed
as
law directs; he therefore :•
The river’s musical murmur,
the
—Mbs. Annetta. Bickmeieb, Bellaire,
July, A. 1). 1896.
Aujer May 4.
sous who are indebted to said derraAnd the night wind’s tremulous sigh.
Belle of Bath, 0 Curtis, at Singapore May
Belmont Co., 0.
bailey, widow of abner baiinak<- immediate payment, and -;
ley. late of Monroe, in said County <>t Wal29 fur Hong Kong.
any demands thereon to exhibit Ht
Vet I sit in soft, sweet darkness
deceased, having presented a petition that tlenient to him.
ISA A
Centennial, B F Coleord, sailed from Mon- do,
administration ot the estate of said deceased be
tevideo May 29 from New York for San
With a feeling akin to pain ;
granted to F. J. Bailey of Searsport, in -aid
Francisco.
THE •'iibscriber liert by it
pu
For my thoughts have drifted backward,
County.
1 concerned, that In has been u
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to and taken
To my childhood days again.
himself the trust
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
all persons interested h\ causing a'copy ot this tor of the upon of
estate
El Capital!, A L Carver, sailed from New order to be published three week- suoas-ivei v in
How the glad past comes before me,
HENRY K. CARVER, late of se
York March 27 for Shanghae; spoken Mav the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
At the touch of memory’s fire!
19, lat 25 S, Ion 27 \Y.
they may appear at a Probate Court, to oe held at ill the County ,d Waldo, dr.-. a>ed.
and for said County. m: the second
as the law di'ivt* ; he tlu-retore
r.
Emily r \\ iiituey, A S Pendleton, sailed Belfast, within
Till the chords of my heart awaken,
Tuesday of August next, at ten of ‘he clock be- soils xx 11«* are indebted ?•. said de>
from New York June 20 for SUangliae.
fore noon, amt show cause, i 1 au\ thev have, why
to make immediate pajlecnr. and
And.thrill like a wind-swept lyre.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, at Hong lvoug June
the prayer of said petitioner -hou'u l!.»t be grant- an> demand* thei'-mu 'to exhibit
0 for New York.
ed.
(; E<). E. JOHNS* >N,
tlement to him.
DANA K. SOI I
I hear again the murmur
jtulge.
Great
A true copy. Attest:
arrived
at MelAdmiral, Rowell,
Having bought the market formerly conducted
Of the brook o’er its pebbly bed :
bourne
June 7 irom New York.
Jeke'h P. Parker. Register.
t
rPHL
M.
.s',n.'cribor
m
i{.
by
hereby Lnr
Knowltui:, wish to announce to the peoB Hyde, Pliineas Pendleton, sail1
:i«-rnietl. that hr
And the wild bee's drowsy
ple of Belfast and vicinity that it will continue to edHenry
humming,
from New York June 27 for San Francisco. A: a Probate Court held at Be'tasr, within ami for and taken upon him-eli t l.e t vus; .•!
O’er the flowers in the tali grass hid.
be headquarters for
the Count ol Waldo, on t i:e s<.-< 11■ l Tuemtav
tor ot the estate ..t
Josephus, P R Gilkey,at Shanghae June 10
.fitly, A. 1> iSIHJ.
for New York.
.MAURH 11 t
HER\ K\ lat ot I
And I see the sweet, white roses,
r
OWEN
A W. 1UCE. Widow .d FRANK W. RI< F
L
J
N
Mary
in the » •.inty >! \\ ah',.., de<
Cushing,
Pendleton, sailed
That grew by the garden wall:
from Manila March 31 tor Delaware Break- 1j late of Stockton Spritms. in mm ( nn;\ ■•! as tlie law (iitvi s he ; hereb re
" aldo, deceased, having
i:a:
at all kinds* and that I am handling Fresh Cod
present! d a pet i: i..
S'>11 s who are indebted
s.no dei
The purple bloom of the lilacs—
water; passed St Helena June 22.
administration of rlie estate id said dt ccasen he
make immediate payment, and
Haddock. Hake, Halibut, Salmon. Blue=Fish, But=
May Flint, F D P Nichols, sailed from New granted to Benjamin F. Rice of saui Stockton any
And the sunlight over all.
demands thereon to i-xinbit the
York July 21 for San Francisc •.
ter=Fish. Sword=Fish, Mackerel, Alewives. Cun
Springs.
tlement to him.
A L\ 1 N
< irdered,
That the said petitioner gi\c n.d i..-1..
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from PhilOh, the dear, lost friends of my girlhood, ners, Lobsters, Clams and Oysters, and all other
all pet »oiis interest.- i b:, causing a copy oft his ■:
2 for Hiogo.
I'. 'U1 iseril»er Inc.-ov
r.
fish in their season. Having one of the largest adelphia April
rjMl
How their voices, silvery clear,
to In- puidishcil three week> >uc c-si v.-i\ in
JL eonc«
she
Reaper, U C Young, sailed from New York der
the Repuhliean Journal, printed at Belfast, that ami taken
refrigerators in the city, 1 am prepared to furnish
Seem to float through the mystical
upon ner-e;i ; in ti
silence, peddlers ami jobbers at market prices. All goods July 2 for Anjer.
it
they
may appear at a Prohate Court, to be hid
t
ri\
of
the
rdate
"t
R
K
Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New Belfast, within and for said County, on tin1 >ccoUd
And fall on my listening ear.
delivered at trains or steamers, or any part of the
MAUI 1A \\ OOi >M A \
;
city, free "1 charge. Orders by mail <>r express York June 22 for Hong Kong.
Tuesday of August next, at ten ot the duck
attended to at once, and promptly tilled at lowSachem, 11 T Lancaster, arrived at Sama- tore noon, and show cause, it an> they ha\e. in the «. otinty ot \\ aid", d. .t
How their faces true and tender,
est market rates.
the
ot
said
Liberal discount to boarding
Hum:
hi mu he as the law diiects; she therefore
why
prayer
petitioner
rang March 31 from New York via Anjer.
Beam sweet with a radiant light:
bouses ami hotels. Ice cool milk always on hand.
'aid dt
SD Carleton, Amsbury, saileil from New granted.
persons w ho are ».dei'ted
(JEo. F. .It HINSON. Jmlge.
i" make immediate paymen; .a.,
How their hands so warm and
JOHN STEPHENSON, who was with Mr. Jvnowl- York April 23 for Shanghae; spoken Mav 2D,
loving,
A true Co].y. Attest:
demands
thereon,
t" exhibit th.
any
iat lo S, Ion 34 W.
ton nine years, continues with me.
Seem to clasp my own to-night.
Jkke’h l). 1'Aith i;k. Register.
tlement t< Iter.
ANNA
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at PhilThe patronage of the public is respectfully soTTTALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at liellicited, and no efforts will be spared to please adelphia June*) from New York.
And a dear form stands beside me,
V?
customers.
last, on the second Tuesday ot July. ism;.
^Remember the place,
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, arrived at New
With a gentle face so fair:
(lEOKOE A. BAILEY. Administrator
: he i>
York July 20 from Hiogo.
FOR SAX C.
< iEOKOE o. BA ILF'S
ot
rate
late ot Belfast, m
I can feel her kiss on my forehead,
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived at said
decease!!, having presented lus rii -1
County,
Honolulu June 22 from Astoria, O.
The touch of her hand on my hair.
Seiciny Machines for Clot In
and filial account of administration of said estate
Win H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Hiogo f.>r allowance.
shoe Manufacturin'
W ith a sigh I awake from
20 for New York.
March
ordered.
That
notice
thereof
f»e
three
given,
Market Opp, National Bank, Belfast.
my dreaming,
Wm 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
16 li l.\ Wheeler .V Wilson l'.o,r
Aud the visions from me glide.
printed in Belfast, m said county, that all persons These m.mhine.s have rai'ed base. Is11.
Shanghae June 10 for Hong Kong and New interested,
Telephone, 14-4.
13teowia
And I sit alone in the darkness
may attend at a Probate Court, to he
litter, and transmitter in bead oi ma>
Y'ork.
belli at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot August
are the last pattern, with all impno.
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived next, and show cause, it
And hush of the eventide.
any they have, why the
Ameriean Tool Co.’s bonehe* Ho
at Vladinostock, Siberia, May u from San
said account should mu be allowed.
These hem lies should be seen lo be
For the dear ones that seemed near me,
Francisco.
CEO. F. JOHNSON, Judge.
as they have all the improvements
A true copy. Attest:
BARKS.
Un M heeler iV "W11'• *ii A utoma u
Are gone from my
earthly sight;
Jeke'h I>. Parker. Register.
Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
.Machine, l'his maehine ms an
And are lying at rest in the churchyard,
hole.' automatically .uni works \ny
New York April 13 for Anjer.
WALDO SS —In Court of Probate, belli at BelOne Wheeler A \\ l.-m Ziu Za^t M.
’Neath the fragrant blossoms white.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
*V
last, on the second Tuesday oi July. ism;.
Bridgewater, N S, May 2d for Buenos Ayres; MARTHA A. HEATH, Administratrix on The es- pattern.
<bic Double
But the ocean of Peace enfolds me,
Stitching Ma bn a.
tate ot A Bit AII. WHITE, late of Belfast, in said
spoken June 20, lat 4 N, Ion 27 W.
l’ress Machines, mciudii c Kail K *a
And I rest on its quiet tide ;
Carrie L Ty ler, Lancaster, arrived at New County, deceased, having presented her first acThe above maehii.ery will
the
count of administration of said estate, together
York June 12 from Charleston, S C.
Double Mileli ami R R. Press ai.
For I know that my heart’s lost treasures,
some <d them have not been used at
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Bal- with her private claim for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
I shall find on the other side.
timore Apri|18 for Montevideo; spoken June weeks
H. M COOk New oi
successively, m the Republican Journal,
5 lat 14 S, Ion 37 W.
Ella Alwilda Wentworth.
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons Or 16 Linden Place. Brookline, "lass
Edward May, sailed from Boston July o interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot August
for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Bos- next, and show cause, if any they have, why tin*
Two Naughty Navigators.
the said account should not he allowed.
ton June 23 from Rosario.
<«F< >. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A billowing sea ’neath a sky of
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Mollendo
A true copy. Attest
blue,
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Anil—just about midway on it—
Jeke’h D. Parker, Register,
Two littie beads bobbing up and down,
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
AT A BAlfGAIN
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat; TT^ALDO SS.- In Court of Probate, held at B*-l
Ear'll in a big sun bonnet.
VV
fast, on the second Tuesday of .Inly. lS'.u;.
18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
spoken
April
in Searsj*♦ »rt, about *J mileSituated
FREI) L. GILKEV. Administrator on the estate ;
Two little cruisers that slipped away
Henry A Litchfield, arrived at Colon June l of LINCOLN GILKEV, late -<f Searsport,
containing 130 acies, cut 4" tons «»1
in said
To voyage on an unknown ocean;'
r.o acres pasture, watered by -prim
10 from Brunswick, Ga; in port July 4.
Ins
tirst acCounty, deceased, having presented
Two forlorn mothers who’re left at heme
wood land, near saw mills. House
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from count of administration of said estate tor allow- | with
In agonies of emotion,
L and shed. Barn 40xT*H. will
New York June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
a nee.
house. S.tmo gallon cistern and
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three ; riage
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Two little mariners plowing thro’
orchards grafted with desirable frui;
weeks
in
the
successively,
Republican
Feb 12 for Honolulu; spoken March 13, lat
.iournal,
Hous<* modern finished. uGreat waves that threaten submersioi :
printed in Belfast,in said county, that all persons bearing.
2 S, Ion 28 W.
!'!»;Owner to reside in California.
Two throbbing hearts that strive to steti
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be ,
A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from held
he sold at about one-hall cost t b,i
Lucy
on
at Belfast,
the second Tuesday of August
Themselves ’gamst mad Fear’s incursion.
on m
or
one-half
balance
cash,
ash.
Hong Kong June 2 for New York.
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the !
The sea vi.w is dchu
terest o per cent
Two little crafts on a surging sea,
Mabel I Meyers, Win Meyers arrived at said account should not be allowed.
d
l'KKl»
address
information,
AM)
CLOCK
PEPAIR1NG
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
W/'ATCH
Boston July 11 from Turk’s Island.
Now tacking, now wildly lurching;
yy
'Vinter\
PROMPTLY DONE.
A true copy. Attest:
Two navigators, for compass or chart
Matanzas, sailed from New Y'ork July 8
Jereh 1>. Parker, Register.
for Havana.
Or pilot, vainly searching.
STATE 0E MAINE
Penobscot, E. G Parker, arrived at Ade- YTTALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at BelTwo tender mothers in floods of tears ;
laide prior to July 20 from New York.
V?
fast, on the second Tuesday of July. 181m;.
Two little runaway lasses
( 01KT OF 1'8»M.
WALDO 88.
Belfast National Bank Building, P. O. Square.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from MANLY ELLING \V< >Ol >. Administrator
on
the
Who’re happily found before they are
Hamburg May 28 for Rio Janeiro; passed estate of HIRAM E ELLING WOOD, late ot In the case I LKW IS L IT K IILI!
drowued
, Deal June
In sol vein
of
Waldo.
in
in
said
the County
7.
WTnterporr.
County, deceased, having preIn that billowing sea of grasses!
Rose I unis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from sented his first account of administration ot said
This i- to give notice that wil the
Norton
for
Bradford.
estate
allowance.
[Mary
Santos May 27 for Barbadoes.
Ins-dvei,
the .Jmigc --I the Court
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three County of Waldo, the second meet mu
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from weeks
successively, in the Republican Journal, tors of said Insolvent is appointed iCost of Firing Big Guns.
Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
printed in Belfast, in said county, thar ai! persons
Boom in Belfast, ii
St Lucie, Smeed, sailed from Barbadoes interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be the 1’robate Court
tv of Waldo, on Wednesday. I .he l.’il
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday <-f August
June 15 fur Tiinidad.
England is the only country in Europe
\
1 > Is: 10, ;lt t wo oVi. ,,-k in ihgust.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared next, and show cause, if any the\ have, why the Von will go\erii v liirselt ..i-lin.u
that can afford the practice that is necfrom Parrsboro, N S, July 2 for Buenos said account should not be allowed.
<
veil
under my hand and 11..
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
to
Court this I’d h dav oi h 11 \, A 1C 1
a
naval
essary
Ayres.
perfectly disciplined
A true copy. Attest
II-.Ki: H 1» !• \1.
A te-i
\\ illard Mudgett, A C Colcord, cleared
Jkre ii I> Parker, Register.
force.
2w3U
Register"! said lnsolve
from Portland April IS for Buenos Ayres;
The mere cost of firing guns into the
TT7ALDOSS. In Court of Probate, held at Bel
spoken May 14, lat 28 N, Ion 80 W.
Vt last, on the second Tuesday of July, IS'.m;.
SCHOONERS.
STATE OF MAINE.
air in practicing is so great that secondHARRISON STEELE. Administrator on the esW
R Gilkey, sailed from
Georgia
Gilkey,
class nations cannot think of such extate of FLORA A. STEELE, late of Searsport, in
( OIK I* OF I 'soi
Portland April 28 for Buenos Ayres.
W ALDO 88.
said
The first blow starts
County, decased, having presented Ins lirsi
periments, except to a limited extent.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, sailed account
In the ease of L. S. (iddHWTN "I B
of administration of said estate for a!
from Rosario June 1 for Boston.
Every round fired for practice or salute
a nail but must be
the County el W aldo and State ot
lowance
from an English six-inch gun costs $80,
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, cleared
solvent Debtor.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
followed by others from Bangor June 80 for New York.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
from an eight-inch gun $150, from a 12This is to give notice that said Insolv.
in Belfast, in said county, that all person* has filed in tlie
Court of Insolvenev in
incli gun $015, and from the 10.25-inch or
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at printed
squarely on the head Boston
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he a
petition for his discharge from a
July 1 from Port Royal.
110-ton gun $1,500.
helil at Belfast on the second Tuesday of August
under the Insolvent laws -it
H orace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
provable
to
And these figures are only a small part
next, and show cause, il any they have, why the and for a certificate thereof, and a Itea:
Saco July 22 from Philadelphia.
said account should not be allowed.
the same is ordered to he had at the Brof the story, for the life of a very heavy
John C Smith, Kneeland, at Belfast for
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
in Belfast. in said < 'ounty, on W'ednesda
A true copy. Attest:
gun is not a long one; and though a six1-repairs.
«»f August, A. I). 18V)t5, at two
day
Jere’h I). Parker, Register.
inch gun can fire as many as 500 rounds,
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Belafternoon, when and where you maj a'
tlafast July 17 for New York.
show cause, if any you have, wh\
70 or 80 full rounds are the limit of the
SS. In Court of Probote, held at Bel
the petitioner should not be granted.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Jackson110-ton. After firing that amount they
Attest:— JKRKTI D. BAICfast, on the second Tuesday of Juiy, 18SM>.
ville
for
6
New
York.
July
will both require a new inner tube, very
JOHN W. McGILVERY, Administrator on the es2w30
Register of said
A Hall,M Veazie, arrived at Boston tate of CLARISSA B.
Mary
late
of
An
advertisement
CARVER,
costly itself.
Searsport,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
July 9 from Port Royal.
If this is the cost of filing off big guns
must be followed by
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Phila- tirst and final account of administration of said
for mere practice, what must be the cost
estate for allowance.
July 19 from Bath.
others that are clear delphia
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
when they are primed for business?
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
In a single afternoon the British navy
and to the point to Norfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
in
in said county, that all persons
printed
Sallie I’On, W H West, New Haven for interested, Belfast,
could fire off the revenues of a small
may attend at a Probate Court, to be
get the desired re- Norfolk, arrived at New York July 21.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
kingdom. [Boston Globe.
Tofa, A S Wilson, at Tampico July 12 for next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
sults.
said account should not be allowed.
Pensacola and New York.
P. O. ADDRESS,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived a
A true copy. Attest:
Belfast J uly 16 from Philadelphia.
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
FREEDOM, MAINE
_
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Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.
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A small work of uncommon interest and
Hath to Portland was one of the most value is The
Living Topics Cyclopedia,
lamuus <>f American ship
masters, Capt. which now costs, complete to date, the
lh"inas P. Gibbons, for whom the great small sum of
It is a unique pub*1.00.
.-a .Mic ship .John P.
Kelley was built and lication, anti its free specimen pages are
whoso a'm* seamanship and gallantry in! worth
sending for. Its latest issue gives
taking the ship Triumphant safely into' the most
important facts, “up to date,”
'U 1‘ ran ci>eo al'tei sir had been dismast- i
concerning, among hundreds of other im»"as i'll
mcPy recognized by the national ! portant subjects, such titles as Cuba, Cur1" ai'l -if undei
writers, who gave him a rency (a “living topic,”
indeed), Debts,
war :, suitably inscribed.
As we are national and
foreign, East Africa, Egypt,
s nr
niir talk was of other
Electricity, England, Engineering, France,
P
a-’io iiuit.iul
acquaintances, but not German Empire, Gold, Greece, also con..’iter -sling j-itiT *•! it
was concerning file Mates lieiawarc, Florida and
'i.c Pio-aim is],0.0
«•«immunity, Georgia, in general, the object of the
] 1; 1 s jeeii especially familiar work
is to answer the questions you would
*"
many .t-ars, !..c in_ called at the island seek to solve
by consulting your cyclo-'n.irims ’.'1 ids
and
havlong voyages
pedia, were it “up to date,” which no
!J‘r'"i many letters from the chief
is or possibly can be, because
iiiha: itan’s, to whom he has ren- cyclopedia
of its magnitude and cost.
The Living
doiiri many services.
Topics, being a small work, and treating
1
bily nine mi es from Bath is Bruns-1
only of “living” topics, is coutinually in
wren- Mis. Harriet Beecher Stowe'
process of revision, a new edition being
wrote Lucie Pom's Cabin.
The cottage j
published every month. After you have
that was then her home is still
standing. paid for one edition you are allowed to
v
many miles away is Urr’s island, the
purchase later ones, within a year thereseen1‘ «»r her loveliest
story, a bold, ro- after, at about one-third price, and thus
man* ic point of
land, uplifting a crown of keep your knowledge “up to date” at
:
ri di evergreens and forest trees over
per- trilling eost. Address the publisher. John
peuriicular cliffs, “all glorious with u:a- B. Alden, 10 and 13 Yandewater
M., Yew*
iesti. pines, all musical with the caresses York
"i the sea-waves, with numberless
shelly j
vos. and tiny beaches among the silver
A Year’s Shipbuilding.
shadows."
Here one may see not only |
the places where Tear! and .Sally
j
played,
It has been a dull year for Yew England
the ravine which was the rendezvous of 1
the smuggler captain, and the secluded shipyards, hut iu some other sections of
the country the new report of tile Bureau
thicket where Moses read the letter of
of Navigation shows that the
Pm s,.u Sc wall, but also the old houses
industry lias
j
which were the homes of the original; had a reasonably successful season, in
of the severe depression which fell
types »* several of tin* characters of the ; spite
Aunts Boxy and Buey, Captain Kit- I upon it with the first incoming of the
Cleveland
Administration.
tridge and tlie Kennels.
Taking the country by and large, the
>’;uee leaving Bath 1 have
spent a day at total
productions of American shipyards
B"eklan<i and < amden and the
remaining I for the
:r.m at tins most
ending June 30, 1895, was 709
delightful locality on! vessels, year
with an aggregate tonnage of 304,.Penobscot hay, taking long walks, idling:
li ffs, pic king and eating the ; 000, against 083 vessels of 133,000 tuns
This
abundant field strawberries that tempt ! constructed in the year preceding.
handsome increase is due chiefly to acmy appetite as i wander through the I
meadows and pastures, meeting friends I tive building on the Great Lakes for the
wheat, coal and ore trade, which of late
whom 1 have known and loved from
boy- !
hood, enjoying all the while a feast of years has assumed immense proportions.
As
most of tliis carrying is between one
beauty that will gladden my memory and |
quicken my imagination for a year to* American port and another, it is a protected industry, foreigners being absolutecome.
ly debarred by our laws from participation
v w hite
light-house that in the after- in
it.
American skill and
'ii sunshine shows so
have,
distinctly on a therefore, had a fair field oningenuity
the lakes, and
beautiful headland some eight miles disthe result has been the creation of a vast
tant across the bay In a
southerly direction is at the entrance to the harbor of modern freighting fleet on those unsalted
has no equal in the
seas, which
f ast ne, whose romantic
history of the world in theprobably
ia.st three hundred
speed, cheapness and allyears is to-day being
around
efficiency of its service.
commemorated with a grand celebration,
It is a striking indication of the rapid
at which that
gifted so a of fastine, Noah
abandonment
of wood as a shipbuilding
Brooks, presides, and in which the nationmaterial that more than one-half—to be
al government shows its interest
by the exact,
100,900 tons—of the 204,000 tons of
presence and participation of the fleet
white cruiser Columbia.
The great ship shipping built in the United States last
Not only
made a beautiful picture as she came up year was of steel construction.
the hay yesterday afternoon.
In other steamers, but tugs and barges are now
largely built of steel, and the next
days j have wandered over fastine’s fail- very
heights, inspected its ancient ruins of natural step will be its application in the
forts and batteries, and sailed to and fro heavy sailing freighters in our coastwise
trade.
Some of the later four-masted
on its lovely harbor and
among its islands;
bur ] start homeward this afternoon, and schooners are of upward of 1500 net tonand about 250 feet lung.
The \igidmy participation in the celebration is uage
limited to my observation of the many ity of frame which the use of steel gives
is a valuable quality in vessels of these
excursion parties that this morning sailed
great dimensions. [Boston Journal.
to it in little boats and swift
yachts, steamers and
coasting schooners, the latter propelled barge-wise by tug boats. It was
Electric Bitters.
an animated and
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
picturesque spectacle.
The recorded history of fastine covers any season, but
perhaps more generally
nearly three hundred years. It includes needed in the Spring, when the languid exthe romantic figures of not
hausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
the
French
only
baron., w hose name it bears, and liis In- torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
dian wife, but also of Champlain, D’Aul- and alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
medicine lias often averted
and perhaps
nay, Miles Standisli, Gov. Pownall, and fatal bilious fevers. No long
medicine will act
later leaders of less historic fame.
The more surely in
counteracting and
place has been held by the Dutch as well the system from the malarial poison. freeing
Headas the French and the
English. Its oldest ache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
ruin is that of D’Aulnay's fort St. John; yield to Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents
its most extensive is that of fort St. per bottle at Kilgore & Wiison’s City Drug
built
the British in 1779. Fort Store.

George,
Madison,

To Whom Can They Tell Their
Troubles ?

strange sweet Nir-

The New Moon for July contains enterno crosses,
taining short stories, sketches and editorial departments. New Moon Pub. Co.,
Urge toward a shining goal.
| Lowell, Mass.
I do not crave some endiess blooming sumI The Midsummer (July) number of
mer,
American Homes, a journal devoted to
Where leaves shall never fade,
planning, building and beautifying the And where unceasing fountains murmur
home, contains many line illustrations, iuIn grove and everglade ;
eluding interior and exterior views, and
! the letter-press is suggestive and interest- Where no one cares to note the season's
! ing. American Homes Pub. Co., Knoxchanging,
vide, Tenn.
Or heed the passing hour,
i
it is a glimpse of a typical frontier Or watch the golden bee in happy ranging
;
town that Mrs. Catherwood gives us in
Among the trees and flowers.
her
new Atlantic story.
The struggles
!
But
rather grant me, O thou Allwise spirit!
and
adventures
of
two
men
Who
i
young
Some life where I may live,
| start a new railroad are described with
much humor and force.
Nothing could Some true existence where my soul may
be better character drawing than the two
merit
men themselves, one a dreamer with high
That which thou hast to give;
literal\ ideals and no practical ability,
the other a “hustler” trying to keep his Where I can hear when April birds are singwhimsical partner from offending one or
ing
the other faction in the town and church
Their notes of sweetest song,
and laboring through the week to get
And feel the thrill of life when woods are
enough money Jo meet the demands of
ringing
pay ing off Saturday night.
With anthems pure and strong;
Latacadio Hearn writes for the August
number of the Atlantic an explanation of Where I may hear the pulsing joyous murJapanese art which gives the Western
mur
reader the Japanese point of view.—a
Of buoyant happy June,
thing that has never before been so plain- And revel in the lavish bloom of summer
ly done; and European drawing is criticisRich with its priceless boon.
ed from the Japanese point of view.
Other papers in the August Atlantic are I ask no home where never autumn’s
glory
the final instalment of the letters of
Comes with its harvest train,
Dante Gabriel Kossetti; a sympathetic review of Eugene Field’s career and works, Where never winter with its mantle hoary
Shrouds mountain, hill and plain.
a poem
Mr.
and an

ting account, of a caribou bunt in Canada
when the mercury stood twenty degrees
below zero.

observation.
i he companion of my railway ride from

some

Princess

Where never any pains or losses
Confront the ransomed soul,
Where no distress,no burdens and

familiar with the Maine coast
its wonderful

I do not yearn for

Royalty Wed,

WOMEN WANT TO KNOW.

My Hope.

Before, and After.
If the national convention at Chicago endorses free silver the Democratic party will
ride to a fall.
Our national Democratic convention hav-

ing selected candidates for President and
Vice President, we place their names at the
head of our columns in accord with
variable custom. [Portland Argus.
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Invented in 1S10 by the late Dr. A. Johnson.
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soothed and healed inside and outside pains.
I have U'-ed your A'.iodvue I.iuiment in treating our infant (only six 'months old) for colic,
and our little three year old daughter for summer com pi; vat and found it to be excellent
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Pills

cure biliousness and sick headache,
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liver
and bowel complaint
Tin y expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women hud relief from
using them. Price 2‘» cts. ; five $1.00. Pamphlet free,
I. S. JOHNSON A CO., 22 Custom House i>t„Boston.
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the cross

down to us from the early
Christians, and was used long before the
birth of Protestantism.
Which of the
various denominations on the American
continent to-day makes the sign of the
cross? None except the Catholic Church,
and the Catholic Church alone.
[Rev.
Father Dwyer. Catholic, Cleveland.
Health in Hot Weather.

“Every man at forty is either a physician or a fool.”
The old proverb was based on the notion that every man by the time he reached middle life learned how to care for his
own health.
If we admit its truth, however, we
must concede that a very large proportion
of our male population of mature years is
made up of—well, not physicians. Immersed in the rush aud hurry of business,
the last thing they give any attention to is
their health.
In this frightfully hot weather every
man who would avoid the risk of collapse
or sudden death must
pay some regard to
his physical condition and adopt a wholeIt he does
some, rational way of living.
this he can not only preserve his health,
the
despite
high temperature, but may
enjoy comparative comfort in circumstances which impose intense suffering
upon less thoughtful persons.
To begin with, one must keep up his
strength. Nature’s provisions for restoring the tired or wasted system are food
and sleep.
It follows that to he healthy
a man must eat well and
sleep well. To
say that one should in this weather take
only light nutritious food and sleep in an
airy, well ventilated room is to state a
mere commonplace, and yet how many
disregard these simple suggestions. Avoid
fatty or heat producing foods. For most
persons leading a sedentary life meat once
a day is quite sufficient.
Many men who
would go to their day's work refreshed
and strengthened by a breakfast of eggs,
bread and butter and ripe fruit are made
torpid by devouring fish and flesh until
their overburdened systems beget a craving for stimulants.
I >• >n 1 eat in a hurry.
11 you live in the
suburbs and must rush to catch the morning train a sandwich carried to the cars
and eaten at leisure on the road will do
you more good than a dainty breakfast
that is “bolted" before you start,
bee
that your clothing is not only light in
weight but that it 'lits you loosely, so as
to permit of the circulation of air about
the body, and particularly shun tight
shoes, which are a menace to health and
a positive preventive of comfort.
It is of
chief importance that the head be cool. A
straw hat is indispensable, and when exposed to the direct rays of the sun those
who can do s<> should carry an umbrella.
Those who are obliged to labor in full
suusliine should guard against a stroke
by placing a cabbage leaf o" similar substance within the crown of the hat.
To readily carry off the waste of the
system it is not sufficient that the digestion be regular; the millions of pores that
cover the surface of the body must be
kept open. Each of these pores is a little
escape pipe through which rejected and
poisonous substances are exuded. When
they are choked these substances are
forced back into the system and there
work no end of mischief. Even when one
is taking a daily dip into the surf the skin
should be kept in good working order by
means of tepid baths.
When the facilities
for this are not at hand a good sponge
makes a tolerable substitute.
The greatest. danger of all in this kind of weather
is a draught or a sudden change of temWhen the
perature when overheated.
body is bathed in perspiration, if one
the
throws
off
clothing, or in
carelessly
any way suddenly reduces the temperature, he is simply inviting death.
Ice water kills more persons than
strychnine does. It should be drunk in
great moderation and slowly sipped, a
mouthful at a time—never gulped.
It
should be absolutely avoided at meals.
Taken into the mouth directly after hot
food it cracks the enamel of the teeth,
and entering the stomach it chills the
natural fluids, so that they are unfitted
for the work of digestion, thus laying the
foundation for a thousand evils. The use
of moderately cool water not only averts
tuese, out slakes rue tuirst muon better
than the ice cold fluid.
Avoid beverages
that contain much sugar; acidulated drinks
are better.
Alcoholic stimulants in such
weather are iu the highest degree dangerous, overheating the system and deranging all the bodily functions. If one
absolutely needs stimulant a glass of cold
tea or coffee, plain or with soda water,
slowly imbibed, will key you up to your
work better than whiskey.
Overwork should be avoided while this
weather continues, and, above all things,
don’t worry.
The overwork one caunot
always escape, but he cau aud should
escape unnecessary worry, which kills
more peisons, ten to one, than work does.
Remember the story of the old woman
who on her deathbed told her son how
many things worried her through life,
and most of them had never happened!
Follow these simple suggestions, laugh
when you can, cultivate an even temper
and a cheerful, kindly disposition, and
you will be healthy aud. comfortable in
weather that wrecks the temper and the
health of reckless livers.
As the old
rhyme has it. the best of all physicians
are
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many examples of men of
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Rev. C. M. Coburn, MethArbor, Mich.
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Public Opinion, a New York weekly, printed last week a symposium of carefully selected press comments from 1*23 leading newspapers in all parts of the country ou the
Democratic convention aud the issues of the

A Canadian Caribou Hunt.

Democracy.

The meeting of the Democrats
at Augusta Tuesday night demonstrated beall
yond
question that the party is at sixes
and sevens on the financial
question—one

faction

clinging tenaciously to
platform with its declaration

the State
for cold
while tlie other espouses the cause
silver as set forth in the
Chicago declaration of Hi to one.
The effort to find a
common ground to stand on was a
failure
of course, for there is no chance for
compromise between views diametrically opto
one
another. It was soon disposed
covered that the party must
espouse the
or the Maine
platform
Chicago
platform
or split, and as it could not be
brought to
do either of the first two, it
split—for
that was practically the result of the
meeting—the silver men announcing that
they would not vote for Winslow on a

of"free

Whiskers that are prematurity gray or
faded should he colored to prevent the look
of age, and Buckingham’s Dye excels all
others in coloring brown or black.
The man who originated serials must have
been an author who was looking for some
way to keep women from reading the last
chapter of his novel first.
“I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Hood's Pills for sick headache and they
have cured me.” Mrs. N. J. Barnell, North
Baldwin, Me.

Miss Modern—“I have brought this book
back. Mamma says it is not fit for me to
read.
Librarian—“I think your mother must be
mistaken.”
Miss Modern—“Oil, nu, she isn't. I’ve
read it all through.”
Keller

in

Six

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great

South American Kidney Cure." This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female. It
relieves retention of water and pain in passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iv27
Little Boy—“The preacher says there is
no inarryin’in heaven.”
Little Girl—1“Of course uot. There wouldn’t
be enough men to go around.”

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Splints, Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted

the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27

Mrs. Dolan—“My boy Dinny is getting to
be a great Sunday school worker, bless the
heart of him.”
Mrs. Nolan—“Indade?”
“Vis. He has worked free av thim fer
free excursions already.”
You make no mistake when you buy dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
anil “what everybody says must be true.”

Dyer—“What is

your

business,

may

I

ask ?”
Boorish Stranger—“I’m a gentleman, sir.
That’s my business.”
Dyer—“Ah! You have failed.”
For Over Fifty lears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and
take no other kind.
lyrld

She—“Just think, cousin Fritz while coming home from his club last night fell into
the water.”
He—“Great Heavens! 1 hope he didn’t
drown!”
She—“He couldn’t drowu. He was so full
he couldn't swallow any water.”

Of these 58
are

are Democratic, 28 are Repubindependent journals or special

of labor organizations, farmers, single taxers, etc.
Of the 38 Democratic papers 32 repudiate
the platform, 24 of these also emphatically
rejecting the candidates; 11 either by implication or in plain words advise Democrats
to remain within the party lines and vot«
for the ticket with a reservation if necessary
regarding the financial plank, two declare
for McKinley, three demand an independent
ticket, 15 declare for the platform and candidates, with free silver.
Of the 28 Republican papers four declare
for silver, while four say that the Democratic party is dead or hopelessly disrupted.
Of the 37 independent and special journals
15 reject the platform and candidates, niue
declare for McKinley, 10 declare for Bryan
and three demand an independent Democratic ticket.
organs

The statesman is honored by a plaster
cist, but the politician knows the utility of
a

whitewashing.

caribou

were

for the nearest island. The
long gone, and we in-

When

Baby was sfclr,

When she

we

gave her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
was a

When she had

Children, she gave them Castoria

It is beyond my conception how au honest silver man can stand on a platform
which bids defiance to the constitution of
the United State, to republican institutions, to civil service reform, and which
proposes to repudiate the debts of the
nation.
It is the most extraordinary
platform ever issued by any party. I do
not consider that during the life of this
republic we have ever faced a question of
such deep import.
[Hon. Winslow Warren, Dem.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

stinctively
as

we

Democratic

Degeneration.

It is sad to see a great political partyforfeit its claims to ordinary" popular respect and place itself in an attitude that
invites general reprobation.
Mot only
those who belong to such an organization, but those who are opposed to it,
feel in a sense the humiliation of the
proceeding. The Chicago spectacle of
the complete domination of discreditable
and pernicious forces in a Convention assembled for the important purpose of
nominating a national ticket is one that
puts all good citizens to shame, it is a
reproach to the country that the Democratic party has fallen to such a low estate that men like Altgeld and Tillman
are able to dictate its course and cause
it to repudiate all that is respectable and
decent in its past history.
Four years
ago, its Convention represented its best
intelligence ana us soueruess oi mioit
and tendency, and the people were so
well pleased with its apparent sincerity
and patriotism that they placed it in control of the Government, Instead of manifesting a due appreciation of this signal
favor, and striving to live up to its opportunities, it began at once to give itself
over to folly and
mischief, and it has
steadily declined in point of propriety
and morality until to-day it is covered
with shame as with a garment.
The fact is not to be denied that all of
the most reputable leaders of this degenerate organization have been thrust aside
in an abrupt and offensive manner to
make room for men who have nothing to
recommend them but their audacity and
their determination.
They have not
heretofore been prominent in national

politics; they are not recognized as representatives of any of the cherished doctrines or tradition of their party.
But
they have contrived to put themselves in
supreme
mastery of the Democratic
situation, and their wishes are obeyed
like the commands of kings or emperors.
They are opposed to all that is safe and
prudent, honest and admirable, in the
management of public affairs and the
promotion of public welfare and happiness.
Their methods and purposes are
revolutionary. They appeal to the passions and prejudices of the rabble, and
court the applause of rioters and anarchists.
To see a great political party
absolutely subservient to such men. permitting them to lead it where they please,
is to look upon a public calamity.
Fortunately, however, a large majority of
the voters of the United States will act
with another party in the present contest—a party that has not degenerated,
and that can not be swerved from its attachment to the
institutions of the
country and its intention to protect the
rights and interests of the people. [St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.
The
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Because it is made from the choicest
and herbs—that’s why, too, its
body and life are so much ahead of

roots

other,

so

called,

root

beers.

It excels any other temperance drinks
and is far more healthful than any alcoholic drink.
A bottle of extract will make 5
of delicious

gallon,

teams
Itolker

WILLIAMS

CARLETON CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
it

MFRS.

NERVE-LIFE
/

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
Restores the
/r-s=' entire nervous
and stops all
system
y
vital losses.
Reeffects
of the
moves
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.'
Cures Insomnia and

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting

sleep.

diseases ana

restores

nil parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
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Stomach
Puritana makes the
Heart Biglit,
Lungs Bight,
Blootl Bight,
Kidneys Bight,
Nerves Bight,
Health Bight.
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NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
will, as always, be found in the thickest of the fight, battling vigorously for SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will bring
PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.
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all the remedies that are now
in use by the profession. Still
you are not cured. When I
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my mother used to
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NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL C0.f

---

Puritana will positively give any
man, woman, or child Perfect Digestion;— the kind of digestion that
brings New Life.

PREPARATION'S FOR

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not

doses

paper of the country, but is
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.
Its campaign
citizen.

a bottle, and I know
you’ll be
all right when I come again.”
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PRE-EMINENTLY

Republican

Our drugthem. Get

A

and discussions will interest every Ameri-

can

All the news of the

They c st 35 cents only. See that he
gives you the right kind, the “L F."

day, Foreign Correspondence, Agricultural

Reports, Short Stories complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descriptions, and a variety of items of household interest, makes up AN

Department,

Avoid imitations.

Market

IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.

CATARRH

‘New I ork W

We furnish “The Republican Journal” and
Tribune” (both papers).

eekly

FOR ONLY $2.00,

ONE YEAR

IN

CASH

ADYANCK.

Address all orders to

ELYS

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.

CREAM BALM
Opens

and cleanses the

Nasal Passages. Allays
Pain and Inflammation
■ p- a
Heals the Sores. Pro
iiA-riir
the
ecis
Membrane
from Colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. The Halm is quickly absorbed and gives
relief at once. Price 60 cents at Druggists or bv
mail.
ELY BROTHERS,
56 Warren Street. New York.

your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

Write

COLD !N HEAD

TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.
....

A Note of Warning.

O, that I could speak so loud that all
would hear what suffering I have seen as a
doctor. Suffering that is caused by careless
neglect of the kidneys. In these days of excitements there’s no living being whose
kidneys are not at times overworked. They
need watching, don’t wait till it’s too late.
BUKER’S KIDNEY PILLS will keep them
in repair. I will gladly give advice free.
Write me. I have hundreds of letters like this.
Yours, for health. Dr. E. C. Buker.
“I was run over by a team some ten years ago
and my kidneys werestrained; since then have been
troubled v/ith wetting the bed. Two boxes of
your pills have entirely cured me.
1 cannot thank you enough for your wonderful
remedy.’* Yours truly,Henry E. Lawler,Etna,N.H.
Pills 50c. at the druggists.or mailed postpaid,for prica
Buker Fill Co., Bangor, Me.

Painless, Pleasant,

"

SAPPY

URE!

______

and

Healing.

Cures

I in three to five da} s
without danger of

PEEDY I stricture or the least
—^unpleasant effect.

PRIVATE DISEASES

Stevens

&

Erskine,

‘

JOBBERS

OF

CRAIN,

Manufacturer and Dealer in

j
|

Tin:

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.,

SUCCESSOR TO

FEED.

ARNESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
HATS,
TRUNKS,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
Importers ol
Dealers in the finest

quality

Anthracite and

SOiIt.
of

~

■

L 0 3.1S

Blacksmith

FINE LINE OF

■

*«-ORDFRS PROMPTLY FILLED.

Harnesses.

Custom

33, 35, 37 Front St., lieffust, Me.
ELEPHONE 4-2.

II

ALSO SUCCESSOR TO

MEN AND WOMEN.

F. A. Robbins,

*

*

Carriage Trimmer

*

IF YOU WANT—-

TO GET

repairing in all its branches and
carriage trimming done promptly to

Harness
Sent

charges prepaid to any address on reComplete outfit. $1. We
guarantee to cure or refund money.

of price.
ceipt
will

Home treatment book free to any address

on receipt of io cents in stamps for postage.
YIP-SIP GO., P. 0. Drawer 5331, Boston, Mass.

order

at

the most reasonable rates.

All persons having unsettled accounts with the
late firm are requested to call and settle with the
14tf
undersigned at the old stand.

C. E. STEVENS,

ship!

No 59 Main Street, Belfast Me

Down with the wisdom of the fathers
and the traditions of the past!
Hurrah for “states’ rights!”
Hurrah for repudiation and dishonest

6E0.F.GA1ES, I.D., D.D1

mouey!

Hurrah for free coinage of the world's
silver at our expense!
Hurrah for panic, general bankruptcy
and irreparable disaster!
Hurrah for plunder, for “to the victors
belong the spoils!”
Hurrah for the degenerates and conspirators against stable government and
established order!
X. B.—If you don’t like the platform
you may go to-!
P. S.—Cleveland be-!
The man who praises his wife’s cooking
after he has been married 20 years generally gets something extra nice when the
next meal comes around.
[Somerville
Journal.

Affect

Nature’s
Cure

President .1. L. Greene of the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Hartford, Conn., has prepared a letter for
policy-holders, in which he says:
“This corporation has never touched
political questions or sought to influence
political action, nor would it ever do so
unless that political action were directed
to issues involving the very life-blood and
substance of that which we have undertaken to do in behalf of your families aud
estates.
“Our contracts with you agree to pay
to your families so many dollars.
There
has never been any doubt what was intended thereby, but should we come upon
a silver basis, your
policies would for the
present, be paid in dollars worth to your
families only about 30 cents; and" the
great bulk of them would probably be
paid iu dollars worth not more than from
23 to 35 cents.’’

^

Popocrat Platform.

with the national government!
with the supreme court!
with national banks!
with national credit!
with civil service!
with statesmen and statesman-

Will

Great RESTORER

restores

Puri tana

It seems difficult to believe that the
statement is true which credits Governor
Altgeld of Illinois, one of the foremost
leaders of the silver meu, with the statement that if a panic should come
upon
this country as a result of the free silver
the
first step would he a run
agitation
upon the savings banks.
This is neither
pleasant to anticipate nor does its prediction serve as an argument for the cause of
the silverites.
But Altgeld, in making
this statement, held it up as a
warning to
the capitalists, whose wealth, he
said,
would be jeopardized by such a contingency.
It is true, as he says, that the
savings
bank deposits amount to more than all
the currency of the country, and that
they are payable on demand or within
thirty days, but it is far from the facts
that the result of a general run
upon the
banks would be the suffering of the
capitalists in general. Capitalists do not entrust their money to savings
banks, nor
do they profit by their maintenance. The
depositors own the savings banks and
their securities.
It is the depositors who
profit by the interest on the mortgages
and other security held by the banks.
If
a run was made sufficient to force
the
banks to liquidation the great loss from
the consequent failure to realize
upon
assets would fall upon the depositors.
It is not to be presumed for a moment
that Altgeld does not know this.
He is
rich, and knows how money is made to
He is fully aware
grow’ while he sleeps.
that a blow to the savings banks means
a blow to its
depositors, not to capitalists.
He is deliberately dishonest when he
makes such statements as these, and
why
should his word be credited when he
talks on other topics in support of the
free silver' phantasy? [Boston Traveller.

not

lowered our voices to a whisper
discussed the probability of their
being behind the island. But no; as I
looked ahead again I saw another line
We advanced; these
across the snow.
tracks led hack from the island to the
shore, and were so fresh that at the bottom of each deep hoof-print the water
which overlay the ice under the heavy
snow was not yet frozen,—a significant fact
with the temperature still well below the
zero poiut.
There was no whispering
gold platform.
The decision of the State committee to now; we raised our eyes to the shore,
let the action of the State convention stand which was in tire shade and fringed with a
places the silver men in a position where dense growth of cedars. Too bad—they
they must take the initiation in any bolt had gone up into the woods; it was past
or formal repudiation of the State
plat- midday and too late to follow them far; if
form.
What they will do remains to be we had only got here a little sooner! But
seen.
To support Bateman seems out of hold on! What's that'.’ In the gloom of
the question, for though he agrees with tlie dark cedars I saw a dim gray shape,
And now I
them on the silver question and most motionless; then another.
others, his fight against the endorsement realized that 1 had done a foolish thing,
of Sewall will render him persona non one that some years of experience should
grata. Apparently their only resource is have taught me to avoid; I had left the
to get up a convention of their own and cover on my rifle. Slowly and cautiously
nominate a new candidate—Mayor Han- I drew it off, not daring to make a sudden
son of Belfast,
for instance.
[Portland movement, but breathless with the fear
that the game might start, for one jump
Press.
into the bush and the only chance was
Frank and Soldierlike.
gone.
My heart was beating so that I
wondered if the caribou would not hear
“You and I, and our comrades, are not
when
it,
just as I got the rifle free they
accustomed to use blank carridges in the
two of them, but three, and
started,—not
of
an
presence
enemy; therefore, I don’t not into the woods, but straight across us
to
throw
propose
away my vote on any out over the lake, about a hundred yards
third candidate. Nor are we in the habit
away. They were running, and with a
of withholding our fire' when
assailed; swiftness that demanded quick shooting,
therefore, 1 don’t mean to stay at home and that was surprising in snow which,
and not vote at all. I shall give a patriotic
though less deep here than in the timber,
vote for my comrade, Major
McKinley, still was such that a man would be pracbelieving that in so doing I am repeating tically helpless in it without snow-shoes.
what I did in ’04, when, as a war DemoThey sank so deep that as they
crat, 1 voted for Lincoln and the Union.’’ ahead the movement of their ploughed
legs could
Thus writes Major General Daniel E.
hardly be seen, but was more than sugSickles to a friend and comrade in Bosgested by the flying lumps and clouds of
ton, and in these words he gives the snow that rose about them. Their thicksoundest of advice to the war Democrats set bodies loomed
large and dark against
of 1890, or the “honor Democrats,” as the
dazzling surface beyond them, and
Gov. Wolcott has so aptly called them. contrasted
sharply with their long hoary
Gen. Sickles is an important reinforce- manes.
I sighted on the leader and fired",
ment to the cause of sound
money in this and as I saw him stagger perceptibly I
campaign. He has until lately been one heard another shot. George had come up
of the leading New York Democratic and was beside
me, opening fire on the
Congressmen, and he commands consid- second. 1 kept on at the first one, shooterable influence in the metropolis.
Stir- ing as long as he moved, until at the third
red by his vigorous language, there are a shot he
pitched forward and lay in the
other
sound
good many
Then as [ turned my head I saw
money Democrats snow.
who will neither withhold their tire nor
George’s beast sinking, and we both fired
use blank
cartridges. The thought of a almost together at the third, now a good
third ticket, which under the circum- j
long shot, but after another volley down
stances is only a device for ineffective he went, too.
Luck, pure and simple,
dodging, has no attractions for them.
after all; but then we had expended conLike Gen. Sickles, they will give their siderable skill
during the past week with
patriotic votes to Major McKinley. [Bos- , little to show for it, and this we considerton Journal.
ed our fairly earned reward.
Then we
our
quarry,—three
For your Trotecti n.—Catarrh “cures” made the tour of
Mo coupe dr yrarj was needed;
in liquid form to be taken internally usual- bulls.
ly Contain either Mercury of Iodide of Po* they were stone dead. They lay upon
tassa, or both, which are injurious if too their sides, with heads outstretched, and
long taken. Catarrh is a local, not a blood the tumbled snow covering up their heavy,
disease, caused by sudden change to cold powerful legs and big round black hoofs
and damp weather. It starts in the nasal which
carry them abroad when all other
passages. Cold in the head causes exces- deer are fast bound
by impassable barsive fi.iw of mucous and, if repeatedly neglected, the results of catarrh will follow, riers of snow. Their sleek sides glistened
and oftentimes and offensive discharge. in the sunshine and we saw the color of
Ely’s Cream Balm is the acknowledged their bodies; a hue the exactest balance
cure for these troubles and contains no merbetween brown and gray; an absolute
cury nor any injurious drug.
neutral, which, with their white heads
Counsel (for the defendant, sarcastically) arid long-haired gray throats, makes them
seem of the very essence of the northern
—“You’re a nice fellow, aren’t you?”
Witness (for the plaintiff, cordially) “I forest and the winter time.
[C. Grant La
am, sir; and if I were not on my oath I’d Farge in the
August Atlantic.
say the same of yon.”

campaign.
lican, 37

As we reached the open and turned
northward along the western shore, Pierre
Joseph and I, who were somewhat ahead
of the others, saw what brought us to a
halt,—fresh tracks. They led across our

path, straight

I

Silver and Savings Banks.

TO RENT

The Nose and Throat,
No.

949

(Near Corner

BOSTON,

«

Newbury St.,
of

Fairfield

Place your advertisement in the

St.)
MASS.

REPUBLICAN

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only
Oct., 1895.—Iyr45*

^
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*
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NOTICE.
of Instruction.
Lowest rates of tuition.
Best equipped rooms.Bank,etc.
from Sept.to July. For catalogue and

Highest grade

Open
full

particulara--Addresa
H.A.Howard,Rockland.Maine.

Having purchased and thoroughly repaired the
grist mill at Monroe village, we are prepared to
grind all kinds of grain, including corn on cob, to
the satisfaction of the public. Corn, shorts, cotton seed meal, gluten meal, feed Hour, wheat and
oats for sale at lowest cash prices.
F. L. PALMER, Proprietor,
J. B. PALMER, Miller.
Monroe, July 14,
Im20

Freedom Notice.
We hereby give notice that we have given our
FRANK A, TI TTLE, his time during his
minority and shall claim none of his earnings and
none
of his debts from this date.
pay
Belfast, July 10. 1890.

son,

3w29*

MR. and MRS. W. C. Tl'TTLE.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Rev. Almond J. Rackliff of Hudson, Mass.,
is in town.

Miss Eiitru Mosman is making her annual
visit to

Searsport.

NORTH SEARSPORT

ITEMS.

Henry Colson of Winterport is
haying for E. W. Seavey.

in

Rev. P. O. Andrews will preach
Porter schoolhouse next Sunday.

Centre Montville.
Miss Margaret A.
Bartlett of Boston is a guest of Mr. James
Bartlett-Miss Loula Mason of Belfast
visited Mrs. Freeman Johnson last weekMr. Leonard and Mr. Merriam of Morrill

town

at

the

of Swanville is in have bought the grass on the Elisha Carter
farm and have been cutting it.
a friend.
visiting
quite frequently
Islesboro. Mrs. Catherine Sherman of
Mrs. B. F. Haskell of Lowell, Mass., is in
Miss Lyda E. Mason is visiting her sister, town visiting her daughter, Mrs. James W. Islesboro, widow of the late Robert Sher’
Her health is good
Mrs. Edwin Savery.
man, is 96 years of age.
Harriman.
and she is still able to enjoy the comforts of
E. Alphonso Buker made a short visit to
Miss Isabel Card of
South Boston has
and bids fair to round out the century
St. Albans last week.
been in town of late visiting at the home of life,
mark. She now resides with her son-inRalph Marks of Bucksport is visiting his your correspondent.
law, Captain Gilford Pendleton, but until
The Church of God camp meeting at
uncle, Geo. E. Marks.
recently lived in the same house in which
Wm.
B. Ford returned to Boston by Maple Grove will begin Aug. 18th and con- she was born.
tinue
over two Sundays.
steamer Penobscot Monday.
Ernest

Frank W. Coleord and wife left by boat
Friday for Boston.

Mrs. Osman Nichols of Los Angeles, Cal.,
is visiting friends in town.
B. F Stevens is spending
Northport Camp Ground.

Mrs.
at

a

few days

Arthur Sargent, who has been employed
in Norway, is at borne on a visit.
R«. bert Campbell, who has been visiting
hi* brother Hugh, returned home
Monday.
L>r. V

Thompson ami wife of New York
are Tue guests of Capt. I. C. Park and wife.
Sob. Georgia Gilkey, Cant. W. R. Gilkey,
arrived at Buenos Ayres June JO from BosB

Nickerson

town

more.

Miss Ada Euderle, who has been visiting
at Capt. J. T. Erskine's, left for Boston

Monday.
Grace Crockett, who has been visiting her brother Frank in Lynn, returned
Miss

Sunday

Mr.

family of Pittsdeld

G.

E.

Kimball

and

the Alumni cottage for a vacation_Mrs. Lottie French
has returned to Stoneham, Blass., after a
vacation at her home here-Miss Inez A.
Maxtield arrived home last week from Patare

at

James M. Nickerson and son Eugene are
cutting the hay on the Cotten farm, socalled, on the shore road from Searsport to ten, where she has been teaching schoolBelfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hills of Everett,
Mass., with their two daughters are in
town visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Win.

J. Matthews.

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

|

ton.

Bark C P. Dixon,. Capt. N. F. Gilkey, arrived at Montevideo June doth from Balti-

Sandypoint.

There will be a social dance at the residence of P. H. Monroe next Saturday night.
The dancing public are cordially invited.

East Searsmont. Mrs. Addle Staples and
son of Deer Isle are visiting her mother,
Mrs. M. C. Batchelder_Mr. and Mrs. Milbury Spear and son of Augusta, Me., and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keyes of Worcester,
Mass., are visiting their father, Samuel
Hunt-Mr. ami Mrs. Worthing of Palermo
were at Henry Mahoney's July 23d.
Morrill.

morning.

Mrs.

Isa

Chandler

and

her

Mrs. Almeda Greenwood and son of Medford, Mass., are visiting relatives here....
Mr. A. W. Shiite of stmr. Penobscot lately
visited his family here.... Miss Eva Boyntou
of Bangor lately visited her aunt, Mrs. Levi
Staples_Misses Frances and Henrietta
Small of Nashua, N. H., are at E. G. Clifford’s for a few weeks-Mrs. Lena West
and little son of Belfast are with relatives
here... .Norman Perkins of Penobscot is
visiting his sisters here... .Mrs. Will Boud
has returned to her home in Needham,
Mass. Mr. Bond, who is in poor health, will
remain several weeks-C. F. Snow lately
received one thousand bushels of grain from
Boston by sch. J. Barnes... .The third party
arrived at the Hersey Retreat last Friday
for one week—Misses Kate and Hattie
McKeag and Mr. Charles Mack of New
York arrived Saturday and will occupy their
cottage for a few weeks.

brother, Mr. Irvin Wilcox of New Haven,
called to
Eugene
Carver, Esq.,
Conn., are visitors in town_Rev. N. R.
New York on professional business and left
Pearson of Roekport preached here last Sunby steamer Monday.
day and administered the ordinance of bapH. D. Harriman and wife of Saxonville, tism to eight candidates, two by immersion
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Clara L. DavenMass., are visiting his parents, Capt. and and six by sprinkling.... .The Grange took a port and son Horace of Quincy, Mass., are
Mrs. 1. N. Harriman.
recess for two weeks and
holds its next
stopping a few w’eeks at Capt. W. D. HarriMiss Helen Harding returned to
Rev. R. B. Swan of Duxbury, Mass., is meeting August Oth... Mr. and Mrs. George man !s
Sheldon have moved into the house recently
Stoneham, Mass., July 27th-Miss Lizzie
conducting a series uf meetings at the Advacated
Mrs.
by
Mary Thomas.. .Mrs. El- D. Wilson returned to Bangor July 25th_
vent Chapel this week.
mer Black of Hiram, Me., is
visiting in Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Grindle went to BrooksDrs. Hopkins and Durgm have been autown.
ville July 25th to attend the funeral of Mr. !
thorized by the town to give free vaccination
Halldale. Rev. Mr. Hawthorn of West G’s mother... .Mrs. Kate Perkins of Lowell,
during the month of August.
Deer Isle preached here last Sunday_ Mass., is visiting Mrs. E. M. Perkins and I
Miss Evie Fowler and Mrs. L. C. Morse
Nathaniel Hall, who has been sick for sever- Mrs. Emma Luke-B. C. Avery and Clifleft for their home in Newark, N. J., after
al months, passed peacefully away last Sat- ton Coggins have gone to Bluehili to work
a
two
weeks'
visit here.
making
urday morning-Mrs. Job Clement, who on stone... .Miss Josephine Ginn gave a
Miss Lenora Field, assisted by Miss Fast- has been in
Lowell, Mass., for several weeks, lawn party to some of her friends last Frinet Erskine, entertained a small
company returned home last Friday-The hay is day evening.
Ice cream and cake were
at whist last Saturday evening.
nearly all harvested. People estimate it as served and all pronounced it a good time.
A C Burnham and wife, who are
spend- about a two-thirds crop....The remains of The guests were H. G. Somes of Mt. Desert,
ing their vacation at Park, are much pleas- John C. Foss, who died in Rockland July Miss Grace Libby of Boston, Mass., Charles
ed with Searsport and its surroundings.
22d, were brought here for burial last Satur- Banks of Green's Landing, Miss Helen
Quite a delegation will probably attend day ..Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clement of Harding of Stoneham, Mass., Miss Lizzie
the meeting oi the Waldo County Veteran Lowell, Mass., are visiting relatives and Wilson of Bangor. B. C. Avery and wife,
friends here-Mrs. Harriet Whitten, who Thomas Heagan and wife, Capt. W. D. HarAssociation Thursday, Aug. ti, at- Belfast.
j
( V. Porter aud wife of Lexington, Mass., has been visiting her daughter in Clinton, riman and wife, Capt. Rufus Harriman and
Mrs. Matilda Dow of this place, and Mrs. S.
who have been visiting friends here, left for returned home last week-Grace and StillS. Heagan of Clifton, Mass-Miss Martha j
man W hite of Searsport are visiting their
their home by Train Wednesday
morning.
Harriman entertained a few of her friends !
grandparents here.
Joseph Porter is kept busy serving shore
Chesman
went to Bridg- at her home last Friday evening-The La- i
Palermo,
Spratt
ciam bakes; as it is
getting fashionable to
dies’ Circle held at the school house July
ton last week where he has secured a pogive smail family bakes at- all hours in the
A goodly number
sition as principal of the Bridgton Academy 23d was a great success.
day.
and has a salary of SI,200 per year. He was were present and a tine program was enjoyCharles Ridley, wife and daughter of Grined by all. Cake and lemonade were served
a graduate from Bates College, Lewiston,
ned, Iowa, who have been in town several class of
and lias served as principal of during the evening... .Mrs. W. D. Harriman
’93,
w eeks, left this week fur a visit to
friends in the Richmond school for three
His entertained a party of friends at her home
P.

was

years.

Albion.

present term will begin August 1st... Willie
Blaisdell went to Boston July 15th. The
first of next mouth lie starts on a voyage
around the world with a Boston man who is

last Saturday evening.Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ginn of Belfast visited relatives
here last Sunday-Charles Banks went to
Hallo well last Monday to work on stone....

travel for his health... .John H. Black
has bought the Henry Carr farm with the
Mrs. Fram es Ford Palmer of
Manchester, i
i;u
arrived by steamer Sunday, and is I present crops... Frank A. Mardeu and fam-pr-!.d»ng a- few vvo.-ks w.rh her s,so-rs at her j i 1 v of Vassalboro recently spent three days
o home here
| with relatives in this place.... We are sorry
to learn that James Dinsmore of Branch
Steamer St-dgvmk will make an xcursion
Mills is going out of trade with the excepBar Han u Friday, leaving
Searsport at tion of
grain and feed.
returning about, s o'clock
Fare for the
round trip is To c*-uts.
Thorndike. Farmers are nearly done
There is a light crop in this town.
Georgia Ford has taken charge of the haying.
Western Union Telegraph office at Bar Har- Grain is looking well, but potatoes bugs are
n r.
Miss Celia Sargent has assumed man- “too numerous to mention.’’_H. J. Stevens anti family have returned to their home
agement of the office here.
in Bangor... Mr. ami Mrs. Charles Long of
A. >1. Kane will sell at
Capt. H. (J. Curtis’ Massachusetts visited Mrs Hattie
Higgins
residence Saturday several blooded
cotvs, last week.. ..Rev. David Brackett and wife
also a burse aud
farmiug tools. Capt. Curtis of
ami Mr. and Mrs.

H. G. Somes and Willard Batchelder left
here for Block Island July 27th where they
have employment on stone-Capt. Walls
in seh. Lizzie Lee arrived here July 25th.
He will load stone for E. L. Warren... .Miss

I'i>d R. Sweetser has reorganized his
chorus choir, and will hold rehearsals at the
Cougl Conference room Tuesday evening of
each week.

to

»

Brooks,

Joseph Higgins
has to reui a good
upright piano.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Granville Small, July
Charles F. Treat graduated from
Mossey’s 25th-Mrs. Charles Hogan visited Mrs.
<
mmercial College,
Montgomery, Ala., last Addie Higgins July li.'M.... Fret! Patterson,
Week with high honors.
He will now take who went to California last March, has rea course in
turned to his home-Mrs. Fred Cole has
stenography and type writing.
The following were elected delegates to ! been passing two weeks in Hampden_
the county convention to be liolden in Bel- Mrs. Flora Hunt has a new
bicycle_Richfast next Tuesday: L. M.
Sargent, F. I. ard Higgins, Bert Stevens and Fred LittleMortland, Newell White, E. Hopkins and A. field went to Windermere on their wheels
Stinson.
July 2«itli-Mr. Milton Hunt and family of
The Belfast Band will touch here on their Massachusetts are passing a few weeks at
excursion to Barn mu's circus at Bangor
Aug. b-d. A limited number of tickets will
he sold by J. W. Black. The lirst come will
he rirst served.

Mr. Clifton Hunt’s-After a vacation of
four weeks Harvest Moon Grange will hold
its next meeting Saturday afternoon, Aug.
1st.

Troy. Mrs. Lizzie Nutt Brown, formerly
Mr. h G. Nichols has Ins company well m
hand, and is giving rehearsals for his drama of Troy, died at Etna July 23rd, aged 33
“Zylph, the Chilli of the Mines.” Mr. K. 1’. years. She was the second daughter of
Smith aud wife are a great help to the Valentine and Augusta Nutt of Lawrence,
Mass. Her girlhood was passed in Troy,
amateurs in rehearsal.
Edict Ginn and Maudie Colcord made the
to Bucksport on their wheels
Monday
in the unprecedented time of two
hours
They will join a Bucksport party in a
weeks' sojourn at Alainoosick Lake.
run

Rev. B. B.

Merrill of Brewer preached at
th<^ Congl. church
Sunday morning.
As
this was his first sermon here since he
ieft,
he enjoyed the pleasure of
meeting his old

parishoners, and they
hearing him preach.

the

pleasure of again

Letters received from Capt. Butnarn of
ship Abner Coburn mailed from Anjer give
full particulars of the loss of first officer
Hugh R. Nichols. He was washed overboard about 1 o’clock on the morning of Feb.
17th, four days out from New York. Mr.
Nichols was a promising young man, and
would have succeeded to the command of
the ship at no distant day. His parents and
family have the sympathy of the entire community in their sad bereavement.
The Givers and Gleaners will give an opentitled “The Tyrolien Queen” in
Union Hall, Tuesday evening, Aug. lltli, and
in Deuslow Hall, Stockton Springs, Friday
evening, Aug. 14th. Admission twenty-five
cents. This entertainment is under the direction of Misses Lieb and Barlow, two
young ladies of marked ability in their professions. The operetta, The Tyrolien'Queen,
is one of decided merit, combining pleasing
melody and variety of scene and coloring in
one harmonious
whole.
Throughout the
operetta is woven the thread of a simple
plot which adds touches of charming dramatic effect. The music is admirably adapteretta

ed

the words and varies in rythrn ami
form with the changing scene as Tyroliens,
Gypsies and Fairies appear in turn giving
great contrast in tone of coloring and style of
stage setting. The performance of this operetta cannot fail to interest those in sympathy with amateur amusements. The Queen
of the Tyroliens is Miss Lillis Barlow of
Miss Barlow has a high mezzoBoston.
to

She
soprano voice of bell-like quality.
sings with charming simplicity. Miss Grace
Field, a well known favorite of this locality,
takes the part of the Gypsy Queen.
The

Fairy Queen

is

appropiately represented by

Miss Jeannie Curtis of Searsport.

where she has many friends. A few years
since she was married to Eugene Brown of
Etna, and resided in Massachusetts, until
last autumn when they came to Etna. Besides her husband she leaves to mourn their
loss, father and mother, two sisters, Mrs.
Addie Hall of Lawrence and Mrs, Katie
Brown of Wakefield Mass., and one brother,
Will Nutt of Troy, and many relatives in

Troy who sincerely sympathize with the
mourning family-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hall of Lawrence, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Brown of Wakefield, Mass., returned to
their homes Monday, having come to Troy
the burial of their sister, Mrs. Lizzie
Brown-Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fernald
were called to Knox
last Friday by the
death of Mrs. F.’s father, Mr. Hall_Mrs.
J. M. Wyman, who has been spending a
week with Mrs. M. L. Dodge, returned to
to

Augusta, Monday.
Prospect Village. Augustus Alden and
his two daughters of Hampden visited Miss

Clara Avery of Detroit, Midi., visited at
George Avery’s last week.. .M. C. Proctor
and his nephew. Arthur Brown, arrived in
this place July 23d. They drove all the way
from Boston and were about three weeks on
the journey.
Miss Nettie Black of Chelarrived Saturday and will be a guest iu
the family of Capt. T. D. Nickerson for
eight or ten days.... Your scribe is indebted
to Rev. T. S. Ford for a bunch of beautiful
pond lilies_Lelloy Batchelder is at home
from Detroit on a visit_Misses Jessie
Nickerson. Hallie Rolerston and Mr. Robert P. Nichols are stopping at Hillside cottage. At Union Lodge are Mrs. Sheldon,
Chas. Sheldon and Mrs. Whittum. Mr. E.
D. Black and family of Melrose and Mr.
Chas. Black are at Rock wood-Miss Angie
Gilmore, who has been stopping with Mrs.
Mary D. Nickerson, returned to her home
in Searsport last week.. .Miss Addie Bailey
of Auburn is the guest of Miss Flora Marr.
_Perley McKeen found a pair of glasses
Swaxville.

sea

and a fountain pen near his house July 22d.
_Hosea P. White lost one of his span
while mowing last Friday.
Apparently
something stung the younger horse and they
W.
could get them
began to run. Before Mr.
under control the colt’s bridle broke. Mr.
White sprang from the machine and tried to
reach the colt’s head, but failing iu that, attempted to unshackle the machine but failed, and was thrown to the ground. When
he got to his horses they were piled up by a
stone wall and the old horse so badly cut as
to become useless... .Mr. Charles Webb is at
borne....Mrs. Noble of Boston is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. E. A. Robertson.. R. I).
McKeen, who was in town a few days last
week, has returned to Lincolnville.. .The
Sacred Concert an the church last Sunday
evening conducted by Prof. A. E. Bailey
It was such an
was unexceptional.y fine.
intellectual treat as our people are seldom
fortunate enough to enjoy. The solos rendered by Miss Florence Cole and Miss
Emma Bailey deserve special mention and
also the duet by Mrs. and Miss Bailey. Prof.
Bailey is a thorough scholar as well as a fine
musician and his talks about the early
hymns and their authors were very interesting and instructive. It was an evening
which wil 1 long be gratefully remembered
by an appreciative audience-The Neljesmanette Quartette, composed of the following artists : M. Jessie Megquier, 1st Soprano,
Isa Florence Steward, 2d Soprano, Marietta
Nickerson, 1st Contralto,Ida Mabel Steward,
2d Contralto, assisted by Agnes Olive Hersey, reader of the Emerson College of Oratory, Boston, will present the following pro-

Mary Mudgett ast week bringing her many
little goodies. Miss M. has been very sick
for the past ten months, but is better at this I
writing. Her friends take her on short rides
and otherwise entertain her, hoping she
will soon fully regain her health.Mr.
Fred Lindsey is very sick....Mr. Mann of
Brewer is here repairing clocks and watches. gram
O. S. Erskine of Frankfort with
Master Harry were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. H. Littlefield July 24th....
Messrs. Howard and Charlie Laffin of Frankfort visited their schoolmates
here July
23d_Any one who has lost two dark doves
can rind them at C. H. Littlefield’s barn_
A goodly number from here attended the
dance at Stockton July 25th and pronounced
it a first class entertainment.Everett
Littlefield and Ansel Gross will go to Graniteville, Mass., to spend the summer-Mr.
Will Simonds of Boston,who has been spending the summer here with relatives, will return home next week-Flora Donover and
Mrs. Lucy Clayton have gone to Vinalhaven
on a visit-Mr. Richard Hillman of Ban-Mrs.

gor is at his mother’s, Mrs. R. E. Killman,
very sick with tonsilitis-Mrs. H. M.
Clark and Mrs. A. D. Witherel of Boston
will visit Mrs. Ira Ward in August.

at

our

church next Tuesday evening,

Aug. 4th.

JX

PART i.

“Voices of the Night”
“1 Would that My Love”
and
Miss
Nickerson
Megquier
“Dicken’s Dog”
Miss Hersey
Reading,
“The Arrow and the Song”
Solo,
Miss Nickerson
“Jesus Lover of My Soul”
Quartette,
With Auto-Harp accompaniment
Miss Hersey
Selected,
Reading,

Quartette,
Duett,

•

Miss

PART

II.

Instrumental Duett
Auto-Harp and Banjo
Ida and Isa Steward
Miss Megquier
Selected,
Solo,
Selected
Quartette,

Reading
Hosier
“Knee-deep in Jesus,”
Scotch
b “Cautious,”
c “When de Folks Is Gone,”
Negro
Miss Hersey
“Like the Lark”
Vocal Duett,
“Good Night”
Quartette,
These young ladies are all people of marked ability and we hope they may have a full
house. The concert will be given under the
a

auspices of the L. A, S.

Monroe. Mrs. Mary Gilmore can be helped into a carriage and goes out to ride;
which is a great treat after being in so
many months_Mrs. Albert Durham is
sick. She is attended by Dr. Atwood of

Winterport_Dr. Whitcomb and wife of
Liberty have been in Monroe calling on old
friends_Mrs. Joseph Palmer has returned
home after visiting her children a few
months_Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Ritchie are
accepting

many

congratulations

on

the

birth of a boy_Over 4,000 lbs. of milk are
taken daily at the factory now-Mrs. Ben
Piper, who used to live here, has been visiting in the village.

Prospect. Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Ames
daughter, Mrs. Adelia Kelly, and her three
children, Carl, Ella and Mae, are spending a
few weeks at the old homestead_Miss
Alice Young left Monday for Seal Harbor.
-Miss Inez Staples sold a coon kitten to

Winterport. Mr. Elbridge S. Fernald
and wife of Boston are at his old home for a
week-Mrs. T. A. Snow, Miss Augusta
Snow and Mr. Frank Atwood of Bangor
visited friends in town last week....Miss
Efiie Alden of Hampden called on friends
here last week-Mrs. Mabelle Kennedy of
Boston is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Atwood... .Miss Susie Rowell of Malden is visiting friends in town_Miss
Baker of Portland is the guest of Miss Catherine Simouton-Misses Lilian Hardy and
Mary Chase have returned from a three
weeks’ outing at Northport_Mrs. Winfield Tainter, with her two children, is go-

ing a trip to New York with her husband.
....Capt. E. F. Littlefield, wife and daughter have gone to Southwest Harbor for a
few' weeks-A fine little daughter came to
the home of Capt. Charles E. Littlefield
Monday morning-Frank and Catherine
Si monton and Miss Baker went to Northport Tuesday for a few days outing at the

cottagers at Fort Point last week_Mrs.
Phillips and her four children of Brookline,
Mass., are spending a few weeks with her j cottage-Mrs. Varney, an aged lady, who
uiece, Mrs. Lizzie McCaslin-Haying is has been feeble for a long time, passed away
about done here.
The crop ranges from i Monday morning.
one-half to two-thirds, taking all farms just
Liberty. Died in this village July 25:li
as they come along the road.
All the sheep Mrs.
Sarah Place, wife of James Place, aged
so far as heard will have to
go this coming b7
Mrs. Place was one of the best
years.
fall-Mrs. Lizzie Partridge of Belfast is
women that ever blessed a
community—a
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lizzie Lane_ woman who was
always ready to make sacRains come along nearly every other day in
rifices for others. Though in humble cirshort storms or showers and the haying
cumstances all her life she has done more
Helds have been the wettest for years. The
perhaps to alleviate the sufferings of others
old potato rot with black spots on the tops than
any other person in this village. I have
is starting and coming good iu this wet
known her for the twenty-five years that I
weather.
Labor saving devices so much have lived here and I know
that she was
talked about, that potatoes can be raised
always found where she could do the most
for almost nothing, will not work this year.
good, if it was in her power to do so. She
The crop planted is less all over the country was
always ready to lend a helping hand;
and with continued wet weather the rot will
always cheerful under the most trying cirtake half of them. The best course to pursue
cumstances; always sympathetic, bringing
is to mow the tops off when the rotten smell
sunshine and gladness to cheer the droopof the top begins ami take them off the piece.
ing heart and lightening the burdeus of all
Dig after the first rotting spell and store whom
she could not cheer. She lead a typithem in the cellar; sprinkling air-slacked
cal life of the Gospel according to St. James,
lime over them and cover with short bags
mz., cure and undehled religion is this;
and re-sort later on. With continued wet
“To visit the widow and the fatherless in their
weather and later digging there will be less
affliction and keep
yourself unspotted
sound potatoes than the first method is my
from the world.” The funeral services were
experience, that is, before the crop is ripened
held at the Baptist church (of which she
and the tops dead. The last two years the
was a member) July 27th, and
though it
crop has matured when having dry weather.
was a busy day at the busiest time of the
No danger after maturing. Look out after
year almost the entire community were
the murphies this year.
present to pay the last sad tribute of reUnity. Your co rrespondent visited Winspect to one who had endeared herself to all
dermere Park Sunday. There was a 1 arge
by her noble self-sacrificing life. She
crowd there. Among the new arrivals were
leaves a husband and four daughters to
Mrs. W. G. Fuller, son and daughter of
mourn their loss, all of whom were at her
Pittsfield, Mrs. J. W. Harmon and daugh- bedside at her death.Mrs.
Wiggin of
ters of Old Town.
I also went over the
Meredith, N. H., sister of Captain R.
new building of the Veteran Association
W. Black, U. S. Pension Agent at
Augand think it is one of the nicest buildings in
usta, is visiting at M. S. Ayer’s.Dr.
the State. It will be a great day when it is
E. A. Porter of Pittsfield was in town
dedicated_Mr. and Mrs. Campbell of SanSunday-R. B. Upham of Howard, R. I.,
gerville were the guests of Dr. Thomas last who has been
spending a fewr weeks with
and
little
Saturday
Sunday_Our
village friends here, returned to his home
Tuesday.
to
full
seems
be
of summer visitors. Some
-Danvas Cram of Newport, owner of the
are stopping with friends and some at the
steamer Hervey, was in town Saturday lookhotel, and all pronounce it a lovely place
ing after the repairs of the boat. She had
with so many trees and fine foliage-The
broken her propeller-Mrs. John S. Ayer
W. R. C. is flourishing and adds some new
is quite sick with rheumatism in her ankle.
members about every meeting... Mrs. A. F.
Her doctor thinks she will not he able to
McManus has gone to Waterville to visit
walk for four weeks-St. George’s Mafriends and from there she will go Wales,
sonic chapter worked three degrees SaturMe. She will be absent until the last of
day, and will have a special meeting SaturSeptember-Mr. S. T. Young and family
to confer the R. A. degree_
of Liberty are visiting at Fred Whitten’s.... day, Aug. 1,
Miss Blanche Moody and Millie Norton
Miss Gertie Knights of Fairfield was the
have recovered from their, injuries, being
guest of Mrs. A. R. My rick last week.... Mr.
thrown from a carriage_S. T. Young and
L. Small of Benton is quite sick at his
family went to Unity Sunday to stay a few
Mrs.
R.
Parkman_Mr.
daughter's,
Spelweeks... .John Chadwick and family are at
man and Mr. Tozier of Xasliua, N. H., are
the Sanford House for a few weeks’ vacavisiting at Archie Tozier’s-Mrs. A. A.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Berry were
Lane is slowly improving.
in town Saturday and Sunday_Frankie
Pittsfield. Rev. G. L. White of the F.
Ayer and Leta Young have been making a
B. church is to have a vacation of four weeks visit at Palermo, returning last week from
and .will join his family at Ocean Park. Mrs. L. A. Bowler’s and Mrs. Samuel Marden’s... Mr. and Mrs. Frank Knight of
Mrs. £. C. Bryant started Monday with Rockland
visited friends in town last week.
her children for that place. The Dr. will
is
Mrs.
health
later.
go
Bryant’s
very poor.
A Bicycle Record.
Too much public work has prostrated her
William
Sansom of this city made a run
nervous system and her physician says that
from Rockland to Bangor and back July
she must give up all care and work... .Mrs. 24th on his
wheel; the first time the trip has
D. M. Parks returned from Ocean Park last ever been performed in a
day. Mr. Sansom
week with her little daughter Agnes... .The left at 4.15 a. m. arrived in Belfast at ti 45,
left Belfast at 8.45, arriving in
Bangor at
hot weather is driving many to the sea1118 a. in. On the return Mr. Sansom left
shore. Geo. E. Kimball and family are Bangor at 8, left Belfast at 5.15 and arrived
taking a six week’s outing at Sandypoint.... home at 8 25. The actual ruling time was 18
hours and 18 minutes and the trip registered
Mrs. W. G. Fuller and daughter, Miss Caro150 miles.
It is safe to say that this record
line, are occupying their cottage at Winder- will not be surpassed for some time as it is a
mere Park for a few weeks-Several peoone.
splendid
[Rockland Star.
ple from this place visited the camps at
SHIP NEWS.
Douglas pond last week-Mrs. W. C. Marden and her sisters, Misses Susie and Grace
PORT OF BELFAST
went on an excursion to Kineo last
...

Davis,

week and stopped at the Kineo House one
night. They report a delightful time, though
they found it rather tiresome climbing the
mountains_Miss Carrie Libby returned
last week from a two weeks’ visit at Stock-

ARRIVED.

July 23. Sells. Henry Crosby, Stubbs. Salt Keys,
T. I.; Princess, Clement, Bom on; Miantouomah.
Ryan, do.
July 24. Schs. .James Holmes, Ryan. Boston;
Alida, Pattershall, Gloucester; Geo. B. Ferguson.
Ferguson, Bangor; Maria Webster, Turner, Sit.

Desert.

Barbour is taking his
Sell. Laughing Waters, Sprague,
July 29.
annual vacation from his duties as clerk in Swan’s Island.
SAILED.
the post office... Mrs. Emma F. Moreton of
July 24. Sell. Princess, Clement, Winterport.
Boston is visiting her friend, Mrs. A. H. LibJuly 25. Schs. Cox A Greeu, Thompson, Washington ; Menawa, Pendleton, Bangor.
by-Dr. E. C. Bryant attended the annual
July 2ti. Seh. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson.
meeting of the Maine Medical Association at Eddy ville.
July 28. Schs. James Holmes, Ryan, SandvPortland last week.Rev. J. Frank point;
Maria Webster, Turner, Bar Harbor.
Rhoades, pastor of the Universalist church
AMERICAN PORTS.
New York. July 21. Ar, sells. Gen. Adelbert
at Fairfield, delivered a very effective adPhiladelphia for Lvnn. Maud Briggs,
dress on temperance work at Union Hall Ames,
Swans Island; 24, ar, bark Janet Court, from
last Sunday evening. He defined very clear- Valparaiso via St. Thomas, with cargo ez-lu< Edward Kidder, from Junin; 25, ar, sch. .Etna,
ly the working of laws and the importance Chipnian, Jacksonville; cld, sell. Abide ('. Stubbs,
of having them enforced-There was an Charleston; Rabboni, Lord, Bangor for Staten
Island; Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Bangor, ('has.
excursion over the Maine Central railroad E.
Raymond, Pendleton, and George Gurilev, Carr.
Sunday to Old Orchard, Peaks and Long Vinalhaven; 26, ar, sch. Senator Sullivan,'Sabine
Pass, Tex.; 27, ar, sch. Lester A. Lewis. Kimball,
Islands in Portland harbor. 1 be train left Belfast.
Boston, July 20. Ar, sells. Susan N. Pickering,
Pittsfield at 7.10 a. m. Quite a large numHaskell, Fernandina; I). H. Rivers, Colcord, Philber went from here arriving about 10 p. m. adelphia; Charity, Magee, Bangor; Winslow
sld, sch.
on their return-A fire broke out in the J Morse, McDonough, Winterport; 24,
Eliza J. Pendleton, Fletcher, Kennebec and Washstable of Morey Mulligan on Washington ington ; 25, ar, sch. Levi Hart, Pendleton, Brunswick, Ga.; 27, ar, sch. H. J. Cottrell, Murphy,
street at about 10 o’clock which consumed
Charleston; 2S, Anna W. Barker, Blake, Weethe stable; also a horse and other things. ha wken.
Philadelphia, July 21. Cld, sch. Isaiah Hart.
The tire must have been well underway beProvidence; 22, cld', sch. Annie P. Chase, Ellis.
fore it was discovered for the tire depart- Saco; 26, cld. sch. Isaac Olierron, Trim, Bangor.
Baltimore, July 21. Sld, sch. Yale, Boston; 24.
ment was on hand as soon as possible after
cld, s?hs. A. B. Sherman, Pills uiry, Galveston;
the alarm was given. The house was saved Olive T, Whittier, Whittier, Portland; Young
Brothers, Snow, Portsmouth, N. H.; 26, ar. sell.
with only a little scorching-We abound Celia
F.. Randall, Annapolis, Md.
in lakes—formerly ponds—which have been
Portland, July 25. Cld, sch. .T. Manchester
Kennebec and Baltimore; 26, -id, sell.
Haynes,
fitted up with cottages, etc., making con- Charlotte T.
Sibley, Bartlett, Jacksonville ; 27. ar.
Lake Sebasticook, sell. George B. Ferguson, Ferguson. Bangor for
venient summer resorts.
Eddyville.
and
Lake
in
pond,
George
formerly Newport
Bath, July 24. Sld. sch. James A. Parsons,New
Canaan, have become quite famous and a York.
Bangor, July 21. Ar, brig Katahdin, Leathers,
great many ride out to either place for a day New Suffolk; 24, ar, sells. Slellissa Trask and WilThen there is Unity lard Saulsbury, New York; Lizzie Lane, Closson,
or a few days’ outing.
Weehawken; cld, sells Geo. B. Ferguson, Fergupond, a lovely sheet of water, which has son, Ei.dyviile; Jachin, Wilson, Boston; 27. ar.
been converted into Windermere Lake, sclis. Marcellas, Larrabee, Searsport; Menawa,
Pendleton, Belfast; Paul Seavey, Goodell, Port
where the speckled trout abound. Thus Liberty.
Brunswick, Ga., July 21. Ar, sells. Anna Pen
many who cannot for various reasons go to dleton, Thomas.
Norfolk; Lizzie E. Dennison.
the sea shore have the privilege of enjoying Ross, New York; 23, ar, sells. Almeda Willey,
W. H. Sumner, Pendleton, do.
the beautiful scenery and a row or a sail Dodge, New York; 25.
Charleston, July
Cld, brig, H. B. Hussey,
Warr. Weymouth.
nearer home_Mrs. Anna Osborne has rePerth Amboy, July 23. Sld, sch. Maud Snare,
turned from Nortliport-, where she had been
Lowell, Bangor.
Washington, D. C., July 24. Cld, sch. Jose
spending a few days-Messrs. W. A. ErsOlavarri, Arey, Boston.
kine and G. B. Warner have been on a fish.
Port Reading, N. J., July 25. Ar, sch. Sallie
York.
ing trip to Windermere.Misses Edith IDn, West, New
Saco, July 25. Sld, sch. Horace G. Morse. WisGardner and Angie Noble, clerks at Per- casset and Fortress Monroe; 27, ar, sch. Annie P,
kins’ dry goods store, are taking a short Chase, Ellis, Norfolk.
vacation_The popular conductor on the
S. & M. railroad, A. B. Thompson, has been
made the happy recipient of a ten pound
boy_A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. R. Haines, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mansou,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Lancaster, Mrs. J. L. C.
Porter, Misses Ada Coffin and Annie Jenkins and Mr. Gordon Dobson drove to Lake
George recently and enjoyed a very pleasant
day_The work of finishing the hail in the
Institute building is to begin at once and it
is intended to have the heavy work completed before the beginning of the fall term.
ton

Springs_C.

M.

Norfolk, July 27.
Carter. Braintree.

Sid, sch. Joel F. Shepherd.

4

FOREIGN PORTS.

Cuxhaven, July 19. Ar, ship Cora, Fairbairn,
La Plata.
Bal.ia, July 21. Ar, bark Josephine. McClean,
Baltimore.
Kingston, Ja., July 7.
Sid, soli. Humarock,
Veazie, Guantanamo, Cuba.
Singapore, June 1G. Ar, ship Belle of Bath.
Curtis to sail for Hong Kong the last of July).
St. Thomas, July 11. Ar, sell. Hattie S." Barbour, Erskine, Guadaloupe.
Ri«* Janeiro, July 8. Sid, barks Frances and
Prisciila, Baltimore.
Demerara. July 21. Ar. sch. Jessie Lena, Devereaux. King’s Ferry, Fla.
Hong Kong, June 21. Cld, ship Gov. Robie,
Nichols, New York.
Anjer, June 23. Passed, bark Adolph Obrig,
Amesburv, Singapore for New York.
Buenos Ayres, June 30. Ar, sch. Georgia Gilkey, Portland.
Rosario, June 27. Ar, bark Edward L. Mavberry, New York via Buenos Avres.
Montevideo, June 30. Ar.‘bark C. P. Dixon,
Baltimore: in port June 24, bark Mannie Swan,
for New York.

Days

4

....OK

Pure Delight
And Pleasure,'
At'Bangor.'Aug. 25,2u!«
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«

t

111

W ill. m 1890, present a u
stmotive list of attraction*,
among which we name

MARINE MISOELLANV.

Spoken. July 15. lat. 39 N. Ion. 131 WM bark
Colomo, Noyes, from San Francisco for Portland,
Oregon.
Notice is given that on or about Julv 30, 1896,
the fourth order fixed white light on the S. E. eml
of Negro Island, S. side of the entrance to Cam-

THE NEW

den Harbor, will be moved to and exhibited from
the new tower recently erected 4o feet W. S. \V
1-2 W. from the present temporary tower. Neither
the height of the light above the sea level nor its
characteristic will be changed. The new tower is
built on the site of the old one, centre over centre, and is of the same form and color as the old

showing the growth and liarvproduct,

SOUTH

Cotton.
Rice and Peanuts

one.
( HARTERS,

ship W. H. Macy, New York to San
Francisco, general cargo, at or about $7.5'>. Bark
Mabel 1 Mvers, Boston to B .enos Ayres, lumber.
$8.5o, Rosario. $:• 5u. Sell. James A. Garfield, La
Br^e to Hastings, asphalt, $1.90 and discharged.
Bark Carrie I.. Tyler. Romlout to Charleston,
cement, 12 cents: Coal freights: Sch. Susan Stetson. Weehawken to Bangor, 55 cents,
s- 1:. Webster Barnard, same GO cents.
Sell. Stephen .Morris. Pt. Reading to Bangor, GO cents. Sch.
Hattie,
Elizabethport to Boothbay, 55 cents. Sell Annie
P. Chase. Philadelphia to'Saeo. 75 cents and towages. Sen. R. F. 1’ettigrew, Philadelphia to 1 'in-

they

as

Turpentine and its
Making Tar.

■

;

War Relics and Indian

Imp).

Warfare.
The

Negros, just from t
their 'plaint olios, dances and

Prom

the

Wesj

Buffalo, Llk, Deer. Bear

The

from

land, 50 cents and f. m.
Freihhts. The Freight Circular of Brown A
Co., New York, reports for the week ending July
The supply of long voyage tonnage does not
increase to any appreciable extent, and with a
continued good demand from shippers of case
petroleum and general Cirgo, the tone of :lie market is firm upon the basis of last rates paid in the
several departments. Though no further advance
from current quotations is anticipated in the near
future, owners are confident or their ability to
maintain the situation in its present form,*the
visible supply of tonnage for the next thirty or
sixty days encouraging this belief. Vessels suitable for the transportation of barrel petroleum
continue scarce, hence notwithstanding the limited demand there are no indications of an immediate break in rates.
Some inquiry is experienced
for naval store vessels to load at primary
points
for Europe, but as shippers are yet reluctant to
raise their bids, the offerings of tonnage continue
very light. Interest is quite liberally extended to
lumber tonnage to the River Plate,
though shippers' requirements are almost wholly for Eastern
loading. Medium size vessels yet command $9
ana $1<» from the Provinces to B*uenos Avres and
Rosario, but for tonnage of the larger' class a
trifie less has been accepted. There is little
doing
momentarily from the Gulf, vessels, however, are
quite freely offered upon the basis of $12.25a
$12.50 to Buenos Ayres. Considerable inquiry is
yet experienced for case oil, lumber and general
cargo tonnage to Brazil, and though shippers are
prepared to negotiate upon the basis of last rates
paid, vessels are not readily obtainable. Other
South America and also West India freights continue very dull, this remark
covering both outward and home cargoes. Rates are nominally unchanged. There is no improvement to note in
coastwise lumber freights. Orders are very scarce,
and with numerous vessels offering, rates' are low
and unsatisfactory. In coal tonnage to the Eastward there is little doing at the moment; regarding rates there is no special change to report. The
staple is said to be scarce at the shipping points.
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Bray. In Deer Isle, July 17. to Mr. and Mrs.
Forest H. Bray, a daughter.
Black, in Southwest Harbor, Julv lz, to Mr
ami Mrs. Frank L. Black, a daughter.'
Conaky. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, July 17, t" Mr.
ami Mrs. William (Zonary, a daughter.
Dcffy. Iii Camden, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles 1

Duffy, a daughter.
Ha‘kri.\<;t«»n. In Camden,
I). Harrington, a daughter.

Mr. and Mrs K.

to

Holbrook. In Swan's Island. July id, to Mr.
and Mis. Elmer Holbrook, a daughter.
1 Vuvfar. In Brooklin, July 1, t<» Mr. and M:-.
George G. I’urvear, a son. William Henry
Parker. In Bluehill, July 6, to .Mr. ami Mrs.
Henry A. Parker, a son.
Small. In Deei Die, July
m \lr. ami Mrs.
Stephen M. Small, a son.

STATE OE MAIN
1'01'HT OK

WALDO

July ‘j.s.

MAfiKIED.

In the matter ot k
insolvent Oebtor

!>■•[>,,L-P,A .Li:-.
V
In l:
JT, V ibn
G.G. Winslow. Abraham Dodg-..- mid Mr-' Mary
M. Bagley. both ot Diesbor
Fknp'N Fren* u. In Newport. 1 ;!y 22, by 1;\
J- \V Web.-rer, Mr. Prank Mi laud Fenton of Watertown, Mass., and Miss Flora Belle French <>t
W altliam.
ilowi.-SrovKk. in Ashland. July 11. ArtemaW. Howe of Ashland and Miss Lillie L. Stove; of
Brooks> ille.
Johnson Farrell.
In Tenant s Harbor. St.
George, July 15, Henry K J- hns-m of St. (i«vi:r
and .Margaret Farrell o! Boston.
Okie Peaslkf. In Washington, July 5, Eln.-u
E. urff of AValdoboro and Hattie M. Pea.-lcJefferson.
Paiteio'.u.n-.AIi Kinlf.v.
In Buck-port. J .!>
25. George E. Patti rsoi
II anny B. McK
both of Biu kspor:.
Trefry-L-vni'Ers. In Belfast July 2*.. by Ke
G.G. Winsa.w, Pen nai P. 1
;
u'\. -:niia. N
S., ami Mrs. Lulu It. Landers..:' Waldo.
\ "SE-HiNCKiuiv.
Iii Thomasou!. ,lu.y 15. Edwin S. Vose ot Cushing ami Helen Hinckley <d
Thomaston.

It is hereby .rdeivd
persons iniere'te-l n

1

.In-,

eollllts -.1

i:

J. M. Fletcher
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Fitting Glasses,

In Belfast. July 2f>. .'apt. Joseph
Clough.
lough, aged 77 years.
I>ayi>. In Hyde Park. July 25. at flu- n..me
her
daughter, Mrs. A. H. Shepherd, Ma
widow of Ansel Davis, aged 87 years and
months.
Das
In Bluehill. July
Mis- L<>rmda P. Dayu
aged t-6 years, .j months and 2 day-.
Daniels. In Deer Isle, Ju > id', \ :11a E Dame
aged 5 years, 10 months and z uayDom.f
In Brooklin, July 15. Mrs Laura Dodgu
aged 56 years. ;t months and 17 davs.
Di nbar
Deer Isle, J ily
aged 22 years.
Eaton. In Deer Die, July 1".
arrie M. Eaton,
aged 7 months; and 10 days.
Flaoo In Clarence. 111., July 4 Mrs. Mary Ann
Flagg, formerly ot Surry, aged 67 years.
Foss. In Koekland. July 23, JolinG. 1
aged
53 years. The remains taken to McnrvilU for
burial.
gray.
In Deer Isle. July 10, Jonathan IE Gray,
aged 75 years.
Hale. In Knox, July 24. Aliial G. Ha.., aged 02
years.
Hall. In Halldale. July 25. Nathaniel Hail,
aged 74 years, in months and 23 days
Hi j< Hinson. In New Brighton. N.\
July 15.
at Sailor's Snug Harbor, ( apt. James Hutchins-m,
a native of Portland, aged about 71 years.
Kimball. In Hope. July lo, Hannah, widow
Mark Kimball.
The remains taken to Sear-mont
for burial.
.'liLL!kr,.>.
in r>urr\, ,iuiy
>aran
>1:
ken. aged 41 years and 3 months.
Stetson. In Lowell. Mass., July 23, George F.
Stetson, a native oi Washington, aged
years. 1
month and is days.
The remains taken to Ro< kland for burial.
Stewart. In Lowell, Mass.. July 21. Mrs. Emma
M. Stewart, formerly of Rockland, aged 52 years.
The remains taken to Rockland for burial.
Sti bbs. In Bangor. July 2b, Evelyn Nwife of
Henry L. Stubbs, aged 42 years and 5 months.
Tyler. In Rockland, July 24 Alden L. Tyler,
aged 76 years and 2 months.
Walker. In Rockland, July 20, Lizzie S. Walker. aged 36 vears, 4 months and is davs.
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Class ( ai
consisting of tin* towns of Th*
Burnham, Troy, Jackson and Kno\

hah
in caucus at Johnson
Saturday. August 1, ls%. at
the purpose of nominating a candn
seme ive t" the. State Legislature
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Class Cain s. The Republican*
sentative class comp(*sed of tin
mont, Belmont, Lincolnville, Nortbi
Boro are hereby requested to meet c
Corner school house so called, in N
Saturday Aug. 1, 18%, at 7 o'clock
nate a candidate for representative
lature.
Dated at Northport this 22(1 day *i
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